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A B S T R AC T

Personal and service robots may benefit society in different activities
and challenges, thanks to their increasingly advanced mechanical and
decision-making capabilities. However, for that to happen one of the
essential conditions is to have coherent, natural and intuitive interfaces
so that humans can make a fruitful and effective use of these intelli-
gent machines. In general, the goal of reaching intuitive interfaces for
human–robot interaction has not yet been attained, partly due to the
fact that robots are not yet widespread in public spaces, partly due to
the technical difficulties in interpreting human intentions.

Making service robots that understand their surroundings entails
that they should possess capabilities that allow them to operate in
unstructured environments and under unpredictable conditions, unlike
industrial robots which usually operate in highly structured, controlled
and repeatable environments. To tackle these challenges, in this thesis
we develop computational models based on findings from developmental
psychology (object affordances) and from neuroscience (mirror neuron
system). The proposed models stem from the consideration that objects
carry information about actions and interactions.

We contribute a modular framework for visual robot affordance learn-
ing, based on autonomous robot exploration of the world, sensorimotor
data collection and statistical models. We combine affordances with
communication (gestures and language), to interpret and describe hu-
man actions in manipulative scenes by reusing previous robot experi-
ence. We show a model that deals with multiple objects, giving rise to
tool use, including the link from hand affordances (i.e., action possibil-
ities by using the hands) to tool affordances (i.e., action possibilities
by using tools). We illustrate how affordances can be used for plan-
ning complex manipulation tasks under noise and uncertainty. In two
appendixes, we describe a robot model for recognizing human gestures
in manipulation scenarios, and we report a study about how people
perceive robot gestures when the facial information is turned off.

Keywords: gestures, object affordances, human–robot interaction,
iCub robot, machine learning





R E S U M O

Os robôs pessoais e de serviço podem beneficiar a sociedade em ativi-
dades e desafios diferentes, graças às suas capacidades mecânicas e de
tomadas de decisão cada vez mais avançadas. No entanto, para isso
acontecer, uma das condições essenciais é a existência de interfaces co-
erentes, naturais e intuitivas para que os humanos possam usar estas
máquinas inteligentes de uma forma frutuosa e eficaz. No geral, o ob-
jetivo de alcançar interfaces intuitivas para a interação homem–robô
(human–robot interaction) não foi ainda alcançado, em parte pelo facto
de que os robôs não estão ainda difusos nos espaços públicos, em parte
devido às dificuldades técnicas na interpretação das intenções humanas.

Construir robôs de serviço, que percebam o que os rodeia, implica
que os mesmos possuam capacidades que lhes permitam funcionar em
ambientes não estruturados e em condições imprevisíveis, ao contrário
dos robôs industriais que operam em ambientes altamente estrutura-
dos, controlados e repetíveis. Para enfrentar estes desafios, nesta tese
desenvolvemos modelos computacionais baseados em descobertas da
psicologia do desenvolvimento (potencialidades de objetos, object affor-

dances) e da neurociência (sistema de neurónios espelho). Os modelos
propostos resultam da consideração que os objetos transportam infor-
mação sobre ações e interações.

Propomos uma biblioteca de software modular para aprendizagem
de potencialidades visuais em robôs, baseada na exploração autónoma
do mundo, recolha de dados sensório-motores e técnicas estatísticas.
Juntamos potencialidades com comunicação (gestos e linguagem), para
interpretar e descrever ações humanas em cenários de manipulação, reu-
tilizando a experiência prévia do robô. Mostramos um modelo que lida
com objetos múltiplos, permitindo o uso de ferramentas, e também a li-
gação de potencialidades de mãos (i.e., possibilidade de ações usando as
mãos) para potencialidades de ferramentas (i.e., possibilidade de ações
usando ferramentas). Explicamos como as potencialidades podem ser
usadas para o planeamento de ações complexas de manipulação, sob
ruído e incerteza. Em dois apêndices, descrevemos um modelo robó-
tico para reconhecer gestos humanos em contextos de manipulação, e
relatamos um estudo de como as pessoas percebem gestos robóticos
quando a informação facial dos mesmos é desligada.

Palavras-chave: gestos, potencialidades de objetos (object affor-

dances), interação homem–robô, robô iCub, aprendizagem automática
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1
M O T I VAT I O N A N D S C O P E O F T H E T H E S I S

In recent years, it is becoming increasingly common to use robots in
domestic and public spaces. The total number of professional ser-
vice robots sold in 2016 (i.e., non-industrial robots) rose considerably
by 24% to 59 706 units, up from 48 018 in 2015, with similarly posi-
tive forecasts expected for the period until 20201. When deployed in
domestic and public environments, robotic machines are expected to
take on roles such as personal home assistants, receptionists, waiters,
couriers, and more. It is now feasible, though not without problems,
to think of social robots being located in the same physical areas as a
person. This societal shift bears the issue of how to make robots that
work effectively alongside humans. In other words, how to build robots
that possess the capabilities (e.g., perception, reasoning, action) to ex-
ecute their tasks well, and that in doing that are robust and reactive
to uncertainty (e.g., noisy measurements) and unexpected events (e.g.,
failures), and that collaborate with us adequately by assisting our ac-
tivities, without being a costly encumbrance in terms of money, time,
or patience. Public scenarios require interfaces that are easy to use for
the general public, including for special groups like disabled, elderly
or technology challenged people. Human users should be able to pro-
vide instructions to robots in a natural and effortless way, mainly with
verbal language and with nonverbal communication (e.g., with body
gestures), but this task has not been attained in general. This thesis
contributes to bridging the usability gap that human users face when
dealing with robots.

One of the open challenges in designing robots that operate success-
fully in the unpredictable human environment is how to make them able
to foresee what actions they can perform onto objects of the world, and
what the effects of these actions will be: in other words, how to pro-
vide them with the ability to perceive object affordances (action possi-
bilities), a concept originally introduced in the field of developmental
psychology in the 1960s, and of increasing importance in robotic re-
search (see Fig. 1a). First proposed by J. Gibson [Gib14], an affordance
is defined as: “a resource that the environment offers any animal that
has the capabilities to perceive and use it”. Later, E. Gibson studied
the role of affordances and learning in children [Gib03], reflecting on
“discovering the information that specifies an affordance”. These theo-
ries stress how interacting with the environment (i.e., acting on it with

1Executive Summary World Robotics 2017 Service Robots, http://www.ifr.

org/service-robots/statistics/
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a body) and perceiving the environment (i.e., sensing relevant features
and changes of the world) are interconnected and related.

Suppose that a robotic agent has to operate in an environment, in
particular having to see and use the objects that are available in order
to achieve a given goal, such as adding sugar to a coffee (stirring the

coffee) in the presence of a cup with coffee, of a sugar bowl, and of a
spoon (ignoring, for simplicity, the aspect of how the goal was entered
into the system by a human user). Classical Artificial Intelligence (AI)
and robotic systems [RN09; SK16] will permit the agent to achieve
the goal, relying on perceptual sensing algorithms, symbolic planning,
and robot manipulator control, provided that the objects are recognized

correctly, meaning that the “ingredients” needed for the task (e.g., cup,
bowl, spoon) have been previously learned by the system at training
time, and are detected at testing time. However, what happens when
a spoon is not available, or its appearance and shape are considerably
different from the spoons that the system was taught? Classical AI
may not be able to cope with this scenario, whereas the incorporation of
affordances can help filling in the gaps in the following sense. Reasoning
on the affordances of the objects gives the benefit of relying on the
knowledge about an object’s functional features or sub-parts, rather
than on knowing the object’s name or identity. In the coffee example,
if no spoon is available, the agent could use another type of cutlery
which is long and thin, but if even that is not available, it might use
yet another object that would help stir the coffee (e.g., an object with a
thin and elongated shape, as in the upper part of Fig. 5). Affordances
are mental shortcuts for accessing properties of objects that lead to a
goal-directed action, without having to explicitly recognize the object
name or type. Therefore, affordances are a means to generalization in
robotic perception.

A similar argumentation can be made when we consider instruc-
tions provided by a human user to another agent (human or robot).
In interactions, too, objects carry key information about the action,
which is conveyed explicitly or implicitly. Humans can instruct other
agents to perform operations on objects by saying their explicit name
out loud (using a shared verbal language which is understood by part-
ners), or by referring to their distinctive features in an ambiguous sit-
uation (e.g., by saying “the large green box”), or by pointing at the
objects themselves (using a shared nonverbal gesture while communi-
cating with an interaction partner). Interestingly, when a person makes
a gesture that points in the direction of an object, a system can rea-
son on the affordances of the pointed object, which is useful for action

prediction (i.e., predicting what the person will do next, or intends to
do). Indeed, when a person refers (in whichever way) to an object, they
are often really referring to the useful properties of it. All in all, we
can summarize these examples by saying that an object can act as a
mediator for interaction. Affordances are one way to exploit this power.
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Figure 1: Number of published papers including relevant thesis key-
words over time. The searches in Fig. 1a–1c show a growing
trend in terms of number of publications for individual top-
ics, however Fig. 1d reveals that not many papers address all
the considered topics jointly. Plots computed from Google
Scholar data, using the academic-keyword-occurrence

script by Volker Strobel2.

Within robotic research, in addition to a growing interest in affor-
dances as mentioned above, there has been a similar trend in topics
such as body gestures (see Fig. 1b) and, in general, in human–robot
interaction systems and studies (see Fig. 1c). However, there are not
many papers yet that address these topics jointly, as seen in Fig. 1d:
the number of published papers which mention all of the keywords (in
the entirety of the article text, not only in the title) ranges between 3
in year 2000 and about 180 in 2016. Even though 180 papers is a rea-
sonable number, it still constitutes a relatively small fraction of the
whole body of articles produced by the robotics community yearly.

2http://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1218409
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1.1 objectives

This thesis revolves around the usefulness of affordances in robots, and
the possible advantages of using robot affordances in conjunction with

other modalities, such as human body gestures and language, for sup-

porting effective interactions between humans and robots. The core goal
is to develop computational models to use affordances and other envi-
ronment elements in order to close the gap between human and robot
knowledge. We research how object affordances can provide a joint ref-

erence between human and robot for the correct interpretation of ges-
tural instructions, and how this can ultimately lead to intuitive robot
utilization for the general population. In particular, this work stems
from the observation that objects contain important links to physical
actions and action understanding when interacting with other agents.
From this idea, we develop a theory comprising objects affordances,
body gestures and probabilistic inference. We contribute software pro-
grams that can be deployed on real robotic systems. We show a num-
ber of practical contributions in robot algorithms that incorporate the
above concepts.

By advancing action recognition capabilities in robots through the
combination of gestures and affordance perception, we also endow
robots with the ability to recognize human actions during their enact-
ment, i.e., before said actions are completed in their entirety. The ad-
vantage is to provide robots the ability to anticipate human actions and
intentions, given contextual circumstances. We show this anticipatory
behavior and capability in human–robot collaborative tasks, relying
on the information provided by objects affordances, body gestures and
probabilistic inference.

Fig. 2 illustrates the cognitive robotic models used in this thesis
schematically. Fig. 2a exemplifies the state of the art in robot affor-
dances: a computational implementation of simple object affordances,
defined as the relations between actions, objects and effects, as pro-
posed in the works of Montesano [Mon+08]. Fig. 2b is also prior work
from the state of the art, focusing on the joint learning of affordances
and language descriptions. Fig. 2c shows our contribution of incor-
porating gestures and language descriptions to the model, allowing a
cognitive robot to reason about physical actions when external agents
operate in an environment shared with the robot, to describe the scene
verbally, and permitting anticipatory behavior. Fig. 2d depicts our
contribution related to tool use, which allow a robot to not only use
a single object of the world, but to reason about the possibilities of-
fered by a first grasped object (i.e., using a specific manipulator) onto
a second object which is acted upon when the first one is in the agent’s
hand.

In the following sections, we present the constituent theoretical com-
ponents upon which this thesis is based. Sec. 1.2 defines the princi-
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Figure 2: Schematic diagrams of the cognitive robotic models discussed
in this thesis. They all include a representation of affordances
as relations between actions, objects and effects (Figs. 2a–
2d). In addition, some of them include extensions or specific
aspects being highlighted (Figs. 2c–2d). Figs. 2a and 2b are
prior existing works from the state of the art, whereas Figs. 2c
and 2d are contributions of this thesis.
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ples that guide the framework of developmental robotics, Sec. 1.3 illus-
trates the concept of affordances and the advantages that it provides
in robotics, and Sec. 1.4 specifies the neuroscience theories which are
linked to our research. Finally, Sec. 1.5 lists the main contributions of
the thesis, and Sec. 1.6 gives a brief outline of the structure of the next
chapters.

1.2 developmental robotics

Developmental robotics, also known as epigenetic robotics or ontoge-
netic robotics, is a subfield of robotics whose main aims are (i) mod-
eling the development of increasingly complex cognitive processes (for
example, the understanding of language, or the acquisition of manip-
ulation skills), and also (ii) understanding how such processes emerge
through physical and social interaction [Lun+03; CS15]. Developmen-
tal robotics takes direct inspiration from the progressive learning phe-
nomena observed in children’s cognitive development. It is related to
other fields such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), developmental psychol-
ogy, neuroscience and dynamical systems theory.

In this line of research, robots are used to verify theoretical models
of emergence and development of action and cognition. The rationale
is the following: if a model is instantiated inside a system embedded
in the real world, many things can be learned about its strengths and
limitations. Developmental robotics operates on short (ontogenetic)
time scales of single individuals, or small groups of individuals. By
contrast, evolutionary robotics typically operates on long (phylogenetic)
time scales and large populations of several individuals.

The basic idea behind developmental robotics (i.e., that the mecha-
nism of development can be used to understand and to construct cog-
nition) can be traced back to Turing [Tur50]: “Instead of trying to pro-
duce a programme to simulate the adult mind, why not rather try to
produce one which simulates the child’s? If this were then subjected to
an appropriate course of education, one would obtain the adult brain”.
Another core idea in developmental robotics is embodiment (or Embod-
ied Artificial Intelligence), which states that intelligence (e.g., common
sense) can only be the result of learned experience of a body living in
the real world [PB06].

This thesis follows the developmental robotics perspective: the contri-
butions that we will describe in the next chapters hinge on the paradigm
of a robot that learns about its surrounding environment by incremental
self-exploration, starting from a limited initial knowledge; in addition,
this learning process is embodied, in the sense that it is conditioned on
a particular, physical robot body (e.g., the arms and hands can reach
and manipulate certain objects and locations in the robot workspace,
but not all of them).
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Figure 3: A door handle affords the ability to be turned and pulled,
resulting in the door to be open.

1.3 motivation for using robot affordances

Affordances, introduced in p. 1, correspond to action possibilities of-
fered to agents by elements of the environment. They can support
service robotics3 and human–robot interaction applications for a num-
ber of reasons.

First, affordances are personal: they depend on the agent (or on the
“animal”, as in the original definition by J. Gibson [Gib14]). For exam-
ple, the door handle of Fig. 3 offers the affordance of being manipulated
in order to open the door, but the precise motor realization of the act
of turning the handle is different for an adult human or for a robot (and
also for other types of agents such as children or animals) [Che03; CT07;
Jam+16]. We can say that there is one set of affordances for humans
and another one for robots. Then, if a robot can understand both types,
it can link human actions and robot actions.

Second, affordances are suited for learning and generalization behav-
iors on cognitive robots that manipulate objects of the world. Modeling
all the possible world interactions is unfeasible (we cannot pre-program
all the interactions between a robot, its motor action repertoire, and
the resulting effects onto the objects of the world), therefore learning
from experience is required. However, to collect large amounts of robot
sensorimotor data is challenging and costly. Robot affordances are then
one possibility to capture meaningful aspects of data, without neces-
sarily requiring large amounts of data, but permitting to learn a model

3The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) defines a “service

robot” as a robot “that performs useful tasks for humans or equipment excluding

industrial automation applications” (ISO 8373).
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that can adapt to situations unseen during training. We describe this
aspect in Ch. 2.

Third, affordances can be profitably combined with communication,
both verbal (i.e., language) and nonverbal (i.e., gestures). For example,
the ability to foresee the action performed by other human agents onto
physical objects is fundamental for successful anticipation and collabo-
ration in joint tasks. If a robot can perceive the affordances offered to
a human by objects present in a collaborative human–robot scenario,
it can monitor the evolution of the task, anticipate the final goal, and
intervene in a timely manner. We explore this aspect in Ch. 4.

Fourth, learning how humans operate tools is crucial for having a
robot operate in complex manipulation tasks that are typical in human-
like environments. We note that our hands are our first tools in inter-
acting with physical objects of the world; then, from 16 months of age,
humans start developing functional tool use [FRO14]. We investigate
this transition on a humanoid robot, modeling the transfer from hand
affordances (i.e., perception of action possibilities offered by objects
using different hand morphologies) to tool affordances (i.e., perception
of action possibilities offered by objects using different tools). A robot
can learn tool use capabilities in a gradual way, generalizing to differ-
ent tools that afford different possibilities, similarly to how children
progressively learn mutual interactions between different objects. Ac-
quiring this capability permits a robot to perform actions that would
otherwise not be possible, for example grasping a faraway object with
the help of an elongated tool. We explore these aspects in Ch. 5.

Fifth, robot sensorimotor knowledge (in the form of learned affor-
dances) can be useful for symbolic reasoning in order to form a uni-
fied planning architecture that allows a robot to carry out a complex
manipulation task under challenging conditions and external distur-
bances (e.g., noisy perception, motor problems, obstruction by other
agents). We present a case study about the POETICON++ project,
which tackled all of those issues, in Ch. 6, introducing a robust action
planning system that combines robot sensorimotor knowledge (in the
form of learned affordances) with symbolic reasoning, using a unified
probabilistic representation.

1.4 neuroscience inspiration

In this work we draw inspiration from neuroscience (the science that
deals with the function and structure of the nervous system and brain),
in particular from the following concepts: two-streams hypothesis;
canonical neurons and mirror neurons. We will now briefly explain
these ideas.
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dorsal

ventral

Figure 4: Graphical illustration of the visual processing streams in
the human brain according to the two-streams hypothe-
sis. The ventral stream (lower part of figure) is shown
in purple, stretching from the visual cortex into the tem-
poral lobe. The dorsal stream (upper part) is shown in
green, stretching from the visual cortex into the parietal
lobe. Picture elaborated under the CC BY-SA 3.0 license
from an image by Wikimedia user Selket, author of the
original picture at https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/

File:Ventral-dorsal_streams.svg.
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Table 1: Main differences between the ventral stream and the dorsal
stream, adapted and simplified from [Nor02].

factor ventral stream dorsal stream

function object recognition visually-guided behavior
(e.g., reaching and grasping)

sensitivity details (high motion (high temporal
spatial frequency) frequency)

memory long-term storage short-term storage
speed slow fast
consciousness high low
reference frame object-centered viewer-centered

(allocentric) (egocentric)
visual input foveal across all retina

1.4.1 Two-Streams Hypothesis

The two-streams hypothesis [GM92; CM00] speculates that the primate
cerebral cortex processes visual information using two separate path-
ways:

1. the ventral or “what” stream, responsible for object categoriza-
tion and recognition;

2. the dorsal or “where” or “how” stream, which guides object-
directed actions such as reaching and grasping.

Fig. 4 shows a graphical representation of the two streams in the
human brain, whereas Table 1 lists the main differences between the
two pathways for the purpose of this thesis. In particular, looking
at the speed characteristic (i.e., speed of firing after receiving a vi-
sual stimulus), it has been observed that the ventral stream is rela-
tively slow [Nor02, p. 84], whereas the dorsal stream is faster [PAD11].
The dorsal pathway constitutes a direct, fast neural link (~250 ms) be-
tween vision and motor activation areas in the human brain, bypassing
other regions while performing tasks like object reasoning or recogni-
tion [Tun+07]. For example, when humans observe a small cup of
coffee, they perceive the shape, the handle, and the action possibilities
provided by that object (i.e., its affordances) through the fast dorsal
stream, whereas the precise object classification provided by the slower
ventral pathway does not have the same usefulness, depending on the
task.

The reason why this neuroscience theory can be fruitful for cognitive
robotics is exemplified by looking at Fig. 5. Each of the two streams
has its own perceptual process (with extracted features and outputs),
depending on the intended application being considered. In the case
of the ventral stream, the application is typically object recognition:
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Figure 5: Illustration of the two-streams hypothesis from a computer
vision point of view. The ventral and dorsal pathways are
highlighted, having different features and scopes. The work
developed in this thesis mainly focuses on the dorsal pathway
and on learning visual affordances, which does not require
to know the identity of objects as in the ventral pathway.
However, in Ch. 6, we also show a case study that employs
both types of object reasoning in parallel (ventral and dorsal).
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that is, identifying the label or name of objects present in the input
image, provided that object classes have been previously learned by the
system during a learning phase.

On the contrary, in the case of the dorsal stream, we seek visual
object features that can be linked to functional properties of the ob-
ject (i.e., its affordances), without having to recognize the label of
the object, that is, without having necessarily seen that object before.
Therefore, in the works reported in this thesis we rely on the dorsal
stream type of reasoning, because it is a suitable model for reason-

ing on objects in a category-independent way (i.e., not focusing on the
object name or category, but rather on its sub-parts and functional
features). To that end, we investigate the generalization capabilities
provided by this type of reasoning (e.g., when testing objects different
from the ones seen during the training phase). This dorsal pipeline is a
complement to the ventral one, responsible for object recognition and
categorization, which is a topic of its own in computer vision, outside
the scope of this thesis. However, in Ch. 6, we will show how it is
possible and profitable to employ both types of object reasoning (ven-
tral and dorsal) in a scenario that involves human–robot interaction
through spoken verbal requests by the human, action planning and
manipulation by the robot.

All in all, we show how learned affordance skills can be leveraged by
robots in several contexts and modalities: reasoning on tools, on hand
postures, on human gestures, language, and for action planning during
manipulation tasks.

1.4.2 Canonical Neurons and Mirror Neurons

Certain classes of neurons have been observed to be active in pri-
mates (apes and humans) not only during the execution of behaviors,
but also during the perception of the objects that are related to these
behaviors [RC04].

Canonical neurons respond both during grasping action execution,
and when we simply view an object of a particular shape [Kan+00,
Ch. 19]. In other words, these neurons have sensory properties such
that they respond to the presentation of objects on which we can per-
form an action (e.g., grasping). The grasping of objects needs to be
informed by the shape of the object: for instance, we grasp paper-
clips differently than how we grasp oranges. The sensory input is used
to drive appropriate grasping gestures. Canonical neurons are not as-
sumed to be responsible for visual recognition: they just receive rele-
vant input from areas involved in the processing of visual features. We
use this idea to link geometrical features, computed from the shape of
visually segmented objects, to robot affordances (Ch. 2).

Mirror neurons respond to the motor actions of others. More pre-
cisely, according to the mirror neuron system theory, there is a neu-
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rophysiological mechanism in the brain resulting in certain neurons
firing in two different situations: (i) when performing a movement,
or (ii) when sensing that a peer is performing a goal-directed move-
ment [Kil+09]. The interpretation is that sensing and execution of
movement are two sides of the same coin, and this mirroring mechanism
is a fundamental part of action understanding and imitation learning
skills [Fog+05; Gaz+07]. We use this idea to recognize manipulative
gestures performed by external agents (Ch. 4) and reasoning about the
functional properties of the objects involved, thus exploring action pre-
diction and action anticipation capabilities (as in the pointing gesture
example of p. 3) integrating affordances with gestures.

People have an a priori knowledge about others’ body parts, and
they use movement cues to understand what actions or gestures are
being executed by others. This mechanism can be replicated on a
robot, encoding a gesture as the union of (i) body part (appearance
cue) and (ii) movement. We can interpret others’ actions because what
others do belongs to our motor repertoire or experience [RFG01].

To summarize, the contributions described in this thesis are based
on a model of the environment surrounding the robot, with the novelty
of representing the knowledge of this environment with affordances,
beyond the mere recognition of specific objects. Thus, our model looks
at the physical objects present in the scene, their affordances, as well
as people with their informative body gestures and actions.

1.5 contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are:

• a framework for visual robot affordance learning, based on au-
tonomous robot exploration of the world, sensorimotor data col-
lection and statistical models (Bayesian Networks). This system
was implemented over the years 2010–2018 as a modular software
to be deployed on humanoid robots, focusing on flexibility (e.g.,
separating perception, learning and motor components, and allow-
ing the user to employ some or all of them as needed) and real-
time operations (e.g., supporting robot cameras which capture
images at 30 frames per second). As a result, it was adopted as a
building block for the further contributions of this thesis (listed
in the bullet points below), but it also had an impact externally,
being adopted by other researchers: [MC16; Deh+16a; Deh+16b;
Deh+17];

• the combination of object affordances with communication (ges-
tures and language). This approach allows a robot to interpret
and describe the actions of human agents by reusing the robot’s
previous experience. This part produced the following publica-
tions:
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– Giovanni Saponaro, Lorenzo Jamone, Alexandre Bernardino,
and Giampiero Salvi. “Interactive Robot Learning of Ges-
tures, Language and Affordances”. In: Workshop on Ground-

ing Language Understanding. Satellite of Interspeech. 2017,
pp. 83–87. doi: 10.21437/GLU.2017-17.

– Giovanni Saponaro, Lorenzo Jamone, Alexandre Bernardino,
and Giampiero Salvi. “Beyond the Self: Using Grounded Af-
fordances to Interpret and Describe Others’ Actions”. In:
IEEE Transactions on Cognitive and Developmental Sys-

tems (2019). doi: 10.1109/TCDS.2018.2882140.

• a model for tool use affordances in robots. The main contribu-
tions were (i) the visual feature extraction component, capable
of processing multiple objects simultaneously, extracting informa-
tion both from the shape of whole objects as well as from their
sub-parts; (ii) in the learning component, designing and evaluat-
ing various types of computational affordance models and param-
eters for assorted tasks (e.g., generalization to unseen objects;
transfer of learned knowledge from a simulated robot to a real
one); (iii) a method for learning the affordances of different robot
hand postures, investigating the link from hand affordances (i.e.,
action possibilities by using the hands) to tool affordances (action
possibilities by using tools). This part produced the following
publications:

– Afonso Gonçalves, Giovanni Saponaro, Lorenzo Jamone, and
Alexandre Bernardino. “Learning Visual Affordances of Ob-
jects and Tools through Autonomous Robot Exploration”.
In: IEEE International Conference on Autonomous Robot

Systems and Competitions. 2014, pp. 128–133. doi: 10.

1109/ICARSC.2014.6849774.

– Afonso Gonçalves, João Abrantes, Giovanni Saponaro, Lorenzo
Jamone, and Alexandre Bernardino. “Learning Interme-
diate Object Affordances: Towards the Development of a
Tool Concept”. In: IEEE International Conference on De-

velopment and Learning and on Epigenetic Robotics. 2014,
pp. 482–488. doi: 10.1109/DEVLRN.2014.6983027.

– Giovanni Saponaro, Pedro Vicente, Atabak Dehban, Lorenzo
Jamone, Alexandre Bernardino, and José Santos-Victor. “Learn-
ing at the Ends: From Hand to Tool Affordances in Hu-
manoid Robots”. In: IEEE International Conference on De-

velopment and Learning and on Epigenetic Robotics. 2017,
pp. 331–337. doi: 10.1109/DEVLRN.2017.8329826.

• a case study about the application of affordances and human
verbal instructions for robot planning of manipulation tasks, de-
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veloped within the scope of the POETICON++ research project.
This part produced the following publications:

– Alexandre Antunes, Lorenzo Jamone, Giovanni Saponaro,
Alexandre Bernardino, and Rodrigo Ventura. “From Human
Instructions to Robot Actions: Formulation of Goals, Affor-
dances and Probabilistic Planning”. In: IEEE International

Conference on Robotics and Automation. 2016, pp. 5449–
5454. doi: 10.1109/ICRA.2016.7487757.

– Alexandre Antunes, Giovanni Saponaro, Anthony Morse, Lorenzo
Jamone, José Santos-Victor, and Angelo Cangelosi. “Learn,
Plan, Remember: A Developmental Robot Architecture for
Task Solving”. In: IEEE International Conference on De-

velopment and Learning and on Epigenetic Robotics. 2017,
pp. 283–289. doi: 10.1109/DEVLRN.2017.8329819.

– Giovanni Saponaro, Alexandre Antunes, Rodrigo Ventura,
Lorenzo Jamone, and Alexandre Bernardino. “Combining
Affordance Perception and Probabilistic Planning for Ro-
bust Problem Solving in a Cognitive Robot”. In: Autonomous

Robots (2018). Under review.

• an appendix that describes a novel human gesture recognition
model for manipulative hand gestures, inspired by statistical tech-
niques from Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR). It produced
the following publication:

– Giovanni Saponaro, Giampiero Salvi, and Alexandre Bernardino.
“Robot Anticipation of Human Intentions through Contin-
uous Gesture Recognition”. In: International Conference

on Collaboration Technologies and Systems. International
Workshop on Collaborative Robots and Human–Robot In-
teraction. 2013, pp. 218–225. doi: 10.1109/CTS.2013.

6567232.

• finally, an appendix related to robot communication (rather than
robot perception and action, the core topics of the thesis): the
perceived social attitude attributed by non-technical users when
observing certain head and body gestures performed by a robot.
This study paves the way for an active learning system capable
of optimizing robot motion parameters with the aim of improv-
ing the communicative expressiveness. It produced the following
publication:

– Giovanni Saponaro and Alexandre Bernardino. “Generation
of Meaningful Robot Expressions with Active Learning”. In:
ACM/IEEE International Conference on Human–Robot In-

teraction. Late Breaking Report. 2011, pp. 243–244. doi:
10.1145/1957656.1957752.
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Figure 6: Structure of the thesis.

1.6 outline of the thesis

The thesis is structured as sketched in Fig. 6.
Ch. 2 illustrates the main machine learning notation and concepts (in-

cluding Bayesian Networks) used in the thesis, and the previous works
in the literature which are related to our broad scope (other chapters
also contain specific related work sections).

Ch. 3 describes the experimental platform: the iCub humanoid robot,
the experimental scenario under study, and our modular software frame-
work for robot affordance learning, focused on autonomous robot ex-
ploration of the world and visual processing, used as a building block
in the rest of the thesis.

Ch. 4 presents a computational model that combines affordances with
language, broadly speaking. It does that by incorporating nonverbal
language, in the form of human gestures; and also verbal language, by
generating verbal descriptions of manipulative scenes.

Ch. 5 shows an affordance model that deals with multiple objects,
giving rise to tool use, including the link from hand affordances (i.e.,
action possibilities by using the hands) to tool affordances (action pos-
sibilities by using tools).

Ch. 6 illustrates a case study about the application of affordances and
human verbal instruction interpretation for robot planning of manipu-

lation tasks, developed within the scope of the POETICON++ research
project.

Ch. 7 draws the conclusions and lists the avenues for future work.
Appendix A presents the details of the human gesture recognizer for

manipulative hand gestures: this recognizer was inspired by statisti-
cal techniques from Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), and it was
employed as one of the components of Ch. 4,
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Finally, as far as the robot communication aspect is concerned (be-
sides robot perception and action, the core topics of the thesis), Ap-
pendix B deals with the perceived social attitude attributed by non-
technical users when observing certain body gestures performed by a
robot.





2
B AC KG RO U N D

In this chapter, we provide the theoretical groundwork for the thesis.
In Sec. 2.1 we define some necessary machine learning concepts and
models, how to train these models and how to make use of them. Then,
in Sec. 2.2 we discuss the main works in the literature which are related
to the broad scope of the thesis (note that, in the other chapters, we
will also provide chapter-specific summaries of the related works about
a particular topic, for example tool use in robotics).

2.1 theoretical concepts

In this section, we introduce the probabilistic models and machinery
used for developing affordance learning in the rest of the thesis. We
adopt the notation from [Bis07].

2.1.1 Probability Theory

A random variable X is a variable whose possible values are numerical
outcomes of a random phenomenon. In general, these outcomes can
be discrete or continuous, but we focus on random variables with dis-

crete values. We write p(X = xi) (supposing discrete values indexed
by i = 1, . . . , M) to denote the probability that X takes the value xi.
Given two random variables X and Y , the notation p(X = xi, Y = yj)

indicates the joint probability of X = xi and Y = yj (j = 1, . . . , L),
expressing the probability that each of X and Y falls in any particular
value specified for that variable. In the case of two random variables,
this joint probability distribution is also called a bivariate distribution.
The concept can be generalized to any number of random variables: in
that case, it is called a multivariate distribution.

The joint probability distribution can be used to determine two other
types of distributions:

• the marginal probability distribution, which gives the probabilities
for any one of the variables with no reference to any specific ranges
of values for the other variables; and

• the conditional probability distribution, which expresses the prob-
abilities for any subset of the variables, conditioned on particular
values of the remaining variables.

So far, we have used the notation p(X = xi) to distinguish the ran-
dom variable X from its possible value xi. Now, we introduce a notation
that is more compact and readable: p(X) denotes a distribution over
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the random variable X. With this, we can write the two fundamental

rules of probability theory, which are (i) the sum rule

p(X) =
∑

Y

p(X, Y ) (1)

and (ii) the product rule

p(X, Y ) = p(Y | X)p(X), (2)

where p(X, Y ) is the joint probability of X and Y , p(Y | X) is the con-
ditional probability of Y given X, and p(X) is the marginal probability
of X.

From (2), using the symmetry property p(X, Y ) = p(Y , X), we ob-
tain the Bayes’ rule (or Bayes’ theorem), which is a relationship be-
tween conditional probabilities:

p(Y | X) =
p(X | Y )p(Y )

p(X)
, (3)

where p(Y | X) is called the posterior probability of the hypothesis Y

given the evidence X, p(X | Y ) is the likelihood of the evidence X if the
hypothesis Y is true, p(Y ) is the prior probability of the hypothesis Y ,
and p(X) is the probability that the evidence X itself is true.

Bayes’ rule is the basis of Bayesian inference or reasoning: a method
of statistical inference in which we use the rule to update the probabil-
ity of a hypothesis, as more information becomes available. The two
key elements of (3) are the prior p(Y ) and the likelihood p(X | Y ).
The prior can be interpreted as the probability that we assign to a
hypothesis before we gather any new information. The likelihood can
be interpreted as the probability of some particular piece of data being
collected if the hypothesis is correct.

2.1.2 Graphical Models

Even though probabilistic events of the world can be modeled purely
with algebra by using the two fundamental probability rules of (1)
and (2), in many applications it is useful to capture richer events by
resorting to graphical models [Bis07, Ch. 8]. Their advantages are:

• they provide a simple way to visualize the structure of a proba-
bilistic model and can be used to design and motivate new models;

• information about the properties of the model, including condi-
tional independence properties, can be obtained by inspecting the
graph;

• complex computations, required to perform inference and learn-
ing, can be conveniently expressed in terms of graphical manipu-
lations (which maintain the underlying mathematical expressions
and properties implicitly).
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In addition, in the next chapters we will see how a particular type
of graphical models, Bayesian Networks [Pea88; Jen96] (also called
directed graphical models or belief networks), exhibits further advan-
tages for modeling the specific problem of robot affordance learning.
Bayesian Networks (BNs):

• allow us to take into account the uncertainty of the world [RN09,
Ch. 14, Probabilistic Reasoning];

• are suited to capture the notion of causality [Bis07, p. 366];

• provide a unified framework for learning and using affordances
[Mon+08];

• have been introduced back in the mid-1980s [Pea88], so they
have been widely studied. In practical terms for researchers, that
means that a number of mature, documented software packages
and examples implementing BNs is readily available: for instance
in the form of MATLAB toolboxes1, Python packages2 or R pack-
ages3. This makes the usage of BNs convenient for prototyping.

A graph comprises nodes (or vertices) connected by edges (or arcs,
or links). In a probabilistic graphical model, each node represents a
random variable (or group of random variables), whereas the edges rep-
resent probabilistic relationships between these variables. The graph
captures the way in which the joint distribution over all of the random
variables can be decomposed into a product of factors, each depending
only on a subset of the variables.

In the case of BNs, the edges of the graphs have a directionality,
indicated by arrows. BNs offer the possibility of expressing causal re-

lationships between random variables. We will clarify this aspect mo-
mentarily.

In formal terms, a BN is a graphical model representing dependencies
between random variables as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). The
network is defined by a pair B = (G, θ), where G is the DAG structure
whose nodes represent random variables, and θ is the set of parameters
of the network. Each node represents a random variable Yi, i = 1, . . . , n,
whereas the edges (or lack of them) between two nodes Yi and Yj rep-
resents conditional independence of the corresponding variables.

The Conditional Probability Distribution (CPD) of each variable Yi

in the network, denoted as p(Yi | Yparents(Yi), θi), depends on (i) the par-

1Bayes Net Toolbox (https://github.com/bayesnet/bnt), Probabilistic

Modeling Toolkit (https://github.com/probml/pmtk3).
2Pomegranate (https://github.com/jmschrei/pomegranate), Python Library

for Probabilistic Graphical Models (https://github.com/pgmpy/pgmpy/).
3bnlearn (http://www.bnlearn.com/).
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A B

C

Figure 7: A directed graphical model representing the joint Probability
Density Function (PDF) over three variables A, B and C

according to the decomposition of the right-hand side of (6).
Adapted from [Bis07].

ents node of Yi, denoted as parents(Yi), and (ii) a set of parameters θi.
The joint distribution of the BN decomposes as:

p(Y1, . . . , Yn | θ) =
n∏

i=1

p
(

Yi

∣
∣
∣ Yparents(Yi), θi

)

, (4)

where θ represents all the parameters in the different CPDs.
Above, we mentioned that BNs offer the possibility of representing

causal relationships: for example, an edge Yi → Yj can represent the
information that “Yi causes Yj” [Pea88]. We shall now clarify that
possibility. If we (experimenters) know that there is a causal relation
in a phenomenon of the world, we can represent such information in
a BN by attributing a certain arrow direction to an edge. However,
this is only an indication to us. It reminds us that we possess extra
information, in addition to the one codified by the BN model. A BN,
per se, does not describe causal relationships, nor can it learn them. In
other words, causal relationships and directions of arrows are decided
arbitrarily by the experimenters, depending on the phenomenon being
modeled (in the case of this thesis, this is expressed in Sec. 3.2). This
arbitrariness is related to the factorization being chosen, of which we
give some examples below.

To illustrate BNs, let us consider a joint distribution p(A, B, C) over
three discrete variables. By applying the product rule of probability (2),
we can write the joint distribution in the form

p(A, B, C) = p(C | A, B)p(A, B). (5)

By applying the product rule again to the right-hand side of (5), we
obtain

p(A, B, C) = p(C | A, B)p(B | A)p(A). (6)

The above decomposition holds for any choice of the joint distribu-
tion. We now represent the right-hand side of (6) in terms of a graphical

model as follows. First, we introduce a node for each of the random
variables A, B and C, and we associate each node with the correspond-
ing CPD on the right-hand side of (6). Second, for each CPD we add
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A B

C

Figure 8: A directed graphical model representing the joint Probability
Density Function (PDF) over three variables A, B and C

according to the decomposition of the right-hand side of (7).
Adapted from [Bis07].

directed edges (arrows) to the graph from the nodes corresponding to
the variables on which the distribution is conditioned. Therefore, for
the factorization p(C | A, B), there will be edges from nodes A and B

to node C, whereas for the factorization p(A) there will be no incoming
edges.

Note that the order for the factorization was arbitrary: other factor-
izations represent the same evidence identically. However, if we know
a priori the causal relationships of the domain, we can choose the par-
ents so that they better reflect our beliefs about the causality in the
domain.

The resulting graph is shown in Fig. 7. If there is an edge going
from a node A to a node B, we say that node A is a parent of node
B, and conversely we say that B is the child of node A. We do not
make any formal distinction between a node and the variable to which
it corresponds, but we simply use the same symbol to refer to both
(interchangeably).

We now give a few examples of conditional independence and its
properties.

As a first example of graphical models to illustrate the concept of
conditional independence, let us consider the graph in Fig. 8. In this
case, the joint probability p(A, B, C) is

p(A, B, C) = p(A | C)p(B | C)p(C). (7)

Let us now apply the rules of probability, in particular we will marginal-

ize (i.e., sum out over irrelevant variables), which can be done with
regard to any variable. If none of the three variables is observed (see
Sec. 2.1.4), then we can marginalize both sides of (7), for instance with
respect to C, obtaining

p(A, B) =
∑

C

p(A | C)p(B | C)p(C).
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A C B

Figure 9: A directed graphical model representing the joint Probability
Density Function (PDF) over three variables A, B and C

according to the decomposition of the right-hand side of (9).
Adapted from [Bis07].

If, instead, we condition (7) on the variable C, we can write the CPD
of A and B given C (conditional independence property) as

p(A, B | C) =
p(A, B, C)

p(C)

= p(A | C)p(B | C).
(8)

We can think of a graphical interpretation of (8) by looking at the
path from node A to B via C in Fig. 8. We say that C has a tail-to-tail

connection with respect to this path, because the node is connected to
the tails of the two arrows, and the presence of the path connecting A

and B causes these nodes to be dependent. When we condition on C,
the conditioned node “blocks” the path from A to B, as a consequence A

and B become (conditionally) independent.
As a second example, we can consider the graph of Fig. 9. Its corre-

sponding joint distribution is

p(A, B, C) = p(A)p(C | A)p(B | C). (9)

If none of the variables are observed, we can marginalize over C,
obtaining

p(A, B) = p(A)
∑

C

p(C | A)p(B | C)

= p(A)p(B | A).

If we condition on C, using Bayes’ rule (3) and (9), we obtain the
conditional independence

p(A, B | C) =
p(A, B, C)

p(C)

=
p(A)p(C | A)p(B | C)

p(C)

= p(A | C)p(B | C).

We say that C is head-to-tail with respect to the path from A to B.
This path connects nodes A and B and makes them dependent. If we
now observe C, then this observation “blocks” the path from A to B

and we obtain the conditional independence.
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A B

C

Figure 10: A directed graphical model representing the joint Probabil-
ity Density Function (PDF) over three variables A, B and C

according to the decomposition of the right-hand side of (10).
Adapted from [Bis07].

As a third example, let us consider the graph of Fig. 10. Its corre-
sponding joint distribution is

p(A, B, C) = p(A)p(B)p(C | A, B). (10)

If none of the variables are observed, we can marginalize both sides
of (10) over C, obtaining

p(A, B) = p(A)p(B)
✘
✘

✘
✘
✘
✘
✘✘

∑

C

p(C | A, B)

= p(A)p(B).
(11)

If we condition on C, using Bayes’ rule (3) and (10), we obtain the
conditional independence

p(A, B | C) =
p(A, B, C)

p(C)

=
p(A)p(B)p(C | A, B)

p(C)
.

We say that C is head-to-head with respect to the path from A

to B, because it connects to the heads of the two arrows. When C

is not observed, it “blocks” that path, and the variables A and B are
independent, as expressed by (11), in contrast to the two previous
examples. However, conditioning on C “unblocks” the path, rendering
the variables A and B dependent.

Summarizing, a tail-to-tail node or a head-to-tail node leaves a path
unblocked unless it is observed, in which case it blocks the path. In-
stead, a head-to-head node blocks a path if it is unobserved, but once
the node (or one of its descendants4) is observed, the path becomes
unblocked.

Having examined the above instances, we shall now introduce the
notion of equivalence classes of graph structures: two DAGs G and G′

4Node Y is a descendant of node X if there is a path from X to Y in which all

steps of the path follow the directions of the arrows [Bis07, p. 376].
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are equivalent if, for every BN B = (G, θ), there exists another network
B′ = (G′, θ′) such that both define the same probability distribution.

Structure Learning techniques, which we will describe in Sec. 2.1.3,
are able to distinguish among equivalence classes of graph structures.

This is linked with the concept of correlations in the following sense:
equivalence classes contain different correlations between the nodes of
the network.

In order to be able to infer the correct correlation, i.e., to disam-
biguate between graph structures in the same equivalence class, it is
necessary to use interventional variables, i.e., variables which are fixed
to a specific value. We will use interventional variables in robot exper-
iments throughout the thesis, giving an example when we describe the
experimental robot setup in Ch. 3. The fact that robots make decisions
to intervene in the world is what makes it possible to learn correlations.

2.1.3 Learning the Structure of Bayesian Networks

In light of the principles of developmental robotics, which is one of the
motivations of this thesis (see Sec. 1.2), it is interesting to mention
Structure Learning. Recall that, in developmental robotics, an em-
bodied agent builds its cognition step by step, typically by incremental
self-exploration of the surrounding environment, starting from a limited
initial knowledge, then progressing towards the discovery of patterns
and facts about the world, as time and experience advance. In this
sense, Structure Learning can be loosely interpreted as the discovery
of correlations in the environment.

Learning the structure of the network, G, is a model selection prob-
lem, where the search space contains all possible structures of DAGs,
given the number of variables in the domain [Pea88].

This can be formalized as estimating the distribution over all possible
network structures G ∈ G given the data. Using Bayes’ rule (3), we
can express this distribution as the product of the marginal likelihood
and the prior over graph structures,

p(G | D) = η p(D | G)p(G), (12)

where η = 1/p(D) is a normalization constant. The prior p(G) allows
to incorporate previous knowledge on possible structures.

Because the number of DAGs is super-exponential in the number
of nodes [Rob77]5, it is unfeasible to enumerate all possible network

5See for example the Bayes Net Toolbox documentation (http://bayesnet.

github.io/bnt/docs/usage.html), where the number of DAGs as a function of

the number of nodes, G(n), is given by the recurrence equation (super-exponential

in n)

G(n) =

n∑

k=1

(−1)k+1

(
n

k

)

2k(n−k)
G(n − k).
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structures and assign them a score, even for a low number of nodes.
This justifies the usage of heuristics to find a (local) maximum in the
structure space, approximating the full distribution. Several methods
have been proposed to approximate the distribution p(G | D), such as:
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) [MYA95], K2 [CH92; BLL11],
Bayesian Dirichlet likelihood-equivalence (BDe) [SW09].

The MCMC algorithm [MYA95] applied to BN Structure Learning
generates a set of samples of possible network structures with rela-
tive frequencies that correspond to the Bayesian posterior distribu-
tion p(G | D). These samples can then be used to estimate the poste-
rior probabilities of particular features of interest, marginalizing over
the various structures. Typically, implementations of this algorithm
employ Metropolis–Hastings sampling [GC03].

The K2 algorithm [CH92; BLL11] searches for the structure that
maximizes the joint probability of structure and data, p(G, θ). For
this, it assumes a known ordering on the domain variables and that all
possible structures are equally likely. It starts from the lowest-order
node and makes its way sequentially to the highest. At each node, it
first assumes that it has no parents, then it uses a greedy-search method
over the K2 score [CH92] of the lower-order nodes to incrementally add
them as its parents. With BDe [SW09], the structure of the networks is
maximized by using greedy search and simulated annealing. In Ch. 5,
we will examine BN Structure Learning algorithms used in robot tool
use affordance experiments.

2.1.4 Learning the Parameters of Bayesian Networks

The structure of a BN can either be provided by a human expert, or
it can be learned with the methods described in the previous section.
In any case, given the structure of a BN, the parameters θi of each
node can be estimated (learned) with a Bayesian approach [HGC95].
Then, the estimated parameters can also be updated online, permitting
the incorporation of further information provided by new trials and
experiments.

If a BN has a known structure and it is fully observable (i.e., all the
variables represented by nodes are observed), the goal of parameter
learning is to find the values of the BN parameters (in each CPD)
that maximize the (log)-likelihood of the training data. In this case,
we can use maximum-likelihood estimation. Given a training dataset
Σ = {x1, . . . , xm}, where each xl = (xl1, . . . , xln)

⊤, 1 < l < m, is an
n-dimensional data point corresponding to one realization (value) of
the random variable Xi, and the parameter set θ = (θ1, . . . , θn), where
θi is the vector of parameters for the CPD of variable Xi (represented
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by one node in the graph), the log-likelihood of the training dataset is
a sum of terms, one for each node:

log L(θ | Σ) =
∑

l

∑

i

log p(xli | parents(Xi), θi). (13)

On the other hand, if the BN is only partially observable (i.e., some
nodes are hidden or data is missing), parameter learning is (in general)
computationally intractable. However, we can use the Expectation–

Maximization (EM) algorithm to find a locally optimal maximum-
likelihood estimate of the parameters. If the conditional distributions
and the parameter priors are conjugate, the CPDs and marginal likeli-
hood can be computed in closed form, thus being efficient in terms of
learning and inference algorithms.

2.1.5 Making Inference on Bayesian Networks

Having a BN, we can compute p(Xinf | Xobs), where Xobs is the set of
observed variables, and Xinf is the set of variables on which we wish
to perform an inference. This computation is also called a query (i.e.,
we query a network and as a result we obtain a response). Usually,
this is done by first converting the BN into a tree-like structure6, and
then applying the Junction Tree algorithm [LS88; HD96; Bis07] in
order to compute the queried distribution of interest. The advantage
of the Junction Tree algorithm is that of avoiding to work directly
with the joint distribution of the variables considered, relying instead
on factorization properties.

Importantly, for performing inference it is not necessary to know all
the values of all the variables. This entails that a query can combine
any combination of the nodes (e.g., any combination that uses object
features, actions and effects, as we will see in the affordances applica-
tions in Sec. 2.2) either as observed variables or as the desired (inferred)
output.

Based on this probabilistic machinery, we can now use an affordance
knowledge BN to answer questions such as “which is the best action
to achieve an effect?” or “which effect will be obtained by exerting
this action on this object?”, simply by computing the appropriate dis-
tributions. For instance, predicting the effects of an observed action ai

given the observed features oj can be performed from the distribution
p(E | A = ai, O = oj).

The advantage of using BNs is that their expressive power allows the
marginalization over any set of variables given any other set of variables.
For instance, referring to the diagram of Fig. 2a which depicts the
computational model of affordances by Montesano [Mon+08], one can
extract different types of information (i.e., perform different types of
queries) from a previously-trained network, such as:

6Converting a BN graph into a tree is an operation that involves several compu-

tational steps. For a detailed explanation see, for example, [Bis07, p. 416].
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effect prediction Given the motor action A executed by the
robot and its target object O, compute the distribution of the
resulting physical effects: p(E | A, O);

planning Given the target object O and the (desired) physical ef-
fect E, compute the appropriate motor action:

A∗ = arg max
A

p(A | O, E);

object properties Given the target object O, compute the dis-
tribution of its possible physical effects: p(E | O);

action properties Given the motor action A, compute the dis-
tribution of possible resulting physical effects: p(E | A).

2.2 previous works

In this section, we outline some previous works in the literature which
are related to the broad scope of the thesis. Explaining these works is
useful to understand the contributions of the next chapters, where we
will also provide chapter-specific summaries of the related works about
particular topics.

What the works described below have in common is that they tackle
the challenges associated with having autonomous robots operate in
human-centered, unstructured environments. To do that, they pro-
pose (i) to equip robots with the capability of building a model of the

environment surrounding them from autonomous exploration; (ii) to
incorporate (in such a model of the environment) elements such as
physical objects present in a scene, their affordances, and possibly the
information expressed by human agents by performing physical actions

or body gestures; (ii) to use such a model for making sense or finding
meaning (in other words, to do reasoning) about the environment.

This possibility of robots reasoning about their environment has sev-
eral applications: prediction of the future, imitation of another agent,
planning of complex actions that require multiple sub-actions, provision
of feedback to humans when doing shared human–robot collaboration
tasks.

We now proceed in citing the previous works, categorized according
to their main focus or topic.

2.2.1 Reasoning about Objects

In the previous chapter we have mentioned some advantages obtained
by incorporating object affordances in cognitive robotic systems. The
concept of affordances is applicable to autonomous robots and has in-
fluenced many robotic studies and models, specifically because (i) affor-
dances depend on perceptual and motor capabilities of the agent (e.g.,
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whether the robot is mobile or not, how tall it is, whether it has arms,
actuators, etc.); (ii) affordances suggest action possibilities to the agent
from direct perception, thus providing a means to predict the conse-
quences of physical actions (e.g., accomplish a given goal in a novel
situation, as in the coffee example of p. 2).

We can summarize the advantages as follows:

1. affordances can be learned by a robot that explores different ac-
tions exerted on the environment (e.g., on the objects present in
the environment) autonomously, or semi-autonomously;

2. after learning, the acquired knowledge can be used for reasoning

(e.g., to perform inference about object and action properties);

3. affordances are robust in the sense that they can use incomplete
data or limited data.

The above aspects are relevant because modeling all the possible
world interactions of a robot is unfeasible (see Sec. 1.3), thus learn-
ing from experience is required. In turn, this poses the challenge of
collecting a large amount of experiments or training data, which can
be partially mitigated by learning affordance models that perform ad-
equately with only limited data.

The idea of using object affordances for supporting robot capabilities
such as scene understanding, reasoning and learning, has been proposed
by several authors since the mid-2000s [Fit+03; LS05; MT08] with dif-
ferent aims and motivations. In perceiving human activities, object
affordances can be used to infer the action executed by a user just by
observing the resulting effect [KNY02; Mon+08]. This knowledge can
then be used to make a robot provide feedback, or to imitate the human
action with skill transfer [KNY02; LS05; LMM07; LS07], or to actively
aid the human towards realizing a shared collaborative plan [Lal+13;
JKS13]. Thill [Thi+13] published a review of computational models
of affordances inspired by the mirror neuron system. More recently, a
survey about the role of affordances in psychology, neuroscience, and
robotics was published [Jam+16], followed by a comprehensive taxon-
omy of approximately 150 computational models of affordances in the
robotics literature [Zec+17].

In this section, we focus on the work by Montesano [Mon+08; Mon+10],
which is the starting point behind the contributions presented in this
thesis.

That work is influential in the cognitive robotics community, because
it shows a computational model of affordances that is able to account
for multiple possible affordances present in a robot’s environment in a
principled and probabilistic way, as opposed to assuming the existence
of only one pre-defined affordance (e.g., liftability). In other words,
this model is capable of learning multiple affordances present in the
environment, or multiple possibilities offered by the objects perceived
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(a) Humanoid robot in its workspace with a ta-

ble and some objects.

(b) Objects being perceived and

visually segmented by vi-

sion algorithms.

Figure 11: Experimental setup of [Mon+08]. In this work, a robot
learns object affordances by autonomous exploration of col-
orful toys on a table; affordances are modeled as relation-
ships between actions, objects and effects.

by the agent. Computationally, it achieves this by using a Bayesian
Network (BN) with a structure that encodes relations between motor
actions, object features and resulting effects, as depicted in Fig. 2a.

In a self-exploration manner (see Sec. 1.2), the Baltazar humanoid
robot [Lop+04] tries out different motor actions onto different physical
objects and records the observed effects, as shown in Fig. 11. Then,
it learns the relations between the random variables involved (i.e., the
variables pertaining to actions, object features and effects). The actions
are pre-defined tapping motions performed with the end effector, from
four different directions. The object features are (discretized) quantities
related to size, shape, and color of objects extracted from vision. The
effects are the (discretized) physical displacements of the objects being
moved on a tabletop, and the (discretized) durations of the contacts
acquired with tactile sensors. Data is discretized by using k-means
clustering [Llo82] in order to train the BN efficiently.

By repeating the exploration procedure several times, the robot ac-
quires a set of N samples

D = {y1:N}, (14)

where the lower-case letter y represents the possible realizations (i.e.,
values) of the random variable indicated by the upper-case letter Y

(see Sec. 2.1.1). Then, the set of nodes in a network, Y , includes all
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of its variables, i.e., the ones representing robot actions (A), object
features (O) and resulting effects (E), as follows:

Y = {A, O1, . . . , OnO
, E1, . . . , EnE

}. (15)

For the sake of this summary, let us assume for simplicity that the
structure of the BN is known, i.e., that we know the dependencies
between the variables in Y .

Given the (discrete) representation of actions, object features and ef-
fects, the authors use a multinomial distribution and its corresponding
conjugate, the Dirichlet distribution, to model the Conditional Proba-
bility Distributions (CPDs) p

(

Yi

∣
∣
∣ Yparents(Yi), θi

)

and the correspond-
ing parameter priors p(θi), respectively. Let Yi and Yparents(Yi) indicate
the range of values of random variables Yi and the range of values of
the parent nodes of Yi, respectively. Assuming independence between
the samples in D, the marginal likelihood for the random variable Yi

and its parents given D ([HGC95]) is:

p
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i

∣
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parents(Yi)
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|

∏

k=1

Γ(αijk + Nijk)
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,

where Nijk counts the number of samples in which Yi = j and Yparents(Yi) =

k, Nij =
∑

k Nijk and Γ represents the gamma function. The pseudo-

counts αijk denote the Dirichlet hyper-parameters of the prior distribu-
tion of θi and αij =

∑

k αijk. The marginal likelihood of the data is
simply the product of the marginal likelihood of each node,

p(D | G) = p(Y 1:N | G) =
∏

i

p
(

y1:N
i

∣
∣
∣ y1:N

parents(Yi)

)

, (16)

where we have made explicit the dependency on the graph structure, G.
One of the characteristics of Montesano’s computational model of

affordances is that it relies on discrete quantities being computed (by
a clustering algorithm) and passed as input to the BN, rather than on
the raw continuous-valued variables themselves. In an extention work,
Osório relaxes this assumption [Osó+10] in order to use the continuous
values directly, by employing Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs) to rep-
resent the perceived visual features. Results from a simulated environ-
ment suggest that continuous values can help BNs when data is noisy
and when plenty of training data is available. However, the practical
applicability of this approach on real robots is problematic because of
its computational cost: the proposed solution uses the Expectation–

Maximization (EM) algorithm, whose execution time is much slower
than the one of Montesano’s discrete BN nodes.

Also, Montesano’s model examines the possibilities afforded by one

object at a time to the agent (e.g., a ball affords high rollability). In
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Figure 12: Experimental setup of [Sal+12]. In this work, which ex-
tends [Mon+08], a robot learns associations between spoken

words and object affordances (where affordances are mod-
eled as the relationships between actions, object features,
effect features).

Ch. 5 we will extend the model in the context of tool use affordances,
meaning that, with exploration, the robot will learn to reason about
two objects at a time, to be used as a tool and as an affected object,
respectively (e.g., a hammer and a nail).

2.2.2 Affordances and Language

We have mentioned that robot affordances can help understanding a
user’s intention by recognizing the action performed by them. Addi-
tionally, some works have used the concept of sensor fusion to build
multimodal affordances, for example incorporating human language in
addition to objects, where different modalities complement each other.

One of the first papers in this category is the one by Moratz [MT08],
where linguistic instructions from a human to a robot are grounded
in the affordances of objects present in a scene. This system employs
a robot object recognition system composed with a laser range finder,
making use of an affordance-informed visual algorithm (relating ob-
ject shapes to object functionalities in a way pre-defined by the ex-
perimenter). As a result, the system can be used to instruct a robot
verbally, so that words relating to the affordances are mapped to the
objects allowing the robot to choose the objects to use. Notably, this
setup requires a pre-defined set of known objects and of the rules asso-
ciating affordances to objects. Also, this approach does not exploit the
information contained in nonverbal language, such as human gestures
and movements.

A system with less stringent assumptions is the one by Salvi [Sal+12],
whose experimental setup is shown in Fig. 12. In this work, build-
ing upon Montesano’s model (see Sec. 2.2.1), object affordances are
used to associate human words to the actual action, object and effect
that they refer to. Computationally, BNs are used, serving to learn
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Figure 13: Sequence of frames of a cutting action, reproduced
from [PA12].

words–meanings associations. This knowledge is then used together
with spoken instructions for removing ambiguities during interactions
with humans, for example permitting to command the robot to perform
tasks. We will expand upon the system by Salvi in Ch. 4.

Another work relating affordances and language is [COK15], which
models the co-occurrence of actions, object information and language
with a concept web based on Markov Random Fields (MRFs). During
operation, if partial information is available (e.g., only the visual object
information or the corresponding words), the corresponding affordance
concepts previously learned are also activated.

2.2.3 Reasoning about Human Actions

Up to now, we have mentioned a number of works about robots that
explore their environment, they operate on it (e.g., using their limbs),
and they build a cognitive model of the environment that takes into ac-
count the physical objects and the afforded actions. Even though some
of the works considered language, which is a human trait, the human
dimension was not prominent in a physical or visual sense, meaning
that the cognitive model used by the robot did not have any explicit
representation of human users (e.g., their location, their state, their
physical action). However, a growing line of research does tackle this
aspect, incorporating advances from other disciplines (e.g., human ac-
tivity recognition, machine learning and computer vision [AR11]) onto
robots.

Thus, we now list some works about autonomous robots possessing
cognitive reasoning algorithms about environment objects and the hu-

mans surrounding them. This list is not exhaustive, but it is useful to
understand the contributions of the next chapters.

Pastra and Aloimonos [PA12] propose a “minimalist grammar of ac-
tion” for robot cognition, linking the two aspects of language and action
together. That work is motivated by the biological evidence that both
language and action are organized in a hierarchical, compositional way,
and that the neural locus for composing their mechanisms is shared in
Broca’s area [Pul05]. For example, Fig. 13 shows a human person cut-
ting an eggplant. In order to do that, the person uses some prior knowl-
edge and performs a sequence of low-level motor actions (e.g., reaching
for a knife tool, positioning the knife over the vegetable, exerting a
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Figure 14: Tennis-playing robot, from [Wan+13].

vertical force to cut the vegetable, etc.), resulting in a high-level ac-
tion (e.g., cutting the vegetable). In short, the proposed “grammar” is
a formal, tree-like specification of actions with a biological human base.
This specification allows the development of generative computational
models for action in the motor and visual space, by deploying a software
component of a semantic memory (i.e., the general human knowledge
accumulated with experience) called the PRAXICON [Pas08; MP16].
Indeed, this integration has been performed on a humanoid robot dur-
ing the POETICON++ project7, and it will be described in detail in
Ch. 6.

In [Wan+13], a group from the Technical University of Darmstadt
shows an example of a robotic system capable of recognizing and antici-

pating a human’s movements. This system, shown in Fig. 14, is capable
of playing table tennis against a human opponent, using vision, control
and machine learning. It uses Gaussian Processes [Bis07, p. 303], find-
ing a latent state representation of noisy and high-dimensional obser-
vations of human movement, at the same time capturing the dynamics
of the motor task being considered. Online approximate inference per-
mits to anticipate the target position of the tennis ball (i.e., the table
region where the ball will fall) when the opponent performs the actual
strike. The predicted intention is then used to select the optimal robot
hitting type (e.g., forehand, middle, backhand strike). This system re-
quires specialized hardware, such as Gigabit Ethernet camera sensors
with 200 frames per second.

The interest in vision techniques aimed at understanding human ac-
tivity from videos has also grown (e.g., using YouTube or other large
video datasets). In [Wu+15], a group by Cornell University propose a
method to decompose complex events into simpler actions with video
segmentation, and then learn the sub-action dynamics using an unsu-
pervised graphical model, based on Conditional Random Fields (CRFs)

7http://www.poeticon.eu/
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Figure 15: The Watch-n-Patch assistive robot system, reproduced
from [Wu+16]. After spotting an unusual or incomplete
action, the robot signals the information to the human user
with a laser pointer.

over Kinect v2 data. In [Wu+16], they then demonstrate how Watch-
n-Patch8, an assistive robot with such a previously-trained system on
board, can be useful not only to monitor daily human activities, but
also to actively remind users of steps and pieces that they might forget
in their typical activity sequences. For example, they do that by using
a laser pointer to indicate a “forgotten” object (e.g., a milk carton) that
was not handled appropriately after usage (e.g., it was not put back in
the fridge).

Koppula [KS16] consider the problems of detecting and anticipat-
ing human activities by combining complex full-body human trajecto-
ries, robot trajectories and object affordances knowledge in a graphi-
cal model based on CRFs. That work shows that this kind of model
can improve detection and anticipation over human action datasets.
The object affordances part in that model consists of a prior ground-
ing specified by the programmer, assigning categories like “drinkable”,
“pourable”, “reachable” to action–object and object–object relations,
where the object features are Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) [Low99].

The above ideas have also been explored in psychology, for exam-
ple by Sciutti [Sci+15], where the authors propose a model to make
humanoid robots anticipate human partners’ intentions, based on ac-
tively engaging humans in face-to-face interation and measuring the
subtle kinematic movement signals that emerge.

In [CFT16], a group from Georgia Tech analyzes the impact of pro-
viding human guidance to a robot while it explores the environment
and learns affordances (see Fig. 16), as opposed to having the robot
learn them autonomously, like the approaches that we described so
far. In a controlled scenario with four household objects that a hu-
manoid robot manipulates with different action parameters, they con-
clude that a mixed approach (i.e., partially human-guided, partially
using self-exploration biased by information previously provided from
human teachers) is effective for learning the affordances, requiring fewer
interactions than other modalities. A strong limitation of this approach
is that it considers affordances as binary values (i.e., does an object offer
a specific affordance or not?) rather than probabilistically. As previ-

8http://watchnpatch.cs.cornell.edu/
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Figure 16: A human guides a robot while it tries motor actions onto
world objects to learn their affordances, from [CFT16].

ously mentioned, a probabilistic representation is key in modeling the
inherent noise in uncontrolled, human environments.

In this chapter, we have provided the fundamental information needed
to understand the contributions of the thesis in the next chapters.
Specifically, we have gone through some theory (Bayesian Networks)
and we have listed relevant works related to the broad scope of the
thesis.





3
E X P E R I M E N TA L P L AT FO R M

In this chapter, we provide the practical groundwork for the experi-
ments described in the thesis.

We start by describing the iCub humanoid robot in Sec. 3.1. Then,
in Sec. 3.2 we illustrate the experimental scenario adopted in the ex-
periments. Finally, Sec. 3.3 presents our modular system for robot af-
fordance learning, based on autonomous robot exploration of the world
and visual processing. The whole system will be used as a building
block for the next chapters.

3.1 the icub humanoid robot

In this section, we illustrate the humanoid robot that we will use to run
the experiments of this thesis.

The robot that we use is the iCub child-like robot [Met+10], shown
in Fig. 17. Its shape is similar to that of a 5-year-old child, with a
height of 1 meter, a weight of 27 kilograms, and a head with fully
articulated eyes [Bei07]. The structure of the iCub is sophisticated: it
has a high number of Degrees of Freedom (DoF)1, the majority of which
are located at the arms and hands, in order to make the robot perform
object grasping, dexterous manipulation as well as articulatory gestures.
The iCub also has tactile sensors and microphones: these robot sensors
are not directly used in this thesis, however they are included and used
in some previous studies ([Mon+08; Sal+12]) related to this thesis. It is
an open-source platform, having been adopted by more than 30 research
groups and universities worldwide [Nat+19].

The open-source iCub software is, as such, the work of a large com-
munity2: 2 million Lines of Code (LoC), hundreds of contributors3.
Parts of the available software can be used in other applications and
platforms (i.e., without the iCub), for example the visual processing
algorithms. iCub software modules, such as the ones developed for
this thesis, rely on the Yet Another Robot Platform (YARP) mid-
dleware [MFN06; Fit+14]. YARP is similar to Robot Operating Sys-
tem (ROS)4, following the same middleware concepts about managing
distributed computations across a cluster of heterogeneous computers,

1At the time of writing this thesis, the iCub robot is the second humanoid robot

with the highest number of DoF (53 DoF), being surpassed only by the ARMAR

robot by Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (63 DoF) [Asf+19].
2http://www.icub.org/, https://github.com/robotology
3https://www.openhub.net/p/robotology
4At the time of writing this thesis, ROS [Qui+09] is the de facto standard

middleware in robotic research.
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Figure 17: The iCub humanoid robot (picture by Lorenzo Natale).

hardware abstractions, low-level device drivers, message passing be-
tween processes, and implementation of commonly used functionality
(e.g., geometry, linear algebra, vision algorithms).

The iCub robot was developed for studying cognition and learning.
The main idea behind this platform is that it is born with simple skills,
and then it can become intelligent over time by interacting with the
enviroment, where the term intelligence encompasses manipulation, so-
cial skills, and interactive skills. As a result, it can gain a certain degree
of autonomy. The usefulness of the iCub is in its completeness: it en-
compasses movement (high number of motors) and the possibility to
measure the external environment (sensors), which in turn permit to
study aspects of higher intelligence (algorithms).

3.2 experimental scenario

In our scenario, the iCub robot is positioned next to a playground

table, meaning a table which can have one or more objects on top of
it. Examples of these objects are colorful toys, sponges and elongated
tools. This scenario is designed so that the robot interacts with the
objects, it acquires the model of the environment from sensorimotor
data, and it can then use the acquired knowledge for reasoning about
the environment. Fig. 18 shows an example of our scenario.
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Figure 18: The iCub robot in a playground table scenario. Objects and
tools are present in the scenario, so that the robot can in-
teract with them, it can acquire a model of the environment
derived from sensorimotor data, and it can use such a model
for reasoning about the environment.

(a) Grasp. (b) Tap. (c) Push.

Figure 19: Examples of manipulative motor actions performed by the
iCub robot onto environment objects.

In following Montesano’s approach (see Sec. 2.2.1), the variables that
our model considers are related to: action, object, and effect.

Note that, when a robot interacts with its environment autonomously
in a self-exploration fashion, several variables can be actively chosen by
the robot, for example the motor action and the target object. In our
case, these variables are usually interventional (see p. 26), being set to
their specific value during each experiment by the experimenter or by
the robot.

Regarding the motor actions that can be executed by the iCub dur-
ing experiments, in this thesis we consider manipulative hand gestures.
These are movements performed by the arm–hand chain of the robot,
capable of touching objects in the environment from different direc-
tions. Fig. 19 shows some examples of these motor actions, highlighted
in white.
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In this thesis, the low-level control routines to realize the motor be-
haviors on the iCub robot (both simulated and real) are based on works
and software modules previously made available by other researchers
in the iCub community [Pat+10; Ron+16].

Regarding the effects in the environment that are measured using
robot perception, we consider physical displacements of objects on the
table, being moved by the effector of robot from the time when the
robot performs the action, until a pre-defined fixed duration (number
of frames) afterwards. The effector can be the agent’s bare hand or
the tip of a grasped tool, as we will describe in Ch. 5. The physical
displacement of an object is computed as the difference between the
final and initial coordinates of that object on a table. Furthermore, we
consider two displacement effects: along the lateral and longitudinal
direction, respectively. By clustering the continuous sensory values, we
define five discrete levels for these effects: Very Positive (VP), Low Pos-
itive (LP), No Movement (NM), Low Negative (LN) and Very Negative
(VN). These levels correspond to an object moving

• VP: significantly to the left (or front) from the robot’s perspec-
tive;

• LP: slightly to the left (or front);

• NM: little or no movement;

• LN: slightly to the right (or back);

• VN: significantly to the right (or back).

Recall from p. 22 that Bayesian Networks (BNs) offer the possibility
of representing causal relationships, based on knowledge (specified by
the experimenter arbitrarily) of the world domain being modeled. In
the experimental part of this thesis, the robot chooses an action A, it
executes it on an object (with certain features) O, and it “causes” the
effect E as a consequence. Since A and O are given as priors, and since
effects happen later in time, we attribute the meaning that A and O

are causes, whereas E are consequences. Still, from the point of view
of BNs, A, O and E are variables with no temporal information. In
this sense, as clarified in Sec. 2.1.2, the model does not learn causal
relationships.

3.3 software architecture

In this section, we introduce our software framework that permits
robots to sense, learn, and use the information contained in surrounding
objects as well as their affordances. It is a modular software framework
for experiments in visual robot affordances, directed at the robotics,
psychophysics and neuroscience communities. Although the system
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was developed for the iCub platform in particular, thanks to its mod-
ular nature, parts of the system can be used for other robots. We
make this framework publicly available5. Below, we show how this
system can be used for (i) the perception of relevant visual features
of a robot’s surrounding objects; (ii) reasoning about the affordances
of those objects and, as a result, (iii) supporting the new capabilities
and behaviors described in the next chapters, for example tool use and
action planning.

The basic intuition behind our architecture is that a robot learns
links between object shape features and their physical properties: for
instance, the notion that spherical objects roll faster than cubic ones
when pushed laterally with an effector (e.g., a robot hand or a tool held
in the robot’s hand).

Because learning is based on a probabilistic model, the approach is
able to deal with uncertainty, redundancy and irrelevant information.
We say that affordances are learned, because we let the robot discover
them from autonomous experience in its environment, and then use
the learned model in various profitable ways, e.g., prediction, tool use
learning, planning a sequence of actions to achieve complex goals such
as stacking objects.

As mentioned in Ch. 2, Zech published a systematic taxonomy of
robot affordance models [Zec+17]. According to their criteria (defined
in their taxonomy), in terms of perception the works in this thesis clas-
sify as using an agent perspective, meso-level features, first order, stable
temporality (i.e., related to static object properties that do not change
over time, such as the shape of rigid objects). In terms of development:
acquisition by exploration, prediction by inference, generalization ex-
ploitation by action selection and language, and offline learning.

3.3.1 Visual Pipeline

The objective of this section is to illustrate a real-time (30 fps), ver-
satile and easy-to-use visual processing software that can be used in
different scenarios such as robot perception, higher-level cognitive rea-
soning (e.g., reasoning about the possibilities afforded by perceived
objects) and related studies.

Starting from the beginning of such a perception and reasoning pipeline,
let us first focus on visual features. Computing features of interest of
objects present in images is a frequent task in cognitive robotics. For
example, for the iCub humanoid robot this fundamental capacity was
required during the research projects RobotCub6 and POETICON++7,
where the robot had to see, characterize and grasp objects located on a
playground table scenario, as described in Sec. 3.2. The exact require-

5https://github.com/gsaponaro/robot-affordances
6http://www.robotcub.org/
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Figure 20: Our pipeline for computing visual affordance features.
Boxes indicate software modules, arrows indicate data flow
connections, dotted arrows indicate optional data flow con-
nections. See text for details, and Fig. 21 for an example
computation.

Figure 21: Example computation of extracting salient shape features
for affordances. From left to right: robot camera color im-
age, binary segmentation image, shape features, Bayesian
Network affordance knowledge. The set of extracted shape
features characterizes the object. This set is then used to
train the robot affordance knowledge model, and to perform
inference queries on an affordance database. See also Fig. 20
for the diagram of software modules.
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Table 2: Shape descriptors.

descriptor definition

area number of blob pixels, normalized w.r.t. a
constant

convexity ratio between convex hull perimeter and
object perimeter

eccentricity ratio between minor and major axes of
best-fit ellipse

compactness ratio between object area and squared ex-
ternal contour perimeter

circularity ratio between object area and area of
minimum-enclosing circle

squareness ratio between object area and area of
minimum-enclosing rectangle

convexity defects number of “holes” along blob contour
image moments weighted averages of the blob pixels’ inten-

sities

ments and subtleties vary slightly among different projects, setups and
demonstrations.

Recall from Sec. 1.4.1 that the two-streams hypothesis of neuro-
science speculates that visual perception occurs across two separate
pathways: ventral and dorsal. The former is mainly related to ob-
ject recognition and categorization, the latter guides object-directed
actions (e.g., reaching and grasping). We now illustrate the main com-
ponents of our robot affordance pipeline, which is inspired by the dorsal
pathway, in the sense that it does not require to know or recognize the
category of objects, instead it reasons on their low-level shape features,
and it permits the agent to act fast.

Fig. 20 shows the organization of our pipeline, where boxes indi-
cate conceptual (and software) modules, arrows indicate data flow con-
nections, and dotted arrows indicate optional data flow connections.
Fig. 21 shows an example computation. At the end of the pipeline,
shape features are computed. They serve as the data (about world ob-
jects) for the Bayesian Network (BN) computational implementation
of the affordance knowledge. In particular, using clustering of the con-
tinuous sensory values, we define three discrete levels for each shape
feature: Low (L), Medium (M), and High (H).

The modules are the following:

segmentation A visual module that takes as input a color image
obtained from a robot camera, and outputs a binary image con-
taining white pixels on the location of the objects, black pixels
elsewhere (i.e., background). Because the overall architecture is
modular, it is possible to plug and play different segmentation
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implementations and algorithms as this module, provided that
they have the required input and output format. The implemen-
tation that we adopt for the experiments in this thesis (written by
other researchers7) uses Local Binary Patterns (LBPs) [OPM02]
for analyzing the texture of objects on a table in front of the
robot, based on comparing the intensity of each pixel with its
neighbors and representing this relationship with a histogram of
binary numbers.

sequential labeler A visual module that takes as input a binary
segmentation image, and extracts as output the connected com-
ponents contained therein (i.e., contiguous subsets of pixels). We
call the output image labeled, meaning that its pixels correspond
to identifiers of the segmented objects: pixels are set to zeros over
the background, to ones over the first segmented object, to twos
over the second segmented object, etc.

blob descriptor A visual module that, from the binary and la-
beled images, computes a vector of descriptors for each segmented
object present in the scene. This module performs measure-
ments on the connected components (obtained by the two mod-
ules above), in order to extract some of their salient character-
istics. The features that we extract are pre-categorical shape
descriptors [ZL04] computed as geometric relationships between
perimeter, area, convex hull and approximated shapes of the seg-
mented silhouettes of the objects in front of the robot. We list
these shape descriptors in Table 2.

The different types of images being processed and passed along be-
tween the modules are:

color image as acquired from the robot camera driver;

binary segmentation image, which separates the objects of in-
terest from the background. This image thus contains the con-
tours of the object shapes, which we call blobs;

labeled image, containing the uniquely-numbered connected com-
ponents corresponding to the visual blobs: the pixels of the ith

blob are numbered i, the background pixels are numbered zero.

3.3.2 Impact

In addition to being applied for this thesis and other works authored by
Giovanni Saponaro, our visual affordances system has also been used
by external researchers outside our scope, namely:

7lbpExtract software module, written by Vadim Tikhanoff and available at

https://github.com/robotology/segmentation
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• in a developmental psychology work that links the visual appear-
ance of objects with language learning on an iCub robot [MC16],
and

• in studies about robot tool affordances which rely on the deep

learning paradigm instead of Bayesian Networks [Deh+16a; Deh+16b;
Deh+17].





4
A F FO R DA N C E S , G E S T U R E S A N D L A N G U AG E

In this chapter, we present a computational model (see Fig. 22) that
combines object affordances with communication, and we show the
benefits of such an approach in cognitive robotic systems.

Actions

Effects

Objects

Gestures

Gesture recognition

Words

Figure 22: Computational model of affordances with gestures and lan-
guage.

We consider two aspects of communication: nonverbal (i.e., body ges-
tures) and verbal (i.e., language). It is worth exploring both of these
modalities in robots, as means for providing them the skills to engage
in sociality and collaboration with humans. In other words, communi-
cation is useful for becoming social1. By incorporating communication
aspects into a cognitive robotic system, we permit the leap from ego-
centric behavior (where the robot explores its surrounding world) to a
social one (where the robot perceives the actions of other agents and
links them to its own actions).

Regarding nonverbal communication, we focus on human gestures

perceived with vision sensors. We developed a gesture recognizer for
manipulative hand gestures. This recognizer receives a sequence of
camera images depicting a person making manipulative gestures (these
images contain the gesture feature inputs), and it produces a probability
distribution over the gesture being recognized as output2.

We embed the gesture recognizer into a computational model of ob-
ject affordances, permitting to extend previous works ([Sal+12], see also

1A social robot is “[a robot that is] able to communicate and interact with us,

understand and even relate to us, in a personal way. [It] should be able to understand

us and itself in social terms” [Bre02].
2Implementation details about the gesture recognition model will be given in

Appendix A.
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Sec. 2.2.2). With our combination of affordances and gestures we show
that, after having acquired knowledge of its surrounding environment
from autonomous exploration, a humanoid robot can generalize this
knowledge to the case when it observes another agent (human partner)
performing the same motor actions previously executed by the robot
during training. This is the shift from reasoning purely about actions
performed by the robot itself (ego-centric phase) to reasoning about
actions performed by external human users (social phase).

We also incorporate verbal language capabilities into the model, mo-
tivated by the observation that human–human cooperation is greatly
facilitated and influenced by human language [MC00], therefore lan-
guage description skills can benefit human–robot cooperation. In ad-
dition, having the verbal language component in our computational
model allows us to visualize the results produced by the robot from a
different angle.

Throughout this chapter, we use the following terminology, in accor-
dance to a review by Aggarwal on human activity recognition [AR11].
Human activities can be categorized into different levels with increasing
level of complexity. Gestures are elementary movements of a person’s
body part, and are the atomic components describing the meaningful
motion of a person. Actions are single-person activities that may be
composed of multiple gestures organized temporally, such as walking
or waving. Interactions are activities that involve two or more persons
and/or objects.

We make the code and data from this chapter publicly available3 in
the interest of reproducibility.

This chapter is the subject of the following publications:

• Giovanni Saponaro, Lorenzo Jamone, Alexandre Bernardino, and
Giampiero Salvi. “Interactive Robot Learning of Gestures, Lan-
guage and Affordances”. In: Workshop on Grounding Language

Understanding. Satellite of Interspeech. 2017, pp. 83–87. doi:
10.21437/GLU.2017-17.

• Giovanni Saponaro, Lorenzo Jamone, Alexandre Bernardino, and
Giampiero Salvi. “Beyond the Self: Using Grounded Affordances
to Interpret and Describe Others’ Actions”. In: IEEE Trans-

actions on Cognitive and Developmental Systems (2019). doi:
10.1109/TCDS.2018.2882140.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. Sec. 4.1 gives motivations
for building models that jointly consider object affordances and com-
munication (nonverbal and verbal). Sec. 4.2 lists related works from
the robotic literature implementing this fusion. Sec. 4.3 presents our
proposed approach for combining object affordances, nonverbal com-
munication (gestures), and verbal language. In Sec. 4.4 we report the

3https://github.com/gsaponaro/tcds-gestures: code from [Sap+19].
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experimental results, and finally in Sec. 4.5 we draw our conclusions
and possible future extensions.

4.1 motivation

Communication is defined as “a process by which information is ex-
changed between individuals through a common system of symbols,
signs, or behavior”4. In this section, we motivate why combining ob-
ject affordances with communication (gestures and language) can be
beneficial in cognitive robotic systems, as already hinted in the begin-
ning of this chapter and in Sec. 1.3.

The common system of symbols existing between individuals dur-
ing communication can be encoded by nonverbal aspects (e.g., body
gestures) as well as verbal ones (i.e., natural human language). Both
nonverbal gestures and verbal words have specific motivations to be
incorporated in robot perception algorithms and robot cognitive capa-
bilities. By relying on a gesture recognizer, we augment the computa-
tional affordance model of Sec. 2.2.1 with gestures, permitting the shift
from reasoning about actions performed by the robot itself (ego-centric
phase) to reasoning about actions performed by external users (social
phase). In addition, we incorporate language into the model, allow-
ing to estimate the probability of words given other observed variables.
This kind of reasoning over language is useful for human interpretabil-
ity, because it allows to generate verbal descriptions of experimental
data. It also shows how our model can exhibit semantic language prop-
erties: the choice of relevant words to describe a scene, the choice of
synonyms, and of congruent/incongruent conjunctions.

We now give some motivations for incorporating gestures and words,
respectively, in cognitive robotic systems.

Gestures expose the role of physical movement in communication
and interaction5. Humans learn to use gestures during their first year
of age, even before they learn to speak [TCL07]. Psychology has studied
how humans interact with body gestures for many activities and pur-
poses [McN96; MC99], including: greeting, leaving, showing agreement
or disagreement, threatening, emphasizing a spoken sentence, physi-
cally pointing at something or someone. In this chapter, we employ
a gesture recognition model capable of recognizing the manipulative
gesture made by a person probabilistically2.

4https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/communication
5Human gestures can be static or dynamic. During static gestures, body joints do

not move: examples are pointing, or displaying a number with the fingers. Instead,

in dynamic gestures, body joints move: for example during waving and clapping.

In the case of sign languages, a gesture can have both static and dynamic elements.

In this chapter we draw our attention to dynamic gestures, which, due to their

rapidly evolving nature, are particularly relevant in the manipulative scenarios that

we consider, introduced in Sec. 3.2.
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Figure 23: Proof of concept of a robot (left) recognizing a human strug-
gling while opening a bottle (right): the robot intervenes,
providing help. Picture elaborated from http://flic.kr/

p/b8bbYZ with permission from the original owner.

Verbal language is another fundamental aspect of human communi-
cation that is useful to model in machines, particularly for the collab-
orative aspect. A child acquires the skill of coordinating with peers or
adult caregivers in shared problem-solving activities and social games
(therefore, to collaborate) around the second year of life [BRZ06]: this
is achieved not only by mere behavioral coordination, but also by em-
ploying communicative strategies [MS10] and by continuously observ-
ing partners’ actions [RM04].

Even though social robots are becoming common in domestic and
public environments, human–robot teams still lag behind human–human
teams in terms of effectiveness. For robots, interpreting the actions of
others and learning to describe them verbally (for effective coopera-
tion) is challenging. One reason is that we cannot possibly model all
the imaginable verbal cues that can take place during human–robot
interaction, due to the richness of language and the high variability of
the real world outside of structured research laboratories and factories.
A viable alternative is to have robots that learn world elements and
properties of language [Iwa07], and the ability to link these verbal ele-
ments with other skills, such as other perceptual modalities (e.g., vision
of objects and other agents) and manipulation abilities (e.g., grasping
objects and placing them in order to achieve a goal) [Ste03].

A key motivation for using the above-mentioned sources of infor-
mation (object affordances, words, gestures) in robot algorithms, is
to support activity recognition of human agents. For example, this is
useful for revising the belief that a certain action occurred, given the
observed effects of the human action onto physical objects (correction
of action estimation). In addition, a robot can anticipate the effects
when the action has only been partially observed (early action recogni-
tion). Equipping robots with these prediction capabilities allows them
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to anticipate effects before action completion, thus enabling interac-
tions between human and robot to be uninterrupted and natural.

In turn, action recognition and prediction abilities serve: (i) to pre-
dict what is going to happen, (ii) to understand the motivation beyond
the others’ action (mental simulation), and (iii) to provide feedback
or commentary by an automated (possibly robotic) system. Fig. 23
sketches an example of these uses. Inherent in this motivation is the
leap from an ego-centric phase to a social one, permitting agents to
reason about the actions of others, and to describe them verbally. In
this chapter, we illustrate our implementation of this process.

4.2 related work

This section describes works that are related to the scope of this chap-
ter, that is, the combination of object affordances with communica-
tion (nonverbal and verbal) in cognitive robotic systems.

First, in Sec. 4.2.1 we describe the model by Salvi in greater detail
than in Ch. 2. That work is the building block that this chapter extends.
Then, in Sec. 4.2.2 we go through other works in the literature that use
robot affordances and communication.

4.2.1 Affordances and Language

In Sec. 2.2.2, we have introduced the Affordance–Words model by Salvi
[Sal+12].

Recall that Salvi proposes a joint model to learn robot affordances
together with word meanings. It uses a Bayesian probabilistic frame-
work to allow a robot to ground the basic world behavior and verbal
descriptions associated to it, as shown in Fig. 11 on p. 31 and Fig. 12 on
p. 33. The data used for learning such a model is obtained from robot
manipulation experiments. Each experiment is associated with a num-
ber of alternative verbal descriptions uttered by two human speakers
according to a pre-defined grammar, for a total of 1270 recordings.

Note, however, that in [Sal+12] no grammar was used during the
learning phase: the speech recognizer used as a frontend to the spo-
ken descriptions is based on a loop of words with no grammar, and
the Affordance–Words model is based on a bag-of-words assumption,
where only the presence or absence of each word in the description is
considered.

The data in Salvi’s work is acquired from a robot’s ego-centric per-

spective, meaning that the robot learns a model by interacting with the
environment by self-exploration (see also Sec. 1.2 and Sec. 3.2), and
then it reasons about its own actions.

In this Affordance–Words model, the world behavior is defined by
random variables, following the probabilistic machinery introduced in
Ch. 2. Table 3 presents a list of variables and their possible values.
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Table 3: Symbolic variables of the Affordance–Words Bayesian Network
(from [Sal+12]), with the corresponding discrete values ob-
tained from clustering during robot exploration of the envi-
ronment. We call word variables the booleans of the last row,
whereas we call affordance variables all the other symbols. See
also Fig. 24.

symbol name: description values

a Action: motor action grasp, tap, touch

f1 Color: object color blue, yellow, green1, green2
f2 Size: object size small, medium, big
f3 Shape: object shape sphere, box

e1 ObjVel: object veloc-
ity

slow, medium, fast

e2 HandVel: robot hand
velocity

slow, fast

e3 ObjHandVel: relative
object–hand velocity

slow, medium, fast

e4 Contact: object hand
contact

short, long

w1–w49 presence of each word
in the verbal descrip-
tion

true, false
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g1 g2 . . .

Gesture Features

Actions f1 f2 . . .

e2e1 . . .

w1 w2 . . .

Object Features

Effects

Words

Affordance–Words model

Gesture/Action recognition

Figure 24: Abstract representation of the probabilistic dependencies in
our model which integrates affordances, gestures and lan-
guage. See also Table 3.

All variables are discrete or are discretized from continuous sensory
variables through clustering in a preliminary learning phase.

Note that the name of the possible values have been assigned by the
researchers arbitrarily to the clusters, for the sake of making the results
more human-interpretable. However, the robot has no prior knowledge
about the meaning of these clusters nor about their order, in case they
correspond to ordered quantities.

The variables can be divided according to their use: affordance vari-
ables and word variables. Affordance variables are actions variables
A = {a}, object feature variables F = {f1, f2, . . . }, and effect variables
E = {e1, e2, . . . }. Word variables are W = {w1, w2, . . . }.

To simplify the notation, let us call

X = {A, F , E, W}
= {a, f1, f2, . . . , e1, e2, . . . , w1, w2, . . . }

the set of affordance and word variables. Consequently, the relation-
ships between words and concepts are expressed by the joint probability
distribution p(X) = p(A, F , E, W ) of actions, object features, effects,
and words in the spoken utterance.

This joint probability distribution, illustrated by the dashed box la-
beled Affordance–Words model of Fig. 24, is estimated by the robot
in an ego-centric way through interaction with the environment. The
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dependency structure and the model parameters are estimated by the
robot in an ego-centric way through interaction with the environment.
As a consequence, during learning, the robot knows a priori what ac-

tion it is performing with certainty, and the variable A assumes a de-

terministic value. During inference, the probability distribution of the
variable A can be inferred from evidence on the other variables. For
example, if the robot is asked to make a spherical object roll, it will be
able to select the action tap as most likely to obtain the desired effect,
based on previous experience.

There is no one-to-one correspondence between affordance nodes and
words in [Sal+12]. Each word is connected with many affordance nodes,
that constitute the word’s significant (for example, the word “ball” is
not only connected to the shape object feature, but also to action and
effect).

The lack of correspondence between affordance nodes and words was
partly emerging from the natural variability that is inherent in the way
humans describe situations in spoken words. It was also a design choice,
because in that work the authors wanted to prove that the model was
not merely able to recover simple word–meaning associations, but was
able to cope with more natural spoken utterances. Consequently, in the
spoken descriptions: (i) there are many synonyms for the same concept:
for instance, cubic objects are called “box”, “square” or “cube”. Also,
actions and effects are described using different tenses (“is grasping”,
“grasped”, “has (just) grasped”); (ii) different affordance variable val-
ues may have the same associated verbal description, e.g., two color
clusters corresponding to different shades of green are both referred to
as “green”; (iii) finally, many affordance variable values have no direct
description: for example, the object velocity and object–hand veloc-
ity (slow, medium, fast), or the object–hand contact (short, long) are
never described directly, and need to be inferred from the situation.

The Affordance–Words model does not account for the concepts of
parts of speech, verb tenses or temporal aspects explicitly. For exam-
ple, the words “is”, “grasping”, “has”, “grasped”, “just”, and so on,
are initially completely equivalent to the model, which has no prior
information about what verbs, adjectives or nouns are, nor about simi-
larity between words. It is only through the association with the other
robot observations that the model realizes that “grasping” has the same
meaning as “grasped”6. The following three phrases, which were used
interchangeably in the experiments by [Sal+12], are mapped to exactly
the same meaning, after learning: (i) “is grasping”, (ii) “has grasped”,
(iii) “grasped”. Note that the model per se would be fully capable to
distinguish between those phrases, provided that they were used in dif-
ferent situations, which however was not the case in the experimental
data.

6The model of [Sal+12] has no concept of past, present and future, and cannot

distinguish between tenses.
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The above assumption of knowing the action with certainty during
learning, is relaxed in the proposed approach presented further down
in this chapter, in Sec. 4.3, by extending the model to the observation
of external (human) agents. In doing this extension, we introduce a
social perspective where the robot reasons about other agents.

4.2.2 Other Works

A few works have studied the potential coupling between learning robot
affordances and language grounding (where grounding refers to linking
the symbolic nature of language with the sensorimotor experience of
a robot). The union of robot affordances with language grounding
gives new skills to cognitive robots, such as: creation of categorical
concepts from multimodal association obtained by grasping and ob-
serving objects, while listening to partial verbal descriptions [NNI09;
Ara+12], learning the association of spoken words with sensorimo-
tor experience [MC16], linking language with sensorimotor representa-
tions [Str+16], or carrying out complex tasks (which require planning

of a sequence of actions) expressed in natural language instructions to
a robot. The planning aspect will be the topic of Ch. 6.

In other works, both object-directed action recognition in external
agents [KGS13] and the incorporation of language in human–robot sys-
tems [Har90; Mat+14] have received ample attention, for example using
the concept of intuitive physics [Lak+17; Gao+18] to be able to predict
outcomes from real or simulated interactions with objects.

DeepMind and Google published a method [San+17] to perform re-
lational reasoning on images, i.e., a system that learns to reflect about
entities and their mutual relations, with the ability of providing an-
swers to questions such as “Are there any rubber things that have the
same size as the yellow metallic cylinder?”. That work is very power-
ful from the point of view of cognitive systems, vision and language.
Our approach is different because (i) we focus on robotic cognitive sys-
tems, including manipulation and the uncertainties inherent to robot
vision and control, and (ii) we follow the developmental paradigm and
the embodiment hypothesis (see Sec. 1.2), meaning that, leveraging the
fact that a human and a humanoid produce actions with similar effects,
we relate words with the robot’s sensorimotor experience, rather than
sensory only (purely images-to-text).

4.3 proposed approach

In this section, we explain our approach for combining object affor-
dances with communication (nonverbal and verbal) in cognitive robotic
systems. This combination builds upon the intuition that a robot can
use its previously-acquired knowledge of the world (e.g., motor actions,
objects properties, physical effects, verbal descriptions) to those situa-
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(a) Grasp: moving the hand towards an object vertically, then grasping and lifting it.

(b) Tap: moving the hand towards an object laterally then touching it, causing a

motion effect.

(c) Touch: moving the hand towards an object vertically, touching it (without grasp-

ing), then retracting the hand.

Figure 25: Examples of human manipulative actions from the point of
view of the robot.

tions where it observes a human agent performing familiar actions in a
shared human–robot scenario.

4.3.1 Staged Developmental Process

Our method is a staged developmental process from a self-centered,
individualistic learning, to socially aware learning. This transition hap-
pens gradually in subsequent phases.

In the first phase, the system engages in manipulation activities
with objects in its environment (following Montesano’s approach, as
described in Sec. 2.2.1). The robot learns object affordances by associ-
ating object properties, actions and the corresponding effects.

In a second phase, the robot interacts with a human who uses spoken
language to describe the robot’s activities (following Salvi’s approach,
as described in Sec. 4.2.1). Here, the robot interprets the meaning of the
words, grounding them in the action–perception experience acquired
so far. Although this phase can already be considered social for the
presence of a human narrator, it is still self-centered, because the robot
is still learning how to interpret its own actions.

In the last phase, which is our contribution, the system turns to
observing human actions of a similar nature as the ones explored in
the first phases. We consider three manipulative gestures, displayed
in Fig. 25, corresponding to physical actions performed by an agent
onto objects on a table, in a similar fashion as in Sec. 3.2. The robot
reuses the experience acquired in the first phases to interpret the new
observations between its own actions and the actions performed by the
human. In this phase, human movements are interpreted using the
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experience acquired so far, and they are incorporated into the model
using a gesture recognizer2.

4.3.2 Combining Affordances and Communication

Starting from the Affordance–Words computational model by Salvi
[Sal+12], we propose a way to fuse two sources of information (about
the self and about others) in a fully probabilistic manner. This addi-
tion allows to perform fine-grained types of inferences and reasoning, by
doing predictions over affordances and words when observing another
agent with uncertainty.

In extending Salvi’s model, we relax the assumption (described in
Sec. 4.2.1) that the action is known during the learning phase. That
assumption is acceptable when the robot learns through self-exploration
and interaction with the environment, but must be relaxed if the robot
needs to generalize the acquired knowledge through the observation
of another (human) agent. We estimate the action performed by a
human user during a human–robot collaborative task, by employing a
human gesture recognition algorithm2. This provides two advantages.
First, we can infer the executed action during training. Second, at
testing time we can merge the action information obtained from gesture
recognition with the information about affordances.

To permit the transfer from robot self-centered knowledge to human
knowledge to work, we assume that the same actions, performed on
objects with the same properties, cause the same effects and are de-
scribed by the same words. In other terms, all of the variables under
consideration, listed in Tab. 3, are the link between robot and human.

In our formulation and in our implementation, we will hinge on the
existence of the discrete action variable, the value of which is known
to the robot in the ego-centric phase of learning, but must be inferred
when observing human actions.

The gesture recognition model (that will be fully detailed in Ap-
pendix A) is based on a statistical algorithm called Hidden Markov
Model (HMM): therefore, we denote the probabilities obtained by the
gesture recognizer as pHMM(·). The input of this model is a sequence
of T gesture feature vectors (the sequence going from image frame 1 to
image frame T ), which we define as GT

1 . Thus, pHMM(A | GT
1 ) denotes

the probability distribution over the actions recognized by this model,
given gesture features from 1 to T . For example, for a certain input
we can obtain that pHMM(A | GT

1 ) corresponds to the following action
probabilities summing up to one: grasp 0.8, tap 0.15, touch 0.05.

We define the Affordance–Words model as pBN(A, F , E, W ). Our
goal is to combine the information from pBN(A, F , E, W ) and pHMM(A |
GT

1 ) into a single probabilistic model pcomb(A, F , E, W | GT
1 ), that is,

the joint probability of all the affordance and word variables, given that
we observe a certain action performed by the human.
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The two models can be combined by having the gesture recognizer
(Gesture HMMs) provide a posterior distribution to the Bayesian Net-
work (BN). The posterior distribution represents a probabilistic or soft
decision [PPD06], as opposed to a deterministic hard decision (which
would consider only the top result with full confidence, and would be
in fact a less general case, that we described in [Sap+17a]).

Recall from Sec. 4.2.1 that we call X = {A, F , E, W} the set of affor-
dance and word variables {a, f1, f2, . . . , e1, e2, . . . , w1, w2, . . . }. During
inference, we have a (possibly empty) set of observed variables Xobs ⊆
X, and a set of variables Xinf ⊆ X on which we wish to perform
the inference. In order for the inference to be non-trivial, it must
be Xobs ∩Xinf = ∅, that is, we should not observe any inference vari-
able. According to the BN alone, without the gesture recognizer, the
inference will compute the probability distribution of the inference vari-
ables Xinf given the observed variables Xobs by marginalizing (see p. 23)
over all the other latent variables Xlat = X \ (Xobs ∪Xinf), where \ is
the set difference operation:

pBN(Xinf | Xobs) =
∑

Xlat

pBN(Xinf, Xlat | Xobs).

If we want to combine the evidence brought by the BN with the
evidence brought by the gesture recognizer, there are two cases that
can occur:

1. the variable action is included among the inference variables: A ∈
Xinf, or

2. the variable action is not included among the inference variables:
A ∈ Xlat.

Here, we are excluding the case where we observe the action di-
rectly (A ∈ Xobs) for two reasons. First, this would correspond to
the robot performing the action by itself, whereas we are interested in
interpreting other people’s actions, which is a necessary skill to engage
in social collaboration with humans. Second, this would make the ev-
idence on the gesture features GT

1 irrelevant, because in the model of
Fig. 24, there is a tail-to-tail connection (see p. 24) from GT

1 to the rest
of the variables through the action variable, which means that, given
the action, all dependencies to the gesture features are dropped.

The two cases 1., 2. enumerated above can be addressed separately
when we do inference. In the first case, we call X ′

inf the set of inference
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variables excluding the action A, that is, Xinf = {X ′
inf, A}. We can

write:

pcomb(Xinf | Xobs, GT
1 ) = pcomb(A, X ′

inf | Xobs, GT
1 ) =

=
∑

Xlat

pcomb(A, X ′
inf, Xlat | Xobs, GT

1 ) =

=
∑

Xlat

[

pBN(A, X ′
inf, Xlat | Xobs, GT

1 )

pHMM(A, X ′
inf, Xlat | Xobs, GT

1 )
]

=

=




∑

Xlat

pBN(A, X ′
inf, Xlat | Xobs)



 pHMM(A | GT
1 ) =

= pBN(Xinf | Xobs)pHMM(A | GT
1 ). (17)

This means that we can evaluate the two models independently, then
multiply the distribution that we obtain from the BN (over all the
possible value of the inference variables) by the gesture posterior for
the corresponding value of the action.

In the second case, where the action is among the latent variables,
we define, similarly, Xlat = {A, X ′

lat}, and we have:

pcomb(Xinf | Xobs, GT
1 ) =

=
∑

{A,X′

lat}

pcomb(Xinf, A, X ′
lat | Xobs, GT

1 ) =

=
∑

{A,X′

lat}

[

pBN(Xinf, A, X ′
lat | Xobs, GT

1 )

pHMM(Xinf, A, X ′
lat | Xobs, GT

1 )
]

=

=
∑

{A,X′

lat}

[

pBN(Xinf, A, X ′
lat | Xobs)pHMM(A | GT

1 )
]

=

=
∑

A



pHMM(A | GT
1 )
∑

X′

lat

pBN(Xinf, A, X ′
lat | Xobs)



 =

=
∑

A

[

pHMM(A | GT
1 )pBN(Xinf, A | Xobs)

]

. (18)

This time, we first need to use the BN to do inference on the vari-
ables Xinf and A, and then we marginalize out (see p. 23) the action
variable A after having multiplied the probabilities by the gesture pos-
terior.

4.3.3 Verbal Descriptions

In this section, we describe the verbal language description capabilities
of the combined model described in Sec. 4.3.2. These capabilities are
made possible by reasoning on the co-occurring verbal descrition of the
experiments, linking affordance variables to word variables.

Verbal descriptions allow the robot to:
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• use language in order to determine the mapping between human
and own actions, and learn the corresponding perceptual models;

• use the affordance variables to infer the above mapping even in
the absence of verbal descriptions;

• once the perceptual models for human actions are acquired, use
the combined model (BN and gestures) to do inference on any
variable given some evidence.

Such a system makes a robot able to describe the actions of human
agents with human language, given some input evidence about the
words being uttered and about the visual signals that are detected in
the scene.

We use the following notation in order to distinguish between the
values of the affordance nodes (all but the last row in Table 3) and the
words (last row in the table). Words and sentences are always enclosed
in quotation marks. For example, “sphere” refers to the spoken word,
whereas sphere refers to the value of the Shape variable corresponding
to the specific cluster. Similarly, “grasp” corresponds to a spoken word,
whereas grasp correponds to a value of the action variable.

In Sec. 4.3.3.1 we specify the grammar, then in Sec. 4.3.3.2 we outline
how we generate and score the verbal descriptions generated from it.

4.3.3.1 Grammar Definition

The model described above defines a probability distribution over words,
given evidence from the scene. Therefore, it can be used to inspect the
understanding by the robot of the current situation. However, inter-
preting those probability distributions can be hard. For this reason, we
have augmented the model with a Context-Free Grammar (CFG)7 that
allows us to generate human-readable descriptions from the evidence
encoded by the model.

Here, we provide the grammar definition.
As a note, recall from Sec. 4.2.1 that in [Sal+12], therefore also in this

chapter, no grammar was used during learning: the model is based on
a bag-of-words assumption, where only the presence or absence of each
word in the description is considered (see Sec. 4.3.3.2). In other words,
the CFG will be useful for interpreting the results that involve seman-
tic language properties in a human-readable manner (see Sec. 4.4.2),
but those results come from our developmental model, not from the
grammar itself.

The pre-defined Context-Free Grammar uses the following notation.
The symbol .|. represents alternative items, while the symbol [.]

optional items. Non-terminal symbols are given between <.>, while

7A CFG is a set of recursive rewriting rules (also called productions) used to

generate patterns of strings [Sip12].
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words (terminal symbols) are given in plain text and font: thus, the
full set of words is given by all the plain text words below.

〈sentence〉 ::= 〈agent〉 〈action〉 〈object〉 〈conjunction〉 〈object〉 〈effect〉

〈agent〉 ::= the robot | he | baltazar

〈action〉 ::= 〈touch〉 | 〈poke〉 | 〈tap〉 | 〈push〉 | 〈grasp〉 | 〈pick〉

〈touch〉 ::= touches | [has] [just] touched | is touching

〈poke〉 ::= pokes | [has] [just] poked | is poking

〈tap〉 ::= taps | [has] [just] tapped | is tapping

〈push〉 ::= pushes | [has] [just] pushed | is pushing

〈grasp〉 ::= grasps | [has] [just] grasped | is grasping

〈pick〉 ::= picks | [has] [just] picked | is picking

〈object〉 ::= the [〈size〉] [〈color〉] 〈shape〉

〈size〉 ::= big | small

〈color〉 ::= green | yellow | blue

〈shape〉 ::= sphere | ball | cube | box | square

〈conjunction〉 ::= and | but

〈effect〉 ::= 〈inertmove〉 | 〈slideroll〉 | 〈fallrise〉

〈inertmove〉 ::= is inert | is still | moves | is moving

〈slideroll〉 ::= slides | is sliding | rolls | is rolling

〈fallrise〉 ::= rises | is rising | falls | is falling

4.3.3.2 Generation and Scoring

In order to illustrate the language capabilities of the model, rather
than displaying the probability distribution of the words inferred by
the model, we use the CFG described in Sec. 4.3.3.1 to generate written
descriptions of the robot observations, on the basis of those probabili-
ties.

With our approach, by merging the Affordance–Words model and
the gesture recognition model, we allow the robot to reinterpret the
concepts that it has learned in the self-centered phase, but we do not
add any new words to the model. Consequently, the descriptions that
the model generates when observing humans use the same words to
describe the agent (see also Sec. 4.4.2).
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The textual descriptions are generated as follows. Given some evi-
dence Xobs that we provide to the model (not including any W vari-
ables) and some human observation features Gt

1 extracted from frames 1
to t, we extract the generated word probabilities p(wi | Xobs, Gt

1). We
generate N sentences randomly from the CFG using the HSGen tool
from HTK [You+06]. Then, the sentences are re-scored according to
the log-likelihood of each word in the sentence, normalized by the length
of the sentence:

score(sj | Xobs, Gt
1) =

1
Lj

Lj∑

k=1

log p(wjk | Xobs, Gt
1), (19)

where sj is the jth sentence, Lj is the number of words in the sen-
tence sj , and wjk is the kth word in the sentence sj . Finally, an N -best
list of possible descriptions is produced by sorting the scores.

4.4 experimental results

In this section, we provide experimental results obtained with our com-
bined model of affordances and communication. First, in Sec. 4.4.1 we
focus on the results made possible by incorporating gestures into the
Affordance–Words model by Salvi, permitting the social leap towards
the observation of other agents. Then, in Sec. 4.4.2 we report the verbal
descriptions results in the form of human-interpretable sentences.

4.4.1 Combining Affordances and Communication

Because our combined model is based on Bayesian Networks (see Sec. 2.1.2),
it can make inferences over any set of its variables Xinf, given any other
set of observed variables Xobs.

In particular, the model can do reasoning on the elements that con-
stitute our computational concept of affordances. Referring to Fig. 24,
these are action, object features, and effect elements, as well as words.
We present the following types of results:

• inferences over affordance variables (i.e., over all the entries of
Table 3 except the last row therein) in Sec. 4.4.1.1, 4.4.1.2, 4.4.1.4;

• predictions of word probabilities (i.e., predictions of the last row
entry of Table 3) in Sec. 4.4.1.3;

• verbal descriptions generated from the word probabilities of the
previous point, according to a Context-Free Grammar (CFG) (see
footnote 7 on p. 62). These descriptions are useful for clear human
interpretation. They serve as a way to observe the emergence
(from the model) of certain language phenomena: Sec. 4.4.2.1,
4.4.2.2, 4.4.2.3.
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Figure 26: Affordances and gestures combined model: inference over
action given the evidence Xobs = {Size = small, Shape =

sphere, ObjVel = slow}, combined with different probabilis-
tic soft evidence about the action.

4.4.1.1 Inference over Action

In this experiment, we test the ability of our approach to recognize
actions. Both the Affordance–Words model and the gesture recognizer
can each perform inference of the action variable individually: the for-
mer by using the variables of Tab. 3, the latter by using human gesture
features. We show how our combined model performs the inference
over action in a joint way. This includes dealing with information with
different degrees of confidence, or conflicting information.

Let us consider the evidence Xobs = { Size=small, Shape=sphere,
ObjVel=slow }. This corresponds to an experiment that involves a
small ball which, after the manipulative action, exhibits a low velocity.
Fig. 26 displays the inference over the action variable by our model.

Based on the evidence, the affordance model alone gives the highest
probability pBN(A | Xobs) to the action touch, which usually (in train-
ing) does not result in any movement of the object. However, in this
particular situation, let us further assume that the action performed
by the human was an (unsuccessful) tap, that is, a tap that does not
result in any movement for the object.

In the figure, we show the effect of augmenting the inference with
information from the gesture recognizer, that is, computing (17) (in
the case where the action variable is included among the inference vari-
ables). We analyze the effect of varying the degree of confidence of the
gesture classifier. We start from a uniform posterior pHMM(A | GT

1 ),
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(a) Predictions with a sphere object.
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(b) Predictions with a box object.

Figure 27: Affordances and gestures combined model: inference over
the object velocity effect of different objects, when given
probabilistic soft evidence about the action.

corresponding to a poor classifier, and gradually increase the probabil-
ity of the correct action until it reaches 1. In this particular example, in
order to win the belief of the affordance model, the gesture recognizer
needs to be very confident (pHMM(A = tap | GT

1 ) > 0.81).

4.4.1.2 Inference over Effects

We now show how our approach does inference over variables other
than the action one. This corresponds to computing (18) (in the case
where the action variable is not among the inference variables, but it
is among the latent variables).

We will run this test by using different degrees of probabilistic confi-
dence about the action, and analyzing the outcome in terms of velocity
prediction. This experiment exposes that all the variables of Tab. 3
jointly link robot and human, not only the action variable, for the
reasons expressed in Sec. 4.3.2.

Fig. 27 shows the considered inference in two cases: when the prior
information indicates that the shape is spherical (see Fig. 27a), and
when it is cubic (see Fig. 27b).

The leftmost distribution in both figures shows the prediction of
object velocity from the Affordance–Words model alone, without any
additional information. When the shape is spherical, the model is not
sure about the velocity, whereas if the shape is cubic, the model does
not expect high velocities. If we add clear evidence on the action touch

from the gesture recognizer, suddenly the combined model predicts slow
velocities in both cases, as expected. However, if the action recognition
evidence is gradually changed from touch to tap, the predictions of the
model depend on the shape of the object. Higher velocities are expected
for spherical objects that can roll, compared to cubic objects.
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Figure 28: Affordances and verbal language: variation of
word occurrence probabilities ∆p(wi) = pcomb(wi |
Xobs, Action=tap) − pBN(wi | Xobs), where Xobs =

{Size=big, Shape=sphere, ObjVel=fast}. This variation
corresponds to the difference of word probability when
we add the tap action evidence (obtained from gesture
recognition) to the initial evidence about object features
and effects. We have omitted words for which no significant
variation was observed.

4.4.1.3 Prediction of Word Probabilities

Our model permits to make predictions over the word variables associ-
ated to affordance evidence (see Table 3, last row). In Fig. 28 we show
the variation in word occurrence probabilities between two cases:

1. when the robot’s prior knowledge evidence consists of information
about object features and effects only: {Size=big, Shape=sphere,
ObjVel=fast};

2. when the evidence corresponds to the one of the previous point,
with the addition of the tap action observed from the gesture
recognizer (deterministic hard evidence).

This result is interesting for two reasons. First, the probabilities of
words related to tapping and pushing increase when a tapping action
evidence from the gesture recognizer is introduced; conversely, the prob-
abilities of other action words (touching and poking) decreases. Second,
the probability of the word “rolling” (which is an effect of an action
onto an object) also increases when the tap action evidence is entered.
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(a) Action performed on small sphere. Description: “the robot pushed the

ball and the ball moves”.
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(b) Action performed on big box. Description: “the robot is pushing the big

square but the box is inert”.

Figure 29: Affordances and gestures combined model: object velocity
effect anticipation before impact. The evidence from the
gesture recognizer (left) is fed into the Affordance–Words
model before the end of the execution. The combined model
predicts the effect (right) and describes it in words (verbal
language).

4.4.1.4 Effect Anticipation

Since the gesture recognition method interprets sequences of human
motions, we can test this predictive ability of our combined model
when we observe an incomplete action. Fig. 29 shows an example of
this where we reason about the expected object velocity caused by a
tap action.

In particular, Fig. 29a shows the action performed on a spherical
object, whereas Fig. 29b on a cubic one. Within each of the two fig-
ures, the graphs on the left side show the time evolution of the evi-
dence pHMM(A | Gt

1) from the gesture recognizer. In order to make
the variations emerge more clearly, instead of the posterior, we show
1
t

logLHMM(Gt
1 | A): the log-likelihood normalized by the length of the

sequence.
Note how, in both cases, the correct action is recognized by the

model given enough evidence, although the observation sequence is not
complete. The right side of the plot shows the prediction of the object
velocity, given the incomplete observation of the action and the object
properties. The model correctly predicts that the sphere will probably
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Table 4: Affordances and verbal language: 10-best list of
sentences generated from the evidence Xobs =

{Color=yellow, Size=big, Shape=sphere, ObjVel=fast}.
sentence score

“the robot pushed the ball and the ball moves” −0.54322
“the robot tapped the sphere and the sphere moves” −0.5605
“he is pushing the sphere and the sphere moves” −0.57731
“the robot is tapping the yellow ball and the big yellow sphere is moving” −0.57932
“he pushed the yellow ball and the sphere is rolling” −0.58853
“the robot is poking the ball and the sphere is rolling” −0.58998
“he is pushing the ball and the yellow ball moves” −0.59728
“he pushes the sphere and the ball is moving” −0.60528
“he is tapping the yellow ball and the ball is moving” −0.60675
“the robot pokes the sphere and the ball is rolling” −0.60694

move but the box is unlikely do so. Finally, the captions in the figure
also show the human-interpretable verbal description (see Sec. 4.3.3)
generated by feeding the probability distribution of the words estimated
by the model, given incomplete evidence, into the CFG.

4.4.2 Verbal Descriptions

We now present results about the verbal descriptions generated by the
model with the CFG. They allow us to observe the emergence of
non-trivial language phenomena (they emerge from our developmen-
tal model, not from the grammar itself, which is provided only for the
purpose of interpreting the probability distributions over the words).

By generating and scoring verbal descriptions about what the robot
observes (see Sec. 4.3.3), we can provide evidence to the model and
interpret the verbal results.

From Sec. 4.3.3.2 recall that, with our method, we do not add new
words to the model when we observe the human performing actions.
Rather, the human-readable descriptions that we generate are based on
the same words that were present in the self-centered learning phase
(see Sec. 4.3.1). In that phase, the verbal descriptions described the
agent of the observed actions as either “the robot”, “he”, or “Bal-
tazar” (the name of the robot used in [Sal+12]). Consequently, the
Affordance–Words model learned by the robot includes those words as
the subject of the action.

4.4.2.1 Choice of Synonyms

As an example, by providing the evidence Xobs ={Color=yellow, Size=big,
Shape=sphere, ObjVel=fast} to the model, we obtain the sentences re-
ported in Table 4. The higher the score, the more likely the sentence.

In many of the sentences in the table, we note that (i) the correct
verb related to the tap action is generated (in the initial evidence, no
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"but"

sentence score

“the robot is picking the sphere and the sphere is moving” −0.59328
“the robot grasps the sphere and the ball is moving” −0.59507
“the robot is picking the sphere and the sphere is rising” −0.60882
“the robot grasped the sphere and the sphere is rising” −0.61842
“the robot picked the ball and the ball is rising” −0.64052
“baltazar grasps the sphere and the sphere is moving” −0.66182
“the robot has grasped the ball and the ball is rising” −0.66398
“the robot picked the ball and the green ball is moving” −0.67134
“baltazar grasped the sphere and the ball is moving” −0.67283
“baltazar is grasping the ball and the sphere is rising” −0.6787

(a) Evidence: Xobs ={ Action=grasp,

ObjVel=medium }.
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"and"

"but"

sentence score

“the robot is picking the cube but the square is still” −0.52575
“the robot is grasping the sphere but the box is inert” −0.55
“the robot is grasping the square but the sphere is still” −0.55388
“the robot grasped the square but the cube is inert” −0.55608
“baltazar is grasping the square but the square is inert” −0.5571
“the robot is grasping the cube but the ball is inert” −0.56011
“the robot picks the box but the square is inert” −0.56397
“baltazar is picking the square but the square is still” −0.56402
“he is grasping the square but the cube is inert” −0.56815
“the robot grasps the square but the sphere is inert” −0.57417

(b) Evidence: Xobs ={ Action=grasp,

ObjVel=slow }.

Figure 30: Affordances and verbal language: 10-best list of sentences
generated given two different sets of evidence. In (a) the
model interprets the object movement as indicating a suc-
cesful grasp and uses the conjunction “and”. In (b) the slow
movement is interpreted as no movement at all and, there-
fore, as an unsuccessful grasp: for that reason, the conjunc-
tion “but” is used.

action information was present, only object features and effects infor-
mation were), and (ii) the object term “ball” or synonyms thereof (e.g.,
“sphere”) are used coherently, both in the first part of the sentence
describing the action and in the second part describing the effect.

This result shows that different synonyms may be used by the model
in the same sentence. This is a consequence of the random generation
of sentences, described in Sec. 4.3.3.2, and because synonyms are often
assigned similar (but not necessarily equal) probabilities by the model,
given the same evidence.

4.4.2.2 Choice of Conjunction

The manipulation experiments that we consider in this chapter have
the following structure, similar to the one described in Sec. 3.2: an
agent (human or robot) performs a physical action onto an object with
certain properties, and this object will show a certain physical effect as
a result. For example, a touch action on an object yields no physical
movement, but a tap does (especially if the object is spherical). In
the language description associated to an experiment, it makes sense
to analyze the conjunction chosen by the model given specific evidence.
In particular, it would be desirable to separate two kinds of behaviors:
one in which the action and effect are coherent (expected conjunction:
“and”), and the other one in which they are contradictory (“but”).

Fig. 30 shows an example of the behavior described above. We give
the same action value grasp to the model as evidence, but two dif-
ferent values for the final object velocity. When the object velocity
is medium (Fig. 30a), the model interprets this as a successful grasp,
and it uses the conjunction “and” to separate the description of the
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(a) “the robot is grasping the box and the green box is moving”.

(b) “the robot is poking the green square and the cube is inert”.

(c) “the robot picked the ball and the green ball is moving”.

(d) “baltazar is poking the green sphere and the sphere is still”.

Figure 31: Affordances and verbal language: examples of descriptions
generated by the model.

action from the description of the effect. When the object velocity is
slow (in the clustering procedure, the velocity was most often zero in
those cases), the model predicts that this is an unsuccessful grasp and
it uses the conjunction “but”, instead.

4.4.2.3 Description of Object Features

In Fig. 31, we show examples of verbal descriptions generated by the
model given different values of observed evidence:

• Xobs = {Action=grasp, Color=green1, Shape=box} (Fig. 31a);

• Xobs = {Action=touch, Color=green1, Shape=box} (Fig. 31b);

• Xobs = {Action=grasp, Color=green2, Shape=sphere} (Fig. 31c);

• Xobs = {Action=touch, Color=green2, Shape=sphere} (Fig. 31d).

Note that the box object in the two first examples has a dark shade of
green (value of Color affordance variable of Table 3 clustered as: green1),
whereas the spherical one in the two last examples has a lighter shade
(Color value: green2). However, the verbal descriptions reported in
Fig. 31 all use the adjective “green”. This behavior emerges from fact
that the robot develops its perceptual symbols (clusters) in an early
phase, and only subsequently associates them with the human vocab-
ulary. We believe that this phenomenon is practical and potentially
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useful (i.e., the possibility that a low-level fine-grained robot represen-
tation can be abstracted into a high-level language description, which
bundles the two shades of green under the same word).

4.5 conclusions and future work

This chapter has illustrated a computational model that combines ob-
ject affordances, human gestures and verbal language. We presented
such a combined model, allowing a robot to interpret and describe the
actions of external agents, by reusing the knowledge previously acquired
in an ego-centric manner.

We have shown that for cognitive robots it is possible, and indeed
fruitful, to combine knowledge acquired from interacting with elements
of the environment (affordances) with the probabilistic observation of
another agent’s actions (gestures) as well as verbal language elements.
In this sense, our model supports the growing field of human–robot

collaboration [BWB08; Dra+15], whose goal is to enable effective team-
work between humans and robots.

In a developmental setting, the robot learns the link between words
and object affordances by exploring its environment. Then, it classi-
fies the manipulative gestures performed by another agent. Finally,
by fusing the information from the affordances model and a gesture
recognizer, the robot can reason over affordances and words when ob-
serving the other agent. This can also be leveraged to do early action
recognition (see Sec. 4.4.1.4).

In terms of language, although the complete model only estimates
probabilities of single words given the evidence, we showed that feed-
ing these probabilities into a pre-defined grammar produces human-
interpretable sentences that correctly describe the situation. We also
highlighted some interesting language-related properties of the com-
bined model, such as: the choice of relevant words to describe a scene,
the choice of synonyms, and of congruent/incongruent conjunctions,

Our demonstrations are based on a restricted scenario (see Sec. 4.2.1),
i.e., one human and one robot manipulating simple objects on a shared
table, a pre-defined number of motor actions and effects, and a vocab-
ulary of approximately 50 words to describe the experiments verbally.
However, one of the main strengths of our study is that it spans dif-
ferent fields such as robot learning, language grounding, and object
affordances. We also work with real robotic data, as opposed to learn-
ing images-to-text mappings (as in many works in computer vision) or
using robot simulations (as in many works in robotics).

In terms of scalability, note that our Bayesian Network (BN) model
can learn both the dependency structure and the parameters of the
model from observations. The method that estimates the dependency
structure, in particular, is sensitive to biases in the data. Consequently,
in order to avoid misconceptions, the robot needs to explore any possi-
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ble situation that may occur. For example, if the robot only observes
blue spheres rolling and the objects with any other shape are never blue,
it might infer that it is the color that makes the object roll, rather than
its shape. In order to scale the method to a larger number of concepts,
it would be necessary to scale the amount of data considerably, simi-
larly to what is done in many deep learning approaches. In models of
developmental robotics, where this is neither practically feasible, nor
desirable, we would need to devise methods that can generalize more
efficiently from very few observations.

As future work, it would be useful to investigate how the model can
extract syntactic information from the observed data autonomously,
thus relaxing the bag-of-words assumption in the current model. An-
other line of research would be to study how the model can guide the
discovery of new acoustic patterns (e.g., [FS17; VS14; VS12]), and how
to incorporate the newly discovered symbols into our Affordance–Words
model. This would release our current assumption of a pre-defined set
of words.
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T O O L U S E A F FO R DA N C E S

In this chapter, we present a computational model of affordances capa-
ble of dealing with multiple objects (see Fig. 32), giving rise to a tool

use behavior. This skill is useful to operate in complex manipulation
tasks typical of human-like environments.

Actions

Effects

Manipulator

Acted Object

Tool use

Figure 32: Computational model of affordances for dealing with multi-
ple objects and tool use. In this chapter, the manipulator
corresponds to the held object (i.e., tool) or to the robot
hand.

The concept of tool use has been studied extensively in cognition
research of humans and other animals [Bec80; SH08]. Beck defines it as
“[. . . ] the external employment of an unattached environmental object
to alter more efficiently the form, position, or condition of another
object, another organism, or the user itself when the user holds or
carries the tool during or just prior to use and is responsible for the
proper and effective orientation of the tool” [Bec80, p. 10].

We accomplish a tool use behavior with our computational model
through reasoning, learning and a developmental approach.

In terms of reasoning, we have the robot interpret the possibilities
offered by multiple entities in a joint way. In particular, the robot
interprets the possibilities permitted by a manipulator onto an acted

object. By manipulator, we refer to a first, grasped object which acts
as a tool (also known as held or intermediate object), being located
in the agent’s hand; we also use the term manipulator to indicate the
bare hands of the robot with a particular aperture of the fingers, when
we study the transition from hand to tool affordances. By acted (or
primary) object, we refer to the target object in the scene over which
the action is exerted. A key aspect of our system is that it analyzes
the relationship between sub-parts of objects: not only looking at the
level of their entirety, but also at their constituent sub-parts, such as
the handle part or the effector/tip part of objects.
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For learning tool affordances, we evaluate different computational
models, in particular different BN structures and parameters, for eval-
uating the capability of predicting effects from previously unseen data
(generalization), and the possibility of transfering predictions from robot
simulation to the real world.

Finally, we propose a method for learning the affordances of differ-
ent robotic hand postures, investigating the developmental link from
hand affordances (i.e., action possibilities by using the hands) to tool
affordances (action possibilities by using tools).

This chapter is the subject of the following publications:

• Afonso Gonçalves, Giovanni Saponaro, Lorenzo Jamone, and Alexan-
dre Bernardino. “Learning Visual Affordances of Objects and
Tools through Autonomous Robot Exploration”. In: IEEE Inter-

national Conference on Autonomous Robot Systems and Competi-

tions. 2014, pp. 128–133. doi: 10.1109/ICARSC.2014.6849774.

• Afonso Gonçalves, João Abrantes, Giovanni Saponaro, Lorenzo
Jamone, and Alexandre Bernardino. “Learning Intermediate Ob-
ject Affordances: Towards the Development of a Tool Concept”.
In: IEEE International Conference on Development and Learn-

ing and on Epigenetic Robotics. 2014, pp. 482–488. doi: 10.

1109/DEVLRN.2014.6983027.

• Giovanni Saponaro, Pedro Vicente, Atabak Dehban, Lorenzo Ja-
mone, Alexandre Bernardino, and José Santos-Victor. “Learn-
ing at the Ends: From Hand to Tool Affordances in Humanoid
Robots”. In: IEEE International Conference on Development

and Learning and on Epigenetic Robotics. 2017, pp. 331–337.
doi: 10.1109/DEVLRN.2017.8329826.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. Sec. 5.1 gives motivations
for developing a tool use behavior in robots; Sec. 5.2 lists related work
from the literature; Sec. 5.3 presents our proposed approach. In Sec. 5.4
we report the experimental results, and finally in Sec. 5.5 we draw our
conclusions and possible future extensions.

5.1 motivation

Many important human behaviors require putting (multiple) objects
in such a way that they are in physical contact with each other. A
fundamental cognitive ability to master such skill is to understand the
relationships between the physical properties of the objects’ surfaces
that enter into contact, i.e., inter–object affordances or mutual affor-
dances among objects. For instance, to pile objects we must put into
contact their flat surfaces to assure stability (see Fig. 33a); to bring ob-
jects that are out of reach from our arms closer to us, we pull them with
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(a) Making a pile. (b) Reaching for faraway

objects.

(c) Fitting.

Figure 33: Examples of human behaviors that involve multiple objects
in relationship with each other.

elongated objects (see Fig. 33b); to fit objects together we match con-
cave parts on one object to corresponding convex parts on the other (see
Fig. 33c).

In humans, the first tools are one’s own hands. Learning the affor-
dances of the hands (i.e., what actions one can do with them, what
effects one can obtain) is a long developmental process that begins
in infancy [Gib94; Jam10]. At 6 months of age, infants already ma-
nipulate objects in a differentiated manner depending on the object’s
properties [BB93]. The process continues during childhood through ex-
ploration of different actions and different objects [Ros77; Ros09]. In
essence, children achieve inter–object and functional tool use reason-
ing abilities over several stages [Loc00; SD10; LG13; FRO14]. The
knowledge previously acquired by babies during manual exploration of
objects is likely to play a role in tool use. Definitely, one of these roles
is that the increased hand dexterity acquired during development al-
lows the child to correctly grasp, manipulate and orient a tool; however,
another role may be that the child “sees” in the shapes of some tools
relevant characteristics that remind the child of previously used shapes
of the own hands (although no experimental evidence of this perceptual
skill has been provided in the developmental psychology literature, as
far as we know).

Typically, a manipulative robot operates on external objects by using
its own hands (or similar end-effectors), but in some cases the use of
tools may be desirable. For instance, if the robot has to use certain ob-
jects which are not reachable (due to geometric workspace constraints),
tools may be a convenient way to extend the length of robot limbs, thus
permitting the robot to reach for far objects. The advantage of model-
ing inter–object affordances (i.e., affordances among multiple objects)
is that this permits to infer (i) affordances of acted objects, (ii) af-
fordances of manipulator (held) objects, and (iii) affordances of the
interaction between held and acted objects. Our model can be used to
predict effects given both objects and the performed action (i.e., effect
prediction), or choose the best manipulator object or tool to achieve a
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goal (i.e., tool selection), or choose the best action given the available
objects and a desired effect (i.e., action selection, which is particularly
useful for planning complex actions made up of many simple steps, as
we will see in Ch. 6). In general, the evaluation tasks that we devise
aim to test the capability of predicting effects from previously unseen
data (generalization), and the possibility of transfering predictions from
robot simulation to the real world.

Inspired by the above observations in developmental psychology, and
motivated by a need of autonomous robotic systems, we investigate the
following aspects related to tool use on robots:

• we design a reasoning model of visual inter–object affordances,
namely a model that deals with the relationships between (i) pairs
of objects, (ii) sub-parts of said objects;

• we devise a method to learn inter–object affordances, by design-
ing and evaluating variations of the above model, both specified
a priori or automatically obtained from experimental data via
Structure Learning (see Sec. 2.1.3);

• we make a robot learn the affordances of different hand postures
and, having done that, we investigate the developmental link from
hand affordances (i.e., action possibilities by using the hands) to
tool affordances (action possibilities by using tools).

About the model, we specialize our system for visual robot affor-
dances (introduced in Sec. 3.3) so that it is able to process multiple
simultaneous objects, their mutual relationships, and the relationships
between object sub-parts (e.g., handle part and effector part).

In terms of learning, we compare different Bayesian Network (BN)
structures and parameters, and we evaluate them for the tasks of (i) pre-
dicting effects from previously unseen data (generalization), and (ii) the
possibility of transfering predictions from robot simulation to the real
world.

About the link from hands to tools, we explore how a learned repre-
sentation of hand affordances can be generalized to estimate the affor-
dances of tools which were never seen before by the robot.

5.2 related work

This section overviews related work about hand and tool affordances
in the contexts of psychology and robotics.

5.2.1 Psychology

In developmental psychology, it is still debated whether the skill of tool
use emerges progressively through familiarization with experience, or
it appears through sudden insight at a certain age.
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The skill of tool use has been observed in greater apes for almost a
century [Köh17]. In humans and in more recent times, Fagard reports
a longitudinal study on five infants aged 12 to 20 months, where they
have to use a rake-like tool to reach toys that are out of reach [FRO14].
Their results indicate that it is only between 16 and 20 months that the
infants suddenly start to intentionally try to bring the toy closer with
the tool. According to this research, the sudden success at about 18
months might correspond to the coming together of a variety of capac-
ities, such as the development of means–end behavior (i.e., they notice
and recall cause and effect actions and reactions).

In terms of the connection from hand affordances to tool affordances,
several researchers have investigated the role of hand actions during hu-
man intelligence development for learning to deal with the uncertainty
of the real world (e.g., toddler visual attention [Yu+09]) and tool use.
Piaget documents an observation where his daughter makes an analogy
between a doll’s foot hooking her dress, and her own finger bent like a
hook [Pia62]. Tool use competence in humans emerges from explorative

actions, such as those performed with the child’s bare hands in the first
year [Smi+14].

Lockman [Loc00] suggests that the actions employed by toddlers on a
daily basis initially incorporate many of the (previously learned) motor
patterns that infants employ with their hands and arms for exploring
and learning their everyday objects. Szokolszky [SD10] stresses how
tool use is dependent and continuous with other action routines, such
as reaching, grasping, focusing on an object or on a person, and eating
with the hand.

In [LG13], Lobo highlights the following points about the relation-
ship between early self-exploration behaviors and developing object ex-
ploration behaviors: (i) in the first months of life, infants are already
actively engaging in exploratory behaviors to inform themselves about
the affordances of their own bodies, objects, and the intersection of the
two; (ii) the emergence of reaching is an important step forward towards
advanced object exploration and advanced self-exploration; (iii) the be-
haviors that infants adopt to explore their own bodies and surfaces dur-
ing the first months of life may form the set of behaviors from which
they later choose, as they begin to interact with objects.

With these considerations in mind, one of the things that we pursue
in this chapter is a robotic model that transfers hand knowledge to tool
knowledge. In the experimental part, we verify the applicability of a
tool selection problem when the robot is presented with unknown tools,
given its previous exploratory hand knowledge.

5.2.2 Robotics

In robotics, many computational models have been proposed to ex-
press affordances and tool use [WHS05; Sto05; SS07; Sto08; Tik+13;
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Figure 34: Sequence of frames of a robot using a stick tool, reproduced
from [WHS05].

Figure 35: A robot arm with different tools and an orange target object,
reproduced from [Sto08].

MTN18; JI13; AG17; Mol+18]. The objective of these works is to imple-
ment complex problem solving abilities in autonomous robots [Jam+16].
What they have in common is that they give a robot model the pos-
sibility of dealing with multiple objects, in other words, of reasoning
about inter–object affordances.

One of the first examples of a robot computational model designed
to acquire tool use capabilities is [WHS05]. In this work, a Sony Aibo
dog-like robot is equipped with an artificial neural network to learn
appropriate postures for grasping a stick tool and thus for reaching a
faraway ball on a tower, as shown in Fig. 34. Implicitly, it is relying
on an internal representation of its body (a body schema) with the
attached tool: we will elaborate on this concept for visually processing
images of robot hands in Sec. 5.3.3.

The works by Stoytchev and Sinapov [Sto05; SS07; Sto08] propose to
learn tool affordances as tool–behavior pairs which yield a desired effect
on a robot manipulator, shown in Fig. 35. Using a number of possible
tools (designed to be similar to the ones used by [Köh17] in experiments
with chimpanzees), the robot arm explores different possible behaviors
and observes their effects on the environment. We should note that
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these models learn the affordances of specific tools (i.e., considered
as individual entities), however no association between the distinctive
features of a tool and its affordances is made. Therefore, the general-
ization capabilities of these models are limited to dealing with smaller
and larger versions of known tools.

Tikhanoff [Tik+13] focuses on an iCub robot learning the specific
tool affordance of pulling. This is done by learning a relationship be-
tween angles of the robot action being exerted, and distance traveled
by objects on the table, after a series of pull actions. Although useful
for robot operations, this knowledge is specific for the tool that is ex-
perienced at training time, and it cannot be easily generalized to novel,
previously unseen, tools. This limitation is relaxed by Mar [MTN18]:
visual features are extracted from the functional part of the tool (also
accounting for the way in which the tool is grasped), and they are
related to the effects observed after the robot action. This allows to
robustly adjust the motion parameters depending on how the tool is
grasped by the robot. However, the target object’s shape is not taken
into consideration and, as such, the influence of the object on the mea-
sured effects is not studied. In addition, that system starts with the
tool in the robot’s hand: therefore, it does not address tool selection.

In [JI13], a Bayesian Network (BN) is used to model tool affordances
as probabilistic dependencies between actions, tools and effects. To ad-
dress the problem of predicting the effects of unknown tools (i.e., the
generalization ability of the model), the authors of that work propose
a tool representation based on the functional features of the tool (geo-
metrical features, e.g., corners, bars, etc.), arguing that those features
can remain distinctive and invariant across different tools used for per-
forming similar tasks. However, it is not clear how those features are
computed or estimated, if they can be directly obtained through robot
vision and if they can be applied to different classes of tools. Also,
the functional features in that system have to be annotated by hand,
contrary to other works such as [MTN18].

It is worth noting that in [Sto05; SS07; Sto08; Tik+13; MTN18; JI13]
the properties of the acted objects are not explicitly considered in the
model; only the general affordances of tools are learned, regardless of
the objects that the tools act upon. Instead, in our model we relate
the properties of the acted objects with the properties of the tools.

Abelha and Guerin [AG17] propose a system that, given a specified
task and some available candidate tools in a scene, learns to predict
the individual tool affordances (the results are in the form of pixelwise
scores, as well as the regions for grasping and using tools). Prior task
knowledge is learned from simulating actions with 116 object CAD
models available from the web. One strength of this system is that, in
addition to predicting how well a tool part affords a task, it also pro-
vides geometric manipulation cues (indicating the region for grasping
the tool and the region for using it onto the target object), thus explor-
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ing the idea that a tool potentially possesses many ways in which it can
be used for a given task. However, this work is done in simulation only:
not only is it not evaluated on a real robot, but even these simulations
are not embodied in any specific robot. Because of this limitation and
of the differences between all the end effectors that exist in real robots,
the applicability of such a work on real robots remains to be seen.

Moldovan and colleagues consider a multi-object scenario [Mol+18]
in which the relational affordances between objects pairs are exploited
to plan a sequence of actions to achieve a desired goal, using proba-
bilistic reasoning (we will elaborate on the usefulness of affordances for
planning in Ch. 6). The pairwise interactions are described in terms of
the objects’ relative distance, orientation and contact. However, the au-
thors of that work do not investigate how these interactions are affected
by different geometrical properties of the objects.

In Sec. 5.2.1 we analyzed the possible link from hand affordances
to tool affordances. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first
contribution, in the robot affordances field, which explicitly looks at
the visuomotor possibilities offered by different hand morphologies and
postures (e.g., hands with straight fingers, bent fingers, or arched fin-
gers, see Fig. 42). We exploit this information to acquire, through
self-exploration, a model that is able to generalize to novel situations
for a robotic agent, including making the crucial developmental leap
from hand use to tool use, as observed in babies by psychology studies.

5.3 proposed approach

Fig. 32 shows a diagram of our computational model of affordances for
dealing with multiple objects and, thus, permitting tool use behavior.
Our model is an extension of the model by Montesano (see [Mon+08]
and Sec. 2.2.1), which had the limitation of the robotic agent dealing
with one object only. By contrast, our extension permits the agent to
consider a pair of entities: a manipulator (i.e., the held object in the
robot’s hand, or the bare hand itself) and an acted object upon which
actions are executed.

Below, we describe our proposed approach as follows. Sec. 5.3.1 illus-
trates the reasoning model of inter–object affordances. In Sec. 5.3.2 we
show how to learn affordances of multiple objects and tools, including
the transfer of knowledge from simulation to a real robot. Finally, in
Sec. 5.3.3 we explore the developmental link from hand affordances to
tool affordances.

Notably, in Sec. 5.3.2 ([Gon+14a]) the concept of toolness is not
specified in the model, but it emerges from experiments. Instead, in
Sec. 5.3.3 ([Sap+17b]) the concept of toolness is a starting hypothesis,
and the focus is on the developmental transition from hand to tool
affordances.
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Figure 36: Two environment objects being visually processed in simu-
lation.
Left: a possible manipulator (held object or tool), whose seg-
mented silhouette is divided in two parts (top and bottom)
along its main axis.
Right: possible acted object. This one is also divided in
two parts by the model, however we do not show the halves
graphically when the whole object’s compactness descriptor
is above an empirically-defined threshold (which only affects
the display, not the experiments).
From each object and each object part we compute a set of
shape descriptors, used to build the tool affordances knowl-
edge. Compare with Fig. 21 on p. 44 for the one-object
case.

5.3.1 Computational Model

The computational formulation of affordances by Montesano [Mon+08]
models affordances as action–object–effect triplets (see Sec. 2.2.1). Due
to this formulation, only certain robot scenarios can be considered:
those where the action is applied to a single object using the robot
hands and the effects are observed. In this section, we extend that for-
mulation by explicitly modeling both the manipulator (e.g., the held
object) and the acted object (i.e., the target of the action) with corre-
sponding variables1, thus reasoning about inter–object affordances. We
do this by modifying the visual affordance and reasoning framework of
Sec. 3.3.

We now illustrate our model to capture meaningful relationships be-
tween actions, effects, manipulators and acted objects.

Both the manipulator and the acted object are represented by the
pre-categorical shape descriptors (described in Sec. 3.3.1) of visually
segmented objects (“blobs”) seen by the robot. The shape descriptors

1For now, we consider the manipulator node of Fig. 32 to refer to the held

object (i.e., tool). Later on in the chapter, we will consider the special case when

this manipulator is the robot’s bare hand.
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employed here are a subset of the ones reported in Table 2 on p. 45:
convexity, eccentricity, compactness, circularity, squareness.

The most distinctive aspect of our model with respect to the state of
the art is that we consider elongated objects split in two halves along
its main axis, as shown in the example of Fig. 36.

The intuition for reasoning about sub-parts (halves) of tools is that
the affordance offered by a tool often resides in only the most salient
and functional part of the tool perceived by the agent [Loc00], not in
the entirety of it. A hammer tool affords the action of hitting a nail so
that it enters a wall, and this capability resides in the characteristics
of the tip of the hammer (e.g., the shape and the material of the tip).

For reasoning on tool affordances with robot perception algorithms,
the graphical splitting of a tool along its main axis is a simple yet
helpful way to capture affordances of manipulator (held) objects, for
which only the effector part (tip part, or non-grasped part) physically
interacts with the acted object. Note that, when the robot sees a
possible manipulator object lying on the table, in our model any of
the two halves could be potentially used as effector: we do not pre-

program which of the halves is the handle and which is the effector, but
we let the robot discover that by autonomous exploration, following the
developmental robotics perspective described in Sec. 1.2.

For manipulators (held objects), the Bayesian Network variables that
we consider are the visual descriptors of one of the object halves: dur-
ing learning, the half that is not grasped is considered; during infer-
ence (e.g., effect prediction, tool selection, action selection), each of
the halves can be considered, if the held object has not been grasped
yet. For acted objects, the whole blob visual descriptors are used (i.e.,
the blob is not split in two halves). As in p. 45, each shape descrip-
tor has a value that can range within three empirically-defined discrete
levels.

In terms of motor actions performed by the agent with a manipulator
(held) object in its hand onto an acted object on the table, we consider
the following pre-defined directional movements: left lateral tap, right
lateral tap, pull closer, push away.

The discrete identifiers of these four actions are the values of the
action node in the affordance Bayesian Networks (BNs).

Finally, as for the resulting effects, we do as in p. 42 in terms of mod-
eling the two directions of displacement (lateral and longitudinal) of
the acted object on a tabletop, each direction having a value that can
range within five empirically-defined discrete levels of possible displace-
ment magnitude. Fig. 37 shows an illustration, with the two effects
marked Ex and Ey.

Our model allows to predict the motion effects induced by the mo-
tor action being exerted by the robot and the shape descriptors of the
two objects involved: p(EffectX, EffectY | A, T , O), where EffectX is
the lateral motion of the acted object on the table, EffectY is its lon-
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Figure 37: The iCub robot in a tool use scenario, with green overlay
arrows showing the effects (i.e., displacements of objects).

gitudinal motion, A is an identifier of the robot action (e.g., pushing,
pulling), T is the vector of shape descriptors of the manipulator (tool)
held in the robot’s hand, and O is the vector of shape descriptors of
the acted object on the table.

5.3.2 Learning

In this section, we show how to learn from data our computational
model for tool use affordances described in Sec. 5.3.1. We compare
different Bayesian Networks that implement our model, to determine
the most suitable one. The comparison is in terms of memory com-
plexity, prediction ability and generalization capability. In all the
Bayesian Network structures that we discuss, we use discrete variables
and Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) probability estimates to learn the
Conditional Probability Distribution (CPD) table parameters.

To begin with, we capture these relationships in simulation, which
has the advantage of letting us run hundreds of robot manipulation ex-
periments without the cost associated to real robot experiments. Later,
we will see how it is possible to transfer tool use affordances knowledge
from a simulated robot to a real robot, making predictions in the real
world, and take optimal decisions with respect to a desired outcome
during manipulation.

The first, baseline structure for our comparisons is a manually defined
fully connected network, shown in Fig. 38. This is the most general
structure, in which all the acted object, manipulator (held object) and
action nodes are connected to the effect nodes.

The fully connected network suffers from a number of limitations: low
performance, overfitting, large number of parameters. Basically, this
network structure suffers from the curse of dimensionality2. Each effect

2The curse of dimensionality [Bis07, p. 33] is a difficulty arising when we add

more features to a pattern recognition model (i.e., when we increase the dimension-
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Figure 38: Fully connected Bayesian Network structure to encode inter–
object affordances. A. Object means Acted Object, Manip-
ulator refers to the held object. This structure was specified
manually.

node has a high number of parents. In our case 6 for the manipulator
(held object), plus 6 for the acted object, plus 1 for the action, in
total 13: this results in big CPD tables, which makes the network
hard to train and unfit to generalize the trained observations to unseen
situations.

The second structure is a dimensionality-reduced one. To reduce
the dimensionality of the feature space, we apply Principal Component
Analysis (PCA)3 to the features seen in our training data, as shown in
the upper part of Fig. 39 in white. We use 80% of our experimental
data for training and 20% for testing, where the original feature space
has 12 dimensions: 6 features for the manipulator (held object) and 6
for the acted object, considered jointly.

PCA provides the 12 eigenvectors and eigenvalues computed from
the data matrix, of which, however, we only need the 2 Principal Com-
ponents with the highest significance (i.e., the 2 with the highest eigen-
value), to explain over 99% of the data variance. This shows that acted
object and manipulator features are highly correlated. Therefore, we
create two nodes, each corresponding to a Principal Component, and
these, along with the action node, are now the parents of the effect
nodes of a reduced Bayesian Network, displayed in the lower part of
Fig. 39 in blue. The values of these nodes are the coefficients of each
eigenvector given the observable features. These coefficients are then

ality of its feature space), which in turn requires to collect more data. The amount

of data that we need to collect to avoid overfitting grows exponentially as we add

more dimensions.
3PCA is a technique for dimensionality reduction and feature extraction. It

attempts to find a (linear) sub-space of lower dimensionality than the original input

space, where the new features have the largest variance [Bis07, p. 561].
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Figure 39: Dimensionality-reduced Bayesian Network structure to en-
code inter–object affordances, adapted from [Gon+14a].
A. Object means Acted Object, Manipulator refers to the
held object. This structure was specified manually, after hav-
ing empirically tried different PCA hyper-parameters, see
Table 5. The PCA dimensionality reduction is computed on
the continuous vectors of the visual features.
In this case, there is one PCA block for the whole original
visual feature space with 12 dimensions (6 features for the
manipulator or held object, and 6 for the acted object, con-
sidered jointly). This is because the concept of toolness was
not specified in this work, but was emerging from experi-
ments.

Table 5: Hyper-parameters used to train the Bayesian Network of
Fig. 39 for predicting the distribution of the effects.

parameter value (and comment)

number of PCA blocks 1 (manipulator and acted object features considered jointly)
number of components in the PCA 2
number of discretization values (bins) 3
of each PCA component

number of discretization values (bins) 5
of each Effect node

intervals (in meters) of the Effect bins ]−∞, −0.06], ]−0.06, −0.025],
]−0.025, 0.025], ]0.025, 0.06], ]0.06, ∞[
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(a) K2 Structure Learning network.
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(b) BDe Structure Learning network.

Figure 40: Structure Learning Bayesian Network structures to encode
inter–object affordances. A. Object means Acted Object,
Manipulator refers to the held object. These structures were
obtained from experimental data.
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Table 6: Complexity of affordances Bayesian Networks, computed as
the sum of the elements in the CPDs of all nodes.

Baseline PCA Structure
Learning
BDe

Structure
Learning
K2

21 257 680 168 1594 535

discretized, based on the training data, into two bins (half the data to
each bin). The PCA dimensionality reduction is computed on the con-
tinuous vectors of the visual features. This structure was specified man-
ually, after having empirically tried different PCA hyper-parameters.
We tried to discretize each node into more bins, but the performance
of the network when predicting effects of unseen data got significantly
worse.

In Sec. 2.1.3 we have introduced Bayesian Network Structure Learn-
ing, that is, the problem of learning the structure of the Directed
Acyclic Graph (DAG) from data, and two common heuristic-based
approaches for this problem: K2 and BDe. We employ these two
approaches and compare the performance of the resulting networks
(Figs. 40a and 40b, respectively) with those of the fully connected net-
work and of the PCA one.

We use 80% of our experimental data for training and 20% for test-
ing. All the nodes except for EffectX and EffectY are entered as in-
terventional variables, defined on p. 26, which means that we force a
node to take a specific value, thereby effectively severing its incoming
arcs [Mur12].

The effect prediction inference performed on the networks is of the
type p(Effect | parents(Effect)), which, considering for example the
topology of the network from Fig. 39, amounts to this marginalization
over our two effect nodes (horizontal and vertical displacement of the
object):

p(EffectX, EffectY |M , O, A), (20)

where M is the vector of features of the manipulator, O is the vector
of features of the acted object, A is the motor action identifier.

The measure of complexity in Table 6 is computed as the number of
elements in the largest CPD of a network. Complexity depends only
on the discretization and on the network structure, independently of
data and learning.

5.3.3 Hand to Tool Transition

We now show how the model presented in the previous sections can
be adapted for learning the affordances of different hand postures (e.g.,
hands with straight fingers, bent fingers, or arched fingers, see Fig. 42).
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Figure 41: The iCub humanoid robot performing motor actions with
different hand postures onto a physical object. In the back-
ground screen, we show the visual routines that monitor the
evolution of the environment.

This approach is useful for implementing the developmental leap from
hand use to tool use on a humanoid robot.

One important motivation to study this problem is the cost of data

acquisition. While a robot can collect many sensorimotor experiences
using its own hands, this cannot happen for all possible human-made
tools. Therefore, we investigate the developmental transition from hand
to tool affordances: what sensorimotor skills that a robot has acquired
with its bare hands can be employed for tool use?

In particular, we adapt the model described earlier in this chapter
to relate the (i) visual features of the agent’s own hands (i.e., in this
case the manipulator node of Fig. 32 refers to the hand, not to the
held object), (ii) visual features of an acted object located on a surface,
(iii) a motor action, and (iv) the resulting effects of the action onto
the object, in the sense of the physical displacement compared to the
initial position. We use three different robot hand postures, shown in
Fig. 42.

The setup is similar to the one described in Sec. 5.3.1, with the
following differences:

• motor control: the four directional actions performed with the
robot’s bare hands are: tapping an object from the left side (with
the palm of the hand), tapping an object from the right side (with
the back of the hand), pushing an object away from the agent,
and pulling the object towards the agent;

• robot actions: the location of the acted object (i.e., the location
where the robot performs an action) can be anywhere on the ta-
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Figure 42: The three robot hand postures adopted to study the hand to
tool transition. Left column: straight hand; center column:
bent hand; right column: arched hand. The first two rows
are real robot postures seen from different viewpoints; the
last row shows the simulated body schema CAD model of the
top viewpoint. From the latter simulated view, we obtain
the segmented silhouette contour of the hand and its shape
features.
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ble, provided that it is within the reachable space of the robot
end-effector, and that it satisfies geometric safety limits to avoid
self-collisions. We determine this location with the visual segmen-
tation routines described in Sec. 3.3.1;

• visual features: we incorporate a richer set of 13 features instead
of 5 as was the case in Sec. 5.3.1. In addition to convexity, eccen-
tricity, compactness, circularity, and squareness, we also compute
features useful to characterize hand shapes: number of convexity
defects (i.e., number of cavities along the contour, for example
the “holes” between fingers in a hand image), and seven central
normalized moments. See also Sec. 2. The raw visual features
of manipulators and objects are real-valued and normalized be-
tween 0 and 1.

In our endeavor, we wish to compute the visual shape features of
the robot’s bare hands (for relating them with the other variables in
the model), in the various hand postures, but this poses a technical
challenge. The image of a robot hand is difficult to segment from the
background, and additionaly its contour is not easy to extract, given
the different colors of the metal and plastic parts (see for example the
top-left hand image in Fig. 42). We bypass this problem by resorting
to an internal model of the robot’s hand, based on the ideas of body

awareness.
From a developmental psychology perspective, body awareness ap-

pears to be an incremental learning process that starts in early in-
fancy [Hof04] or probably even prenatally [Jos00]. Such awareness is
supported by a neural representation of the body that is constantly
updated with multimodal sensorimotor information acquired during
motor experience and that can be used to infer the limbs’ position in
space and guide motor behaviors: a body schema [BA97].

We use an internal model simulator from [VJB16]. From a techni-
cal perspective, using the simulated robot rather than the real one to
obtain the hand posture visual shape, serves to filter out noise from
the image processing pipeline. Although it is not always true that
we can generalize from simulation to the real robots, in this case, we
adopt a graphically and geometrically precise appearance model of the
robotic hand (based on the CAD model), therefore we can use the in-
ternal model simulation without losing generality or compromising the
overall idea, as shown when visually comparing the real and simulated
hands of Fig. 42.

In terms of hand affordance learning, the structure of the BN is the
PCA one as described in the previous sections, this time putting in
relationships robot manipulator (which can be the hand or the tool),
acted object, motor action, and resulting effects. Fig. 43 shows the
structure of the BN that we train with robot self-exploration hand
affordance data, using the hand postures of Fig. 42. This structure is
similar to the one that gave us the best effect prediction performance
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in Sec. 5.3.2. In Table 7 we list the hyper-parameters used at training
time. Thanks to the dimensionality reduction of this type of network,
the number of edges and the computational complexity are also reduced.
Most importantly, this type of network reduces the amount of training
data required to observe the emergence of some learning effect.

The nodes of the network are the same ones of Sec. 5.3.2, but the
PCA block is different due to the following reason.

There are now two PCA blocks: one for the manipulator visual fea-
tures, one for the affected object visual features. This is because in
this work ([Sap+17b]) the concept of toolness is a starting hypothesis,
and the focus is on the developmental transition from hand to tool af-
fordances. By contrast, in Sec. 5.3.2 ([Gon+14a]) there was one PCA
block for the whole original visual feature space with 12 dimensions (6
features for the manipulator or held object, and 6 for the acted object,
considered jointly). That was because the concept of toolness was not
specified in that work, but was emerging from experiments.

5.4 experimental results

We now show the results obtained with our tool use affordance reason-
ing model. In Sec. 5.4.1 we evaluate the various inter–object Bayesian
Network (BN) structures both in simulation and on the real robot, then
Sec. 5.4.2 focuses on the experiments about hand affordances, and on
the developmental link from hand affordances to tool affordances.

5.4.1 Evaluation of the Inter–Object Bayesian Networks

To compare the multitude of possible values for the nodes of the BNs
described in Sec. 5.3.2, it is not feasible to collect robotic data with the
real robot (for thousands of experiments), therefore we collect most
data in simulation. In particular, we gather 2353 experimental trials
in the iCub simulator [Tik+08], and 21 trials in the real iCub robot.

For each trial, the experimental protocol consists of performing one
of the 4 directional movements (see Sec. 5.3.1) upon the acted object
while holding a manipulator object (i.e., held object or tool) in the
robot’s hand, as shown in Fig. 44. Both objects are chosen from a set
of 8 possibilities displayed in Fig. 45).

Of the whole set of experiments, a part is used to learn the proposed
Bayesian Network models and a part is used for testing, as described
in Sec. 5.3.2.

For our tests, we use two evaluation criteria:

accuracy: defined as the number of correct predictions (e.g., dis-
crete predictions of effect, or tool, or action, depending on the
query) over the number of total predictions.
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Figure 43: Dimensionality-reduced Bayesian Network structure to en-
code hand to tool affordances, from [Sap+17b]. A. Object
means Acted Object, Manipulator refers to the bare robot
hand or to a held object (tool). This structure was speci-
fied manually, after having empirically tried different PCA
hyper-parameters, see Table 7. The PCA dimensionality re-
duction is computed on the continuous vectors of the visual
features.
In this case, there are two PCA blocks: one for the manipu-
lator visual features, one for the acted object visual features.
This is because in this work the concept of toolness was a
starting hypothesis, and the focus was on the developmental
transition from hand to tool affordances.

Table 7: Hand to tool transition: hyper-parameters used to train the
Bayesian Network of Fig. 43 for predicting the distribution of
the effects.

parameter value (and comment)

number of PCA blocks 2 (one for manipulator, one for object)
number of components of each PCA block 2
number of discretization values (bins) 2
of each PCA component

number of discretization values (bins) 5
of each Effect node

intervals (in meters) of the Effect bins ]−∞, −0.06], ]−0.06, −0.025],
]−0.025, 0.025], ]0.025, 0.06], ]0.06, ∞[
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Figure 44: Exploration sequence of tool use in the iCub simulator:
(1) the robot acquires the visual descriptors of a manipula-
tor (held object) and its two halves while it is on the table;
(2) the robot acquires the visual descriptors of an acted ob-
ject in its initial state (position); (3) the robot exerts one
of the motor actions onto the acted object using the held
manipulator; (4) the robot observes the final position of the
acted object after a fixed number of frames, permitting to
compute the resulting effect compared to the initial state.

(a) Ball. (b) Cube. (c) Cylinder. (d) Stick.

(e) L-stick. (f) Bone. (g) Umbrella. (h) Fork.

Figure 45: Objects used in robot simulation to train affordance
Bayesian Networks. Object (h) is only used in one of the
evaluation tests of Sec. 5.4.1.1.
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Table 8: Data splitting scores when randomly selecting 80% of obser-
vations as training data, the remaining observations as test
data. Accuracy: higher is better. Distance: lower is better.
R.p. stands for random predictions.

Baseline
(13.55%
r.p.)

PCA
(0% r.p.)

Structure
Learning
BDe
(0% r.p.)

Structure
Learn-
ing K2
(0% r.p.)

Accuracy 75.90% 80.57% 83.28% 83.73%

Distance 9.11% 6.10% 5.12% 5.12%

distance: defined as the absolute difference between the prediction
(e.g., discrete predictions of effect, or tool, or action, depending on
the query) and the real value (i.e., Ground Truth, also discrete).
In Tables 8 and 9 it is shown as a percentage, relative to the
maximum possible distance.

5.4.1.1 Effect Prediction

We evaluate the BNs regarding their capability of predicting effects,
given two objects’ visual descriptors and the action performed with
them, with previously unseen test data. To do this we use two dif-
ferent evaluation techniques: (i) data splitting and (ii) leave-one-out
validation.

The first evaluation consists of randomly splitting the data in a train-
ing set with 80% of observations, the remaining 20% for testing. The
exploration data is relative to the 1663 trials corresponding to the seven
objects of Fig. 45a–45g. Results are presented in Table 8. The original
baseline network is the one with the lowest performance: due to its
huge complexity, this network does not generalize well what it learned.
13.55% of the time, this network made a random prediction because
an event where all the instantiated variables were seen with the exact
same values observed in the test data was never seen during training.
The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) network yields a good score,
because it has the smallest complexity of all the networks considered.
However, the two networks obtained with Structure Learning (i.e., BDe
and K2) provide very similar results, being the networks with the best
performance on the test data.

The second evaluation is a leave-one-out validation, using the same
networks as in the data splitting one, but the unseen object of Fig. 45 (h)
as test data (690 samples). Results are shown in Table 9. The PCA
network has the best performance: being the least complex network
makes it the most capable network for generalization to unseen ob-
jects. The performance of the other networks gets significantly worse,
showing that these networks are too dependent on the training data
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Table 9: Leave-one-out scores, testing networks against an object un-
seen during training. Accuracy: higher is better. Distance:
lower is better. R.p. stands for random predictions.

Baseline
(57.25%
r.p.)

PCA
(0% r.p.)

Structure
Learning
BDe
(52.61%
r.p.)

Structure
Learn-
ing K2
(53.04%
r.p.)

Accuracy 44.20% 73.91% 48.42% 47.93%
Distance 25.60% 7.28% 23.72% 23.97%

(overfitting), so their use on the real robot with a changing environ-
ment should be accompanied with an online Structure Learning and
parameter learning algorithm, which we do not do (the K2 and BDe
structures are learned offline).

5.4.1.2 Generalization from Simulation to Reality

In this experiment, the robot executes the left lateral tap action while
holding a straight stick. It repeats this action 10 times acting on a
ball, 11 times acting on a box. From each iteration, we acquire the
Ground Truth (GT). The GT is the discrete index of the displacement
bin where the object finished after being acted upon and moving: see
p. 42 for the names of the bins, Table 5 for the parameters. Then,
we compare the GT to the computed prediction of the resulting effect,
given the manipulator and acted objects, by the K2 and PCA network.

In this experiment, we do not present results of the baseline and the
BDe networks: they provide random answers, i.e., equal probability for
all values, because those networks’ structures do not represent well the
exact combination of observations in the experiment.

Results for the query p(Effect|parents(Effect)), where Effect is EffectX
or EffectY, and the GTs, are shown together in Table 10.

We evaluate how well the predictions match the GTs by comput-
ing the match distance [RTG00] between their histogram distributions.
Being a cross-bin dissimilarity measure, the match distance is suited
to cases where the bin order matters. Our bin order for the effects
(VN,LN,NM,LP,VP), as defined on p. 42, places more similar displace-
ments in neighbor bins. The maximum value of the distance, in our
case, is dMAX = 4, the distance between histograms (1, 0, 0, 0, 0) and
(0, 0, 0, 0, 1). It is a special case of the Earth Mover’s Distance [RTG00],
so it can be interpreted as the amount of mass transported between bins
times their distance, to transform one histogram into the other.

Both the PCA network and the K2 structure provide acceptable
results (average match distances below 10% of dMAX), with K2 being
slightly more accurate (about 7% lower match distances), although the
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Table 10: Comparison between Ground Truth (GT) and effect predic-
tion by K2 and PCA networks. See p. 42 for the abbrevia-
tions of the five effect bins, Table 5 for the parameters. PCA
provides better matches for the ball experiments, K2 for the
box ones. Overall, PCA has a match distance 7.3% higher
than K2.

VN LN

GT K2 PCA GT K2 PCA

ball EffectX 0 0 0 0.3 0.0233 0.0137
ball EffectY 0 0.01 0 0.1 0 0.0137
box EffectX 0 0 0 0.0909 0.0233 0.0337
box EffectY 0 0 0.0112 0 0.0204 0.0449

NM LP VP match distance

GT K2 PCA GT K2 PCA GT K2 PCA K2 PCA

0.5 0.8372 0.7945 0.1 0.1395 0.1644 0.1 0 0.0274 0.4372 0.3671

0.5 0.2 0.3699 0 0.23 0.3014 0.4 0.56 0.3151 0.65 0.3872

0.9091 0.8372 0.7416 0 0.1395 0.2247 0 0 0 0.2071 0.2819
0.4545 0.5306 0.7079 0.5455 0.4490 0.1348 0 0 0.1011 0.1169 0.4781
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Figure 46: (a): the iCub robot using affordance reasoning to select
the most appropriate tool for achieving a given action, i.e.,
pulling the bread closer to the agent. (b–c): effect prediction
probabilities of the bread motion using the tools, where the
robot location is marked with a red dot, and the table area
is divided into a grid of squares.

K2 structure has the peculiarity of the EffectX node being conditionally
independent from acted object features (see Fig. 40a). This explains
why the K2 EffectX rows of Table 10 have equal values, regardless of
the acted object.

5.4.1.3 Tool Selection

In the example of Fig. 46, the robot has to select the most appropriate

tool for pulling the bread object closer to it. Figs. 46b and 46c show the
motion effect predictions (posterior probabilities) using the Stick and
the Hook tools, respectively. In the figures, the table is discretized into
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a grid, and the robot location is represented by the red dot. The values
of the effect predictions represented by the figures are the following:

p(EffectX, EffectY | A = pull, T = Stick visual features,

O = Bread visual features) =










0 0.0030 0.0290 0.0118 0
0 0.0185 0.1780 0.0722 0
0 0.0374 0.3602 0.1461 0
0 0.0099 0.0952 0.0386 0
0 0 0 0 0











,

(21)

p(EffectX, EffectY | A = pull, T = Hook visual features,

O = Bread visual features) =










0.0085 0.0085 0.2257 0.3704 0.0681
0.0037 0.0037 0.0973 0.1597 0.0294
0.0003 0.0003 0.0083 0.0136 0.0025
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0











.

(22)

The posterior distributions in (21) and (22) show the expected pulling
movement effects when using the Stick or the Hook, respectively. The
latter achieves higher values along the desired direction (i.e., in the val-
ues along the first two rows, corresponding to the motion of the acted
object Bread towards the agent, as desired when performing a pulling
action). Therefore, the robot selects the Hook. This happens because
the Hook possesses shape characteristics similar to the ones of tools
that have achieved successful pull actions during learning, therefore it
yields a higher probability of the desired motion compared to the Stick.

5.4.2 Evaluation of the Hand to Tool Transition

We train a probabilistic model of hand affordances, relating visual fea-
tures of (i) different robotic hand postures and (ii) different objects,
with the resulting effects caused by the robot motor actions onto such
objects. Training data are collected during several experiments in
which the iCub robot (see Sec. 3.1) performs manual actions on ob-
jects located on a table. We publicly release a novel dataset of hand
posture affordances4, and we test it for generalization against an avail-
able dataset of tool affordances [Deh+16a].

We now present the results obtained from our hand affordance model,
and we assess its performance.

5.4.2.1 Hand Affordances Dataset

Our experimental data is obtained by making manipulation experi-
ments on an iCub humanoid robot, in a setup like the one shown in

4https://github.com/vislab-tecnico-lisboa/affordance-datasets
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Table 11: Hand to tool transition: accuracy of the Bayesian Network
with different training and test data. Chance level is 4% (see
text).

training set test set accuracy

80% hand 20% hand 72%
80% tool 20% tool 58%

100% hand 100% tool 53%

Fig. 41, using its left arm for data collection. We consider 4 motor
actions A (tapFromRight, tapFromLeft, pull, push), 2 objects O (lego
piece, pear), 3 hand postures H (straight fingers, bent fingers, arched
fingers; shown in Fig. 42). We extract the visual features from both O
and H (before performing the actions). The dataset is publicly avail-
able: see footnote 4 on p. 99.

In Fig. 47 we show the distributions of the motion effects onto acted
objects caused by the robot influence when it touches objects with its
manipulator. In particular, Fig. 47a shows the effects of using the
different hand postures. For comparison, Fig. 47b depicts the effect
of using the elongated tools (Fig. 48) on the same objects. Visual
inspection reveals the similarities in the effect of using tools or hands,
for example, tapping from left usually results in the object moving to
the right. Another prominent similarity is that pulling with a stick or
with the straight hand posture causes only minimal movement.

We also do data augmentation on the Hand Affordances Dataset. We
assume that the affordance of an object and of a robot manipulator is
viewpoint-invariant. By exploiting this notion, it is possible to arti-
ficially augment the trials data using multiple views of manipulators
and objects. In all of the following experiments, we have used at least
10 viewpoints of each object and manipulator, effectively multiplying
the number of available samples by more than 100 times.

5.4.2.2 Effect Prediction

One way to assess the quality of the learned BN of Fig. 39 is to pre-
dict the effect distribution, given the descriptors of manipulator, object,
and action, i.e., the direct application of (20). As before, we have em-
pirically divided the effect distribution along each axis into five bins (a
list of the hyper-parameters that we used for training our network is
reported in Table 7 for reproducibility). We use the accuracy metric
from Sec. 5.4.1, which is the fraction of correct predictions by the net-
work (i.e., when it predicts the correct effect bin out of five) among
the total number of predictions performed. Since there exist two axis
directions, a random predicting machine would be correct 1/25 of the
time. At the end of this assessment, we divide by the number of total
predictions performed.
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(a) Motion caused with the robot hands when using different actions

and hand postures, as observed when interacting with 2 objects

multiple times in our experiments.
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(b) Motion caused with tools when using different actions and tool

types, taken from [Deh+16a]. Here we show only the interactions

with 2 objects, to be consistent with Fig. 47a.

Figure 47: Motion caused by different robotic manipulators (hands
and tools) when using different actions and manipulator
morphologies: in Fig. 47a we use different hand postures,
whereas in Fig. 47b we vary tool types for comparison. Each
plot displays the geometrical displacement along horizontal
and vertical direction (in meters, measured from the object
initial position) from the point of view of the robot (the
robot is at the 0 in the x-axis marker). For example, tapping
an object from the right (tapFromRight action) usually re-
sults in making the object shift to the left direction; pulling
an object closer only works if the manipulator morphology
is appropriate.
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Figure 48: Hand to tool transition: the three baseline tools used
in [Deh+16a], (a) stick, (b) rake and (c) hook. They pro-
vide different affordances when grasped by the hand of the
robot and employed for performing motor actions onto ob-
jects. In this chapter, we consider these tool affordances as
a comparison term to assess our novel hand affordances.

Using the same network parameters but training with different data,
we obtain the accuracy scores reported in Table 11. To explain these
scores, we note that motor control on the iCub is noisy, and actions on
this platform are not deterministic or repeatable (e.g., when command-
ing the robot twice starting from an initial position, the same motor
command can produce two slightly different configurations). Even so,
in Table 11 and in Fig. 47 we see that tool effects are more varied than
hand effects, making tools less reliable (i.e., more noisy) than hands.
Nevertheless, by only training on the hand data, we obtain an accuracy
that is comparable with the case where the network is trained on tool
data, demonstrating the generalization of our proposed method.

5.4.2.3 Tool Selection from Hand Affordance Knowledge

One question that we wish to investigate is the following: if an agent
gains the knowledge of how its hand postures can affect the environ-
ment, can it generalize this knowledge to other tools which look similar
to its hands? To answer this question in the scope of the presented
scenario, we conduct the following experiment. We suppose that an
agent has defined a goal, for example to pull an object towards itself.
It knows that the correct action for this task will be to pull (A = pull),
however the object is out of the hand’s reach and one of the presented
tools of Fig. 48 must be selected for the task.

In this scenario, an agent looks at the available tools and at the acted
object and performs a mental simulation of the known action along the
two effect displacement directions:

p(EffectX | A = pull, M = tool visual features, O = object visual features),

p(EffectY | A = pull, M = tool visual features, O = object visual features),

for each tool available in the scene.

The above expressions return a posterior distribution, in the form
of a 5× 5 matrix, because of the way that we discretized the table in
front of the robot.
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Table 12: Tool selection results obtained from our “hand to tool” (HT)
network, compared to ones obtained from the baseline “tool
to tool” (TT) network [Deh+16a].

action stick hook rake

tapFromRight HT: 1.0 HT: 1.0 HT: 1.0
(TT: 1.0) (TT: 1.0) (TT: 1.0)

tapFromLeft HT: 1.0 HT: 1.0 HT: 1.0
(TT: 1.0) (TT: 1.0) (TT: 1.0)

pull HT: 0.5385 HT: 0.6154 HT: 1.0

(TT: 0.1538) (TT: 0.1538) (TT: 0.4615)

push HT: 1.0 HT: 1.0 HT: 1.0
(TT: 1.0) (TT: 1.0) (TT: 1.0)

A tool is selected if it is expected to cause a movement of the target
object along the desired direction, and it is rejected if no movement
is predicted, or if the object is predicted to move against the desired
direction. Because in this work we divide the direction into five bins (see
Sec. 5.4.2.2), we compare the sum of the predictions in the two desired-

movement bins against the sum of the predictions in the remaining bins.
Since there was no interaction with the tool, it is necessary to generalize
from the knowledge of previous hand explorations to tools in a zero-shot
manner.

As an example of a successful generalization, the agent should predict
that pulling an object with a stick is pointless, because the agent has
already experimented pulling objects with a straight hand posture, and
the visual descriptors of straight hands are similar to those of a stick.
Table 12 shows the result of this inquiry. We have also implemented
a baseline in which the agent has already experienced with the tools
and is asked to select the correct tool. As expected, all the tools can
be used for the desired effects, and it is only the pull action which
requires a tool with a specific shape. The numbers are normalized,
as they correspond to different views of the tool and object, and they
reflect the percentage of the cases where that specific tool was selected.

In this experiment, being familiar with the available tool shape in
advance (i.e., encountering a tool that is similar to one of the three
baseline tools from Fig. 48) provides an advantage.
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5.5 conclusions and future work

In this chapter, we have presented a computational model which per-
mits a robot to use tools, and showed a number of experiments to this
end, both in simulation and on a real robot.

First, we specialized our system for visual object affordances to let
it support pairs of simultaneous objects, their mutual relationships,
and the relationships between object sub-parts (e.g., handle part and
effector part of a tool). This specialized model is a Bayesian Network
(BN) that relates robot actions, visual features of manipulators (e.g.,
tool tips), visual features of objects and produced effects, allowing a
humanoid robot to predict the effects of different manual actions.

Being probabilistic, our model is robust in dealing with the uncer-
tainty that exists in real world signals (in the next chapter, we will see
a case study of this robustness used in the context of robotic action
planning in uncertain environments).

Second, we investigated different structures of the BN that imple-
ment our computational model, obtained either through Structure Learn-
ing (K2 and BDe algorithms) or Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
dimensionality reduction: we compare them in terms of complexity,
representation capability and generalization, with respect to a base-
line fully connected structure. Our results show that both Structure
Learning and dimensionality reduction techniques allow to reduce the
complexity of the model while improving the estimation performance.
Specifically, the PCA model is characterized by the lowest complexity
and the best performance in generalization to novel objects (Tables 6
and 9), while the K2 model performs slightly better in representing the
experienced data (Table 8). Moreover, the model learned in simulation
can be used to reasonably predict the effects of the actions on the real
robot; in this case, the structure obtained with the K2 algorithm shows
the best average performance (Table 10).

Finally, we used our model to learn a representation of hand affor-
dances (i.e., affordances perceived when using different hand apertures),
and we investigated how such a hand affordance model can adapt to a
tool affordance model (i.e., affordances perceived when using tools). In-
terestingly, we show how the hand affordance knowledge, acquired by
the robot through autonomous exploration of different actions, hand

postures and objects, can be generalized to tool use, and employed to
estimate the most appropriate tool to obtain a desired effect on an
object, among a set of tools that were never seen before.

Regarding the developmental link from hand affordances to tool af-
fordances, we should clarify that our results show that, in some specific

cases, it is indeed possible to generalize what was learned about hand
affordances to tools that were never seen before. This is limited to
a subset of all the possible human-made tools that a humanoid robot
could see and possibly use. However, the previous knowledge about
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hand affordances can give the robot the possibility to make a good
initial estimate of how a tool could be used.

In terms of future work, it would be interesting to investigate how
further sensorimotor experience with tools can be integrated in the
learned model, and possibly permit better predictions. Also, another
possible avenue is to study the developmental link in the opposite direc-
tion, from tools to hands: can the knowledge acquired with a specific
tool be re-used to estimate the effects of manual actions without the
tool, or to shape the robot hand in the best posture to achieve some
effects?

We believe that the results from this chapter can be useful for the
developmental robotics community, because we propose a robot learn-
ing framework that presents practical advantages for robot autonomy,
at least in the limited number of situations that we analyzed in our
experiments, since it permits to generate meaningful predictions about
a non-finite set (i.e., tools) from experiences in a finite set (i.e., hand
postures).





6
A F FO R DA N C E S A N D P L A N N I N G

This chapter presents a case study of the application of the ideas pre-
sented in the previous chapters (namely affordances, language, and tool
use) within the scope of the European research project POETICON++.
See Fig. 49 for a brief description of that project.

We show how robot sensorimotor knowledge (learned affordances)
can be combined with symbolic reasoning, forming a unified planning

architecture. We use probabilistic reasoning to permit a robot to carry
out a complex manipulation task, requested by a human user with ver-
bal language, under challenging conditions and external disturbances.

This chapter is the subject of the following publications:

• Alexandre Antunes, Lorenzo Jamone, Giovanni Saponaro, Alexan-
dre Bernardino, and Rodrigo Ventura. “From Human Instruc-
tions to Robot Actions: Formulation of Goals, Affordances and
Probabilistic Planning”. In: IEEE International Conference on

Robotics and Automation. 2016, pp. 5449–5454. doi: 10.1109/

ICRA.2016.7487757.

• Alexandre Antunes, Giovanni Saponaro, Anthony Morse, Lorenzo
Jamone, José Santos-Victor, and Angelo Cangelosi. “Learn, Plan,
Remember: A Developmental Robot Architecture for Task Solv-
ing”. In: IEEE International Conference on Development and

Learning and on Epigenetic Robotics. 2017, pp. 283–289. doi:
10.1109/DEVLRN.2017.8329819.

• Giovanni Saponaro, Alexandre Antunes, Rodrigo Ventura, Lorenzo
Jamone, and Alexandre Bernardino. “Combining Affordance Per-
ception and Probabilistic Planning for Robust Problem Solving
in a Cognitive Robot”. In: Autonomous Robots (2018). Under
review.

The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. Sec. 6.1 gives the
background and motivation for the case study. Sec. 6.2 overviews the
literature of robot reasoning architectures similar to ours. Sec. 6.3
states our main objective, assumptions and approach. Sec. 6.4 illus-
trates our proposed architecture and its constituent parts. We report
experimental robot results in Sec. 6.5. Finally, in Sec. 6.6 we give our
concluding remarks.

6.1 motivation

As robots are increasingly moving to unstructured settings (e.g., homes
and public places, see [Pra+16]), they must be able to carry out com-
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Figure 49: Logo of the POETICON++ project (http://www.

poeticon.eu/). The main objective of this project
was to develop computational models and machinery for
robots that would allow them to generalize motor execution
and visual experiences beyond the ones known at learning
time, resorting to natural language reasoning.

Figure 50: A robot performing a complex manipulation task after re-
ceiving a verbal instruction from a human. In the back
screen, images from the robot cameras showing visual per-
ception routines.
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Figure 51: A comic strip about the subtleties of asking another agent
to prepare a sandwich. Reproduced under the CC BY-
NC 2.5 license from https://xkcd.com/149/1. In the PO-
ETICON++ project, the final demonstration also consisted
of asking a robot to make a sandwich, using the available
tools and ingredients present in the scene, as explained in
this chapter.

plex manipulation tasks alongside humans, also in the presence of un-

certainty. Indeed, the shift from industrial to service robots bears the
issue of how to design artificial agents that can work effectively with
humans performing manual tasks, in a scenario like the one of Fig. 50:
a human verbally instructing a robot to perform a manipulation task.
In particular, major challenges faced by the robot in such a situation
are: (i) how to understand and execute instructions provided by hu-
man users (see Fig. 51), taking into consideration the properties of the
available objects and the uncertainty in robot action and perception;
(ii) how to monitor and adapt to an unstructured (non-industrial) en-
vironment which will be constantly evolving and changing during task
execution [HDH11].

Bearing these challenges in mind, in this chapter we present a robot
action selection system that combines (i) robot sensorimotor knowl-
edge (in the form of learned affordances) with (ii) symbolic reasoning,
by resorting to a unified probabilistic representation; moreover, this
system is seamlessly integrated in a bigger control architecture which
includes (iii) formulation of robot goals from human verbal requests,

1Explanation of the comic strip of Fig. 51: on UNIX and Linux computer sys-

tems, users can be assigned to all kinds of rights, for example rights to access to

certain directories and to execute certain commands. The sudo command lets cer-

tain authorized users override these policies by executing the command (everything

after the word sudo on the command line) as the administrator root user. Forget-

ting to start the command with sudo is a fairly common and frustrating mistake for

people who administer UNIX-like systems. They then need to repeat the command

with sudo, at which point the computer responds obediently, and everything works

smoothly.
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(iv) continuous perception of the world through robot sensing, (v) exe-
cution monitoring and re-planning with heuristics.

This chapter contains: a thorough description of our framework from
the systems perspective, including the strategies (e.g., heuristics) de-
vised for applying our system profitably; qualitative tests of our ar-
chitecture on a real humanoid robot; a quantitative evaluation of the
architecture, simulating the execution of a human-specified instruction
under varying levels of uncertainty and with different planning strate-
gies and heuristics.

We have implemented our architecture on the iCub humanoid robot
(see Sec. 3.1), validating our system, showing how the overall architec-
ture allows complex robotic problem solving of manual tasks specified
by humans, coping efficiently with different levels of uncertainty. We
publicly release our code2, including a simulated symbolic reasoner for
validating the probabilistic planner under challenging conditions, and
real robot sensorimotor data used for affordance learning. The pub-
lic repository contains additional material, e.g., a video of the system
implemented on the iCub.

6.2 related work

In this case study we consider a cognitive architecture that allows a
humanoid robot to understand generic instructions provided in natu-
ral language (i.e., Natural Language Understanding or NLU), and to
execute them by combining affordance perception and action planning:
below, we report relevant previous works in these areas.

6.2.1 Cognitive Architectures

In Artificial Intelligence (AI) and robotics literature, several compre-
hensive cognitive architectures for making robots accomplish complex
tasks have been proposed [VHF16]. Given their interdisciplinary scope,
these architectures are typically modular. They contain multiple com-
ponents which address the specific requirements (e.g., NLU, planning
under uncertainty, probabilistic inference, sensor fusion, execution mon-
itoring, robot manipulation), although there is no single framework that
is suited for all applications, given their great diversity [Bee+16]. Ex-
amples of comprehensive cognitive architectures for robots are [PRM10;
HDH11; SA12; Lem+17; Mou+18]. While these systems present solid
theoretical foundations in behavior-based control and robot simulation
results, they do not focus on robustness to uncertainty and noise, on
re-planning, or on the applicability to general scenarios (i.e., not be-
ing restricted to one specific task) on real robot platforms such as
humanoids equipped with many degrees of freedom. An interesting

2https://github.com/robotology/poeticon
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work is [RBC15], which shows a reasoning system for transferring goal-
oriented skills by imitation between two agents, human and robot. This
system gives an iCub humanoid robot the ability to recognize the action
performed by a human demonstrator, to extract semantic properties
from that action, and to replicate the goal of that action autonomously
at a later moment. Our work has analogies with it, given that we also
introduce a goal reasoning and execution system deployed on the iCub
robot, however (i) we consider actions expressed in natural language,
being then grounded and translated to a (potentially long) sequence
of sub-goals for autonomous robot planning and execution; (ii) we fo-
cus on the unified probabilistic integration of robot affordances with
probabilistic planning, which together provide our system some leeway
to recover from unexpected events and failures, as well as generaliza-
tion ability when presented with novel objects not seen in the training
phase.

In [Cac+17], a framework for imitation learning of sequential tasks is
proposed, using human demonstrations to have a robot execute a pizza
topping task. That work is focused on learning movement primitives
without supervision in dual-arm assembly settings, assuming for sim-
plicity that the downmost ingredient of the structure to assemble (i.e.,
the pizza dough) is known a priori and that it is located within an
area reachable by both robot arms; additionally, there is no explicit
fault detection mechanism to monitor task execution and to react to
failures. By contrast, our work addresses arbitrary locations of the ob-
jects to be used by the robot (including ones that are not reachable
with bare robot hands but might become reachable when resorting to
tools). In addition we explicitly incorporate mechanisms and heuristics
for re-planning and recovery from failure, as mentioned above.

In [Mou+18], an architecture for complex collaborative tasks between
a human and an iCub humanoid robot is proposed, integrating different
robot skills such as perception, manipulation, and social interaction ca-
pabilities with a speech interface and generation of verbal descriptions
of events. That work has similarities with our proposed approach, being
targeted to a human–robot collaboration task using language. However,
the authors employ planning at a local level, meaning that they envi-
sion a list of successive actions requested explicitly by a human user to
a robot, one after another (i.e., “take the cube”, “point to the octopus
toy”), and then, for each action, a sequence of sub-actions with pre-
conditions and post-conditions is considered, selecting and executing
the one with the shortest length. Each motor action is repeated (up
to a pre-defined timeout) until the post-conditions are met, and visual-
linguistic knowledge is incorporated to guide action selection. By con-
trast, (i) we use probabilistic planning at a global level, going from a
single human instruction in natural language (i.e., the final goal) to an
entire plan that instantiates a list of sub-goals and robot motor actions,
reasoning on their probabilities of success, which are updated during
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task execution and monitoring; (ii) when an object is needed but it is
not reachable by the robot, we use tool affordance knowledge to have
the robot select the best tool in order to bring the object closer au-
tonomously and carry on with the greater plan, whereas in [Mou+18]
the robot asks the help of the human partner to position the object
closer to the robot; (iii) to address failures of individual actions, we use
probabilistic strategies and heuristics (e.g., the robot tries to use an
alternative arm or an alternative ingredient if the first one has failed
repeatedly) instead of pre-defined timeouts.

6.2.2 Natural Language Understanding

The work by Tellex [Tel+11b; Tel+11a] is geared at interpreting lan-
guage commands given to mobile robots with statistical symbol ground-
ing, i.e., mapping words to syntactic structures of concrete objects,
paths and events [Har90], possibly with unsupervised learning [Tan+16].
Along with grounding, many works also handle symbol anchoring [CS03;
Lem+12; Elf+13]. Anchoring refers to the process of linking language
symbols to real-world representations acquired with robot sensing: it
requires appropriate strategies when the process takes place over time
in a dynamic environment. We implement the anchoring aspect in our
world modeling component (see Sec. 6.4.4). In [Mat+12; Mat+13], lan-
guage and perception signals are learned jointly by a robot, which is
then able to disambiguate generic instructions (e.g., “go”) using contex-
tual cues; however, no error recovery mechanism is present. Similarly,
in [CM11] a semantic parser is learned by observing a human instruc-
tor perform a set of motor actions related to navigation, also without
recovery from failure.

When it comes to available general knowledge bases of natural lan-
guage applicable to robotics (in the sense that they are not just geared
towards a specific problem like understanding navigation instructions,
but span multiple domains), semantic reasoning engines for translat-
ing human language into robot instructions have been proposed, for
instance PRAXICON [Pas08; MP16] and DIARC [Dzi+09]. DIARC
is an architecture for translating natural language instructions and ex-
ecuting them on a robot. However, while that system has a failure
detection mechanism, it does not re-plan, nor does it use prior robot
action knowledge to generalize to unseen objects and tools as done in
the present work. In [Mis+16], a statistical method for grounding natu-
ral language instructions to specific robot environments in kitchen and
home scenarios is proposed, being able to handle missing and incom-
plete instructions in the human language input, such as in “heat up
the water, then cook the ramen” (inferring how to cook the object in
this scenario). Similarly, the framework of [ETF16] analyzes specific
language understanding problems and ambiguities that frequently arise
in human–robot interaction. In PRAXICON, which we adopt in our
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architecture, a human instruction is decomposed into a set of determin-
istic human-like actions such as “hand grasps knife, knife cuts tomato,
. . . ”. However, this type of sequence does not take into account the
geometric world around the robot, thus requiring planning over each
instruction for a physical implementation.

6.2.3 Affordance Perception and Planning

Affordances are useful in robotics because they model essential proper-
ties of environment objects in terms of the actions that a robot is able
to perform with them (see Ch. 1 and 2). We now cite a few works that
link affordances with action planning, being relevant for this chapter.

In [Mol+18] the relational affordances between objects pairs are ex-
ploited to plan a sequence of actions to achieve a desired goal, us-
ing probabilistic reasoning; however, how these interactions are af-
fected by different geometrical properties of the objects is not inves-
tigated. Some authors have suggested an alternative computational
model called Object–Action Complexes (OACs) [Krü+11], which links
low-level sensorimotor knowledge with high-level symbolic reasoning
hierarchically in autonomous robots, similarly to how we will use af-
fordances for planning in this chapter. However, the practical uses
reported up to the time of writing this thesis correspond to simple ex-
amples, pre-defined transition rules and high-level relations, excluding
typical problems that characterize real-world robot behaviors: noise,
errors in perception, execution failure, unexpected events. By contrast,
the literature on robot affordances reports results from real (i.e., not
simulated) robot experiments that tackle those problems explicitly.

In [UP15a] a robot first learns affordance categories and then high-
level logical rules, which are encoded in Planning Domain Definition
Language (PDDL), enabling symbolic planning with off-the-shelf AI
planners. In a follow-up work [UP15b] the generated plans are used
in a real-world object stacking task and new affordances that appear
during plan execution are discovered. The robot is able to build stable
towers exhibiting interesting reasoning capabilities, such as stacking
larger objects before smaller ones, and the ability to generalize by ob-
ject types (assuming that the robot is able to visually detect objects,
to extract their features before learning, and that object relations such
as relative differences in diameter have been previously learned in sim-
ulation).

The system of [UP15a; UP15b] focuses on learning a parameterized
symbolic representation from robot manipulation experiments, and is
useful for planning probabilistically with unknown objects. Our system
focuses on combining affordance perception with probabilistic planning,
too, but we include tool use affordance capabilities (to overcome the
geometric difficulties of objects being far away from the robot), as well
as heuristic strategies for recovering from failures and re-planning, thus
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Figure 52: POETICON++ architecture exposing the main components
of our system. In the bottom left, a human user expresses
an instruction in natural language. In the bottom right, a
robot reasons about the environment and executes the in-
struction. The robot can be real or simulated. The compo-
nents (software modules) of the system are represented as
gray rectangles, or gray cylinders in case they incorporate a
knowledge base. Arrows indicate data flow.

providing a system that is robust under manipulation noise. Further-
more, the tools that our system is able to use do not need to be previ-
ously learned by object recognition.

Task and motion planning have been combined together in several
AI and robotic works [Loz+87; Sri+14]. Hierarchical planning [Nou98]
has provided algorithms like SHOPS2 [Gol09; WMR10]. These meth-
ods combine symbolic and geometrical planning, however they usually
employ one static plan to be followed and completed by the agent, not
allowing failures or re-planning. Further work exists on simultaneous
plan and execution (Hierarchy Planning in the Now or HPN [PZK07;
KL11]), focused specifically on the execution of geometrical problems,
merging symbols with geometric planning. The problem of real-time
planning and execution requires an algorithm that can adapt to changes
in the state. HPN introduces this by updating a world state model at
each step, and planning from there. By using a hierarchy of actions,
it transforms a hard problem into several smaller ones that are more
easily solved by a planner. This approach was initially suggested by
Nourbakhsh [Nou98], where a big problem would be turned into smaller
ones by completing sub-goals and re-planning.

Multi-level planning based on [Nou98] has been explored in [WMR10;
KL11; LK14], using a set of pre-determined robot instructions. By con-
trast, our approach creates a full chain, from a very abstract human
instruction to specific motions at the lower control level, as shown in
Fig. 52. Our proposal uses Nourbakhsh’s concept applied to proba-

bilistic planning. In particular, we use the PRADA probabilistic en-
gine [LT10], which has proven to be both fast and accurate in planning
the first best action of the plan, ultimately permitting real-time robot
operations, and that allows to incorporate the prior robot knowledge
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encoded in probabilistic terms (in our case, through the affordance per-
ception described in Ch. 5).

6.3 main objective, assumptions and method

Our architecture aims to equip a robot with the ability to realize man-
ual tasks specified by humans with natural verbal instructions. We
assume that the robot possesses basic action and perception capabili-
ties to interact with the environment, in line with Sec. 3.2. However, we
assume that these have unmodeled uncertainty, probability of failure
and unpredictability: we refer to the combination of these phenomena
as noise. Our main objective is to be robust to such noise.

The core aspect that makes our architecture robust is an action se-
lection system that combines affordance perception and probabilistic
planning, which are aligned through a common probabilistic framework:
affordance perception is realized by approximate inferences over a joint
distribution of variables estimated through a Bayesian Network (see
Sec. 2.1.2 and Ch. 5), whereas symbolic planning is achieved with prob-
abilistic relational rules encoded with a structured Dynamic Bayesian
Network [LT10]. Affordance perception allows to predict the (proba-
bilistic) effects of a certain action on a certain object, and the planner
uses those predictions to discover the action sequence that has the high-
est probability to lead to a desired final effect (i.e., problem solving);
in other terms, the probabilities associated to the probabilistic symbols
used by the planner (i.e., the effects of individual actions) are inferred
through affordance perception.

Indeed, the integration of affordance perception and symbolic plan-
ning is particularly interesting since they are complementary in differ-
ent ways.

First, both processes have a learning component, but with different
dynamics. Learning how to perceive object affordances is a long-term
process that involves repeated sensorimotor experiences, resulting in a
permanent knowledge which can be reused and generalized later (e.g.,
the robot learns what actions should be “seen” in an object, and what
effects could be predicted, based on its sensorimotor capabilities, and it
is then able to infer the action possibilities of never-seen-before objects).
By contrast, probabilistic planning is a real-time process in which the
probabilities associated to the symbols (that can be initialized with
the affordance predictions) can be adaptively corrected and fine-tuned
during the execution of a specific plan (e.g., the robot realizes that
one action is not causing the predicted effect, and the probability of
that effect is decreased temporarily). Therefore, affordance perception
is based on previous learning, and probabilistic planning permits real-
time adaptation.

Second, the rules of symbolic planning need grounding [KKL14; KKL18],
which depends both on robot sensorimotor capabilities and on object
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properties. Affordance perception provides such grounding, by instan-
tiating the probabilities of the symbols based on the robot perception,
subject to its previous sensorimotor experiences. Notably, describing
these symbols with a probabilistic representation, instead of determin-
istically, allows to better cope with the noisy and uncertain nature of
robot perception and action, by taking such information into account
at a planning level, based on the previous sensorimotor experience of
the robot: this makes our system robust to unmodeled sources of noise
and uncertainty, such as robot miscalibration, limited dexterity in ma-
nipulation, and noisy visual perception.

6.4 proposed approach

Fig. 52 is a sketch of our system. It shows that two agents are involved:
a human one who expresses an instruction in natural language (bot-
tom left), and a robot which reasons about the environment and acts
on it to execute the instruction (bottom right). Individual compo-
nents (software modules) are represented as gray rectangles, or gray
cylinders when they incorporate a knowledge base. Arrows indicate
data flow. Note that the robot can be real or simulated: this choice
does not affect other components.

Next, we describe the system parts following the numberical indexes
within Fig. 52: (6.4.1) language-based semantic knowledge about the
task, used when the interaction starts through speech; (6.4.2) object
recognition capabilities; (6.4.3) prior robot knowledge in the form of
learned object affordances (action possibilities); (6.4.4) perceptual in-
formation about the current robot context, including world sensing and
modeling; and (6.4.5) probabilistic planning to formulate sub-goals, use
them to solve the task, and recover from failures.

6.4.1 Language Memory and Reasoner

The PRAXICON semantic memory and reasoner (see Sec. 6.2.2 and
[Pas08; MP16]) interprets task-oriented natural language human in-
structions (e.g., “prepare a salad”) and computes a possible sequence
of motor actions to accomplish the task, conditioned on the list of cur-
rently available object names in the robot surroundings, provided by
the Object Recognition module. The resulting individual actions are
expressed in a quasi-natural language that is comprehensible by us (e.g.,
“hand grasps knife, knife cuts tomato, . . . ”). Such a sequence is intu-
itive for humans, but it has limited applicability for robots, because
those action formulations in natural language do not take into account
constraints of the environment surrounding the agent, its motor capa-
bilities, and the possibility of failing one or more actions.
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6.4.2 Object Recognition

We use a state-of-the-art object recognizer based on deep learning, spe-
cialized for humanoid robots [Pas+16]3. From robot camera images,
this provides real-time classifications that are robust to changes in scale,
light and orientation. Objects are visually segmented from the back-
ground based on their luminosity; they are encoded as the output of the
highest layer of a convolutional neural network. Then, each segmented
object in the robot view is assigned to a label with a Support Vector
Machine classifier.

Note that, in Fig. 52, the Object Recognition visual pathway is sep-
arate from the one associated to Affordance Perception. The former
is concerned with obtaining the labels of the objects, the latter with
reasoning about their functionalities. This is consistent with the two-
streams hypothesis of neuroscience (see Sec. 1.4.1).

6.4.3 Affordance Perception

Affordance perception allows to predict the use of novel objects, not pre-
viously seen or trained. To do this, we adopt the scenario from Sec. 3.2
and the computational model from Ch. 5, with the environment vari-
ables being: action, manipulator (held object) shape descriptors, acted
object shape descriptors, resulting effects. Refer to the detailed exam-
ple of affordance prediction from Sec. 5.4.1.3. In short, what determines
the affordances of an object are its shape characteristics, combined with
the agent sensorimotor experience and learning.

6.4.4 World State

This component collects information about the environment objects
and robot parts. It is a dynamic database containing a short-term
memory of symbolic properties needed by the probabilistic planner for
next action selection. We use the World State for a robust anchor-
ing (see Sec. 6.2.2, [CS03; Lem+12; Elf+13]) of physical entities to
symbols, accounting for persistence in time and issues like occlusions
and failures originating from robot mechanics and control issues, or
perception errors (e.g., vision, object recognition).

Object entities and hand entities share common properties, listed
in Table 13. In addition, they also possess entity-specific properties,
reported in Table 14 and 15. The symbols that are monitored are:
(i) entity ID, (ii) label name, (iii) type (hand or object). An object
entity also includes: (iv) spatial position on the table, (v) shape de-
scriptors of the whole segmented shape, (vi) shape descriptors of the
top and bottom sub-parts, (vii) in which hand it is grasped, (viii) which

3https://github.com/robotology/iol
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Table 13: World State symbols that pertain to all types of enti-
ties (hands and objects).

symbol description domain

(i) id numerical identifier integer number
(ii) name human-readable label string
(iii) isHand flag to distinguish hands true if hand, false if object

Table 14: World State symbols that pertain to object entities.

symbol description domain

(iv) position 2D spatial coordinates vector of numbers
(v) desc shape descriptors of whole object vector of numbers
(vi) tooldesc s. d. of top and bottom parts vector of numbers
(vii) inHand name of hand holding this object left, right or none
(viii) onTopOf objects that are below this one vector of IDs
(ix) reachableList entities that can reach this object vector of IDs
(x) pullableList entities that can pull this object vector of IDs

Table 15: World State symbols that pertain to hand entities.

symbol description domain

(xi) isClear availability of the hand true if free, false if busy

objects are below, (ix) which entities can reach it, (x) which entities
can pull it. A hand entity also includes (xi) its availability.

Note that, although these symbols are quite general and could be
used in a wide range of manipulation tasks, different or additional sym-
bols might be needed for other tasks (e.g., a room cleaning scenario).
Thanks to the modular nature of our architecture, new World State
symbols can be easily defined for new tasks, leaving the other modules
of Fig. 52 unchanged.

Finally, the World State incorporates strategies for: (i) occlusions (i.e.,
after obj1 has been picked and placed behind a different obj2, we main-
tain the knowledge that obj1 is there, even if it is not visible); (ii) partial

re-planning (i.e., when a new verbal request is received by the system,
we re-initialize the World State, but we take care in not resetting ob-
jects that are currently positioned in the robot’s hands, keeping that
information for the next re-planning).

6.4.5 Probabilistic Planner

The planning components of Fig. 52 are:
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6.4.5.1 Action Rules

List of symbolic rules, or ungrounded actions, where objects are in-
dicated by obj and hands are indicated by hand4. Each rule is de-
fined by: (i) an action symbol, e.g., graspWith(obj,hand); (ii) the neces-
sary pre-conditions to execute the action, e.g., clear(hand), reachable-

With(obj,hand); and (iii) a list of possible outcomes with associated
probabilities, ordered from most to least likely, summing up to one, e.g.,
{ inHand(obj,hand) 1.0 }. In our realization of the system, the prob-
abilities associated with the outcomes (i.e., the effects of the actions)
are initialized with either the effect predictions coming from affordance
perception or with default values (if no affordance is perceived for that
action), and then they can be updated during execution.

Considering our scenario, the Action Rules that we model are: grasp-
ing an object, pulling an object towards the robot, pushing an object
farther from the robot, putting it on top of another object, and drop-
ping a currently-grasped object. We provide the full specification be-
low. The control routines that implement the motor actions have been
developed by other researchers within the iCub community [Pat+10;
Tik+13].

Table 16 shows the list of ungrounded Action Rules that we define.
When grounding these actions, the symbol ALL is expanded to all exist-
ing world entities (hands and objects): for instance, if the entities are
LeftHand, RightHand, Tomato, Bread, then reachableWith(obj,ALL)

when obj=Tomato is expanded to the conjunction of
reachableWith(Tomato,LeftHand), reachableWith(Tomato,RightHand), reach-

ableWith(Tomato,Bread). The symbol OTHERHAND is expanded to
LeftHand when hand=RightHand, or to RightHand when hand=LeftHand.

6.4.5.2 Goal Compiler

This translates instructions from human language-like format into sym-
bolic robot goals and sub-goals, which the robot can then use to plan
its own actions. Human instructions provided by the PRAXICON se-
mantic reasoner come in the form (object action object), e.g., “hand
grasp cheese”. The Goal Compiler searches the list of ungrounded Ac-
tion Rules for a rule with a similar symbol (string matching), e.g.,
graspWith(obj,hand), since “grasp” is common to both the human in-
struction and the rule present in the ungrounded rule list. Finally, it
creates a sub-goal from the most likely outcome of the action, e.g.,
graspWith(obj,hand) → inHand(obj,hand). Each sub-goal is obtained
by applying the most likely effects of the matching ungrounded rule
to the previous sub-goal. This can be seen as the ideal behavior of
the system, or as an optimistic default prediction of the effects of the

4We use first-order logic syntax, where variables and predicates start with a low-

ercase letter (e.g., obj, graspWith), and constants start with an uppercase letter (e.g.,

Tomato is an instance of obj).
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robot actions. Such predictions will be made more realistic through
the Action Grounding process below.

6.4.5.3 Action Grounding

This component generates a list of grounded actions given the objects
that are present in the current environment and the possible probabilis-
tic outcomes estimated from affordance perception. This combination
is realized by the mapping shown below (on the left side; the right side
contains an example):

A→a e.g.: graspWith(

O →arg1 Bread,

T →arg2 LeftHand)

E →probabilistic {inHand(Bread, LeftHand) 0.9,

outcomes ¬inHand(Bread, LeftHand) 0.1}

The next best action is predicted with these grounded actions.

6.4.5.4 Planning Cycle

This is the main planning loop, where the robot updates its percep-
tion of the world, it checks if the current sub-goal or final goal have
been met, it plans the next action using the PRADA probabilistic plan-
ner engine [LT10], and it executes the planned action with the robot
controllers. In Algorithm 1 we show the full pseudocode of the main
planning loop used in our architecture, highlighting the heuristics that
we implement for coping with challenging events, unpredictability of
the real world and disturbances that may occur in our considered do-
main.

6.4.5.4.1adaptability heuristic This enables to adjust the
previous probabilistic knowledge of the world (acquired by the robot
after long-term affordance learning), by operating on it in a short-term
local fashion, dynamically adapting the knowledge of action success and
failure during operation.

We consider the environment model to be Markovian, that is, the ef-
fects of an action given the current state are conditionally independent
from past states. However, this assumption fails to capture unobserved
features of the world that may hinder the success of a given action. For
example, let us consider the action graspWith(Bread,LeftHand), with
outcome inHand(Bread,LeftHand) with an associated default probabil-
ity of 85%. However, suppose that this action repeatedly fails during
one execution of a specific task; this may be caused by noise in the
perception of the target object, or by a temporary malfunctioning in
the robot hardware or control algorithms. While on the one hand we
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Algorithm 1 POETICON++ Planning Cycle

Input: sequence of sub-goals G = {g1, . . . , gN}
Output: boolean indicating if plan completed or failed
Parameters: initial horizon H0, maximum horizon Hmax

i← 1 ⊲ current sub-goal
5: h← H0 ⊲ current horizon

while true do

update World State

if last action produced no observable changes then

apply Adaptability heuristic (24)
10: end if

if i > 1∧ gi−1 not satisfied then

i← i− 1 ⊲ apply Goal Maintenance heuristic
end if

if gi satisfied then

15: if i = N then

return true ⊲ plan completed
else

i← i + 1 ⊲ process next sub-goal
end if

20: else

A← PRADA(gi, h) ⊲ plan next action A

if A is valid then

execute A on robot
else ⊲ no plan found

25: h← h + 1 ⊲ extend horizon
if h ≤ Hmax then

continue ⊲ re-plan with increased horizon
else if i < N then ⊲ able to skip sub-goal

i← i + 1 ⊲ apply Creativity heuristic
30: else ⊲ no more sub-goals

return false ⊲ plan failed
end if

end if

end if

35: end while
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would like the system to adapt to this situation, and avoid repeating
the same action again and again if it proves to be not effective, we
would not want the default probability to change permanently.

To address this problem, we model the success probability of a given
action as a parameter to be estimated, which is initialized with a default
value, and it is then temporarily updated during task execution based
on a Bayesian estimation approach [Pea88] explained below.

6.4.5.4.2formalization of adaptability heuristic The
idea behind the Adaptability heuristic is simple: if an action fails,
its assumed success probability should be reduced. According to this
heuristic, this probability is reduced by a factor σ. Even though this
reduction is intuitive, we provide here a theoretical support for this
reduction, under a Bayesian estimation framework [Pea88].

We model the success probability of a given grounded action as a pa-
rameter to be estimated. It has an initial value, given by the affordances
model, and it is updated during task execution, namely whenever an
action fails.

Let pa,ok
be the outcome probability of ok corresponding to a grounded

action a. For example, a could be graspWith(Bread,LeftHand), hav-
ing possible outcomes pa,o1 = 0.85 (success), pa,o2 = 0.15 (failure).
Thus, the parameters to be estimated are these probabilities. Given a
grounded action a, let Θa = [pa,o1 , . . . , pa,oN

] be the vector containing
the probabilities of the possible outcomes, where

∑

i pa,oi
= 1.

We now want to estimate Θa, after performing action a and observing
the outcome ok. Taking a Bayesian estimation approach, the posterior
of Θa can be written as

P (Θa | a, ok) ∝ P (ok | a, Θa)P (Θa), (23)

assuming that the prior of Θa is independent from the performed ac-
tion a, that is, P (Θa | a) = P (Θa). In other words, the knowledge of
the action alone does not provide any information about the outcome
probability vector Θa. The first term of the factorization in (23) is the
probability of outcome ok given the outcome probability vector itself
and the grounded action, that is, P (ok | a, Θa) = pa,ok

.
Since Θa parameterizes a categorical distribution, its conjugate prior

is a Dirichlet distribution, parameterized by a vector [α1, . . . , αN ] of pa-
rameters, such that pa,ok

= αk/
∑

i αi. Now consider that action a was
performed and the observed outcome was ok. The posterior estimator
for pa,oj

, corresponding to the outcome oj where j 6= k, is given by

p̂a,oj
=

αj

1 +
∑

i αi
=

∑

i αi

1 +
∑

i αi

αj
∑

i αi
= σpa,oj

, (24)

where σ =
∑

i
αi

1+
∑

i
αi

. Note that 0 < σ < 1 is a factor that depends

only on the normalization sum
∑

i αi of the prior, not on any particu-
lar distribution. Thus, we have shown that a geometric decay of the
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Active
sub-goal

Unreachable
sub-goal

Failed action

Successful action

Without Creativity With Creativity

Initial state

Possible state Possible action

Figure 53: Creativity heuristic. Each row represents a temporal step.
When no action is found for a certain sub-goal, and the
planning horizon is already too large, this heuristic allows
the planner to jump to the next sub-goal and attempt that
one instead, bypassing deadlocks.

probability of the outcome oj can be cast as a Bayesian estimation
problem.

In the experimental part of this chapter we set σ = 0.2, since a
strong decay rate was intended, in order to prevent the same action to
be tried after it has just failed. In practice, our chosen value implies
that the probability of an action drops sharply (we divide it by 5),
therefore the system adapts an action for 2 or 3 times maximum before
it gives up. This parameter impacts the speed–success trade-off plots
(see Sec. 6.5). By lowering its value, we can make the robot try the same
action more times: it can be worthwhile in terms of higher success in
noisy situations, though at the expense of worse speed. Note that
for σ = 1.0 we have no adaptation, so this is actually a special case of
a general Adaptability update rule.

6.4.5.4.3creativity heuristic Considering the list of sub-goals
created by the Goal Compiler, there might be cases in which forcing
the system to necessarily go through all the sub-goals might prevent
reaching the final goal (e.g., if one of the sub-goal symbols which is not
part of the final goal proves to be not reachable). We want to simplify
the planning problem by taking advantage of the sub-goals, yet we want
to leave the system a certain flexibility to avoid sub-goals, if it turns
out that there are better ways to reach the final goal.

For example, suppose that the robot has to cut a cake, a slicing
knife is present but not reachable, whereas a fork is near the robot
and reachable. The semantic reasoner suggests to use the knife (being
available in the scene, but ignoring geometric constraints). However,
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because the knife is not reachable (this is captured by the World State
symbolic representation), the sub-goal symbol inHand(Knife,LeftHand)

fails. Using Creativity, the planner can jump to the next sub-goal,
which is isCut(Cake). Then, the agent can achieve this sub-goal using
the fork which is near and reachable. More precisely, we allow the
system to jump one step forward in the sub-goal list, reset the horizon,
and replan: see the green arrow in Fig. 53. Since all the information
required for the successful completion of the task is present in the final
goal, one can jump back and forth in the sub-goal list without loss.

6.4.5.4.4goal maintenance heuristic It may happen that
necessary conditions that are met at a certain moment in time are
later un-met by accident or because of an external influence, e.g., when
an object is removed from a stack. Since the goals are kept in mem-
ory after their compilation, we make the system perform a consistency
check at each step, verifying that all previous goals are still satisfied,
and backtracking when this check fails, allowing the planner to fix the
problem first, then continue with the execution. Fig. 54 depicts this
idea. The check is performed on the symbols that are common to both
the current and previous sub-goal, verifying if they are met. If one
of these symbols is not present in the World State (i.e., a symbol has
not been met), the system detects that a previous sub-goal has been
undone, and it jumps back by one step in the sub-goal list.

6.4.6 Simulated Symbolic Reasoner

For this case study, we developed a simulator to investigate the system
robustness at a deep, quantitative level, with a focus on robustness to
robot noise (see Sec. 6.3). We now explain how this noise interplays
with the planner operation, and we introduce some metrics to assess
our experiments.

6.4.6.1 Noise

It accounts for all possible hard-to-identify and hard-to-model causes
of robot action failures in the manipulation setting and action types
that we consider, for example: robot miscalibration due to mechan-
ical backlash in the joints, inaccuracies in the motor control, noise
in the visual perception of the objects’ positions. Within a simulated
episode (experiment), we model the noise probability associated to each
capability (e.g., left arm manipulation capability, right arm manipula-
tion capability, visual recognition capability) by setting a noise level

threshold, corresponding to the capability under interest, to a fixed
discrete value ranging from 0.0 (perfectly reliable) to 0.95 (very unreli-
able).

At the beginning of a simulated episode we fix the initial environ-

ment conditions of objects available to the agent, in the form of one
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Met sub-goal

Unmet sub-goal
Robot action

Go to next sub-goal

Without Goal Maintenance

External influence

External 
Influence

With Goal Maintenance

Jump to previous sub-goal

Too complex to solve!
Planner stuck due to 

conflicting sub-goals or 
loops in execution

External 
Influence

Undone sub-goal

previous

Figure 54: Goal Maintenance heuristic. Each row represents a temporal
step. At each planning step, a check is performed on the
symbols that are common to the current and previous sub-
goals. If one of those symbols fails the check, the planner
backtracks along its sub-goal list until this check passes, and
re-plans from there.
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image (recorded with the real robot cameras), and the perceived coor-
dinates, object recognition labels and other World State properties of
each object, as well as previously-learned affordance knowledge. This
fixed initial environment makes the visual, geometric and affordance
information at the beginning of an episode controllable by the experi-
menter, thus easily reproducible. Then, we vary the value of the robot
noise level and/or the possibility of using the Adaptability and Cre-
ativity heuristics by the planner5, and we repeat the process. When
we have run a significant number of episodes (i.e., 20+ repetitions) for
each configuration of the system (i.e., values of the noise levels, acti-
vations or not of the heuristics), we extract statistics from that set of
episodes.

When the planning system requests the execution of an action from
the robot, we simulate the outcome of the action stochastically, by
extracting a random uniform number and comparing it against the
previously-fixed robot noise level: if the random number is above the
noise level threshold, we will consider the action successful (as a result,
the World State will change); otherwise, we will declare it unsuccessful.
Note that this simulator only affects the low-level robot components
in the bottom right of Fig. 52: the rest of the system, in particular
the Probabilistic Planning, carries on with its strategies and action
selection, as if it were operating with the real robot.

6.4.6.2 Metrics to Characterize One Episode

At the end of one episode, we save the following pieces of information:
(i) #good: number of motor actions which succeeded; (ii) #total: num-
ber of total attempted motor actions, including failed ones; (iii) success:
boolean indicating whether the planner attained the goal or not:

success =







⊤ planner achieves goal

⊥ otherwise,

being allowed at most t total motor actions in a plan, where t > 1
is a data-derived constant. We use t = 50, obtained by multiplying
the number of consecutive repetitions that we want to permit for each
action of a plan (between 8 and 10), times the ground-truth number
of actions necessary to reach the final goal from the considered initial
conditions (4 in the simple scenario, 7 in the complex scenario, see
Sec. 6.5).

For example, an episode with {#good = 5, #total = 8, success =

⊤} represents that the system commanded 5 motor actions which suc-

5We did not test the Goal Maintenance heuristic in the simulator (i.e., we did

not implement the possibility of an object being moved in the world by an external

agent) because, from our qualitative tests (see Sec. 6.5.1), we already deem this

as the heuristic with the clearest impact. Either our system is able to detect and

deal with external changes (i.e., Goal Maintenance is on), or it does not have that

capability and in the latter case it simply fails consistently.
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ceeded, it attempted 8 actions in total, and it achieved the final goal
autonomously.

We define speed as a quantity that captures how fast the planning
process is at finishing an experimental episode, regardless of the final
outcome. The rationale is that sometimes it is important for a robotic
system to be fast in reporting a failure. For example, in our scenario,
we favor robot speed over success, because it is undesirable to keep
trying the same noisy robot action over and over, and we accept to fail
at times (the robot can ask the human for help). The speed metric is
a function to the #total counter introduced above:

speed = max
(

1− #total
t

, 0
)

, (25)

where #total/t is a penalty term, and t makes the fraction be less than
one (in our case, each extra action attempt incurs a cost of making the
speed metric decrease by 1/50). Basically, speed ≃ 1 corresponds
to an episode with high speed (low number of total attempted motor
actions), whereas speed ≃ 0 is a very slow episode (high number of
total actions).

6.4.6.3 Metrics to Characterize a Set of Episodes

Recall how for each simulated configuration we repeat the process 20+
times (number of episodes in a set). We are interested in analyzing
the behavior of the system in that configuration according to the two
statistical metrics success and speed, averaged over the number of
episodes. Both metrics have a range between 0 and 1: (i) the average

success is the fraction of episodes within the set where the system
managed to complete the goal (i.e., with success = ⊤). In a sense, this
metric expresses the difficulty of one experimental configuration (i.e.,
initial condition, noise levels, heuristics activations) from the point of
view of the system. For example, an average success of 0.9 indicates
that the system managed to complete the goal in 90% of the episodes
pertaining to the current experimental configuration; (ii) the average

speed expresses how fast the planning process is at completing the
experiment on average, regardless of the final outcomes.

6.5 results

In this section, we evaluate our full system on the iCub humanoid robot
(see Sec. 3.1) in a sandwich making scenario as the one of Fig. 55. We
present (i) qualitative results observed by our implementation and tests
on the real iCub robot platform in Sec. 6.5.1, then (ii) a quantitative
analysis obtained by studying the response of our system when we
simulate noisy robot action failures in Sec. 6.5.2. Lastly, (iii) we report
statistics about the main contributors to the POETICON++ project
code repository in Sec. 6.5.3.
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Figure 55: Example of the initial state of the sandwich making problem.
The instruction provided by the human is reported in the
gray balloon, the objects are annotated with orange boxes,
and the output of the visual perception routines is shown
in the back screen. Note that perceiving the affordances of
tools does not require their names.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

· · ·
(e)

Figure 56: Temporal snapshots of the robot during the Sabotaged Plan
qualitative example (see Sec. 6.5.1.2).

6.5.1 Qualitative Results

We now list qualitative behaviors and capabilities that we implemented
on the real iCub robot.

6.5.1.1 Object Out of Reach

When the robot cannot grasp an object with its own end effector, it
can bring that object closer by using elongated tools (see Fig. 57b).
In addition, in the presence of more than one tool it can select the
most appropriate one by querying its previously learned tool–object
affordances knowledge base (see Sec. 6.4.3).

6.5.1.2 Sabotaged Plan

During human–robot shared tasks, the robot is able to monitor human
intervention and exploit it towards the realization of the assigned goal.
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Namely, with its visual perception the robot can detect if a human sab-

otages the robot plan execution by removing ingredients that have been
already assembled for the sandwich, such as the tomato in the Fig. 56
example. The Goal Maintenance heuristic (see Sec. 6.4.5.4.4) detects
that the sub-goal on(Tomato,Cheese) no longer holds, so it helps the
planner by backtracking, fixing the goals that have been sabotaged, and
going forward with the plan.

6.5.1.3 Robot Action Failure

The system can detect problems caused by the robot itself due to mis-
calibrations and unexpected events, such as an object falling from the
robot hand after it had been grasped correctly. This can be detected
with robot proprioception (measuring the weight at the end effector) or
with vision (classifying between full hand and empty hand). The Adapt-
ability heuristic (see Sec. 6.4.5.4.1) can only help to a limited extent,
by repeatedly reducing the probability of the failing action, for exam-
ple inHand(Cheese,LeftHand). However, the Creativity heuristic (see
Sec. 6.4.5.4.3) avoids a deadlock, by instead focusing on the underlying
goal on(Cheese,Bun-bottom), and choosing the right hand to achieve it
anyway: graspWith(Cheese,RightHand); putOnWith(Cheese,Bun-bottom,RightHand),
where the predicate putOnWith(obj1, obj2, h) means “put object obj1 on
object obj2 with hand h”.

6.5.1.4 Semantic Change

In some cases, objects might go missing during the plan execution. For
example, they can fall on the ground or disappear from the field of
view. As long as the problem object is not part of the final goal, the
probabilistic planner can still find a solution. Otherwise, it reports the

failure back to the high-level planning (i.e., to the human user) and
awaits further instructions.

6.5.2 Quantitative Results

In Sec. 6.5.1, we presented qualitative tests in a sandwich making sce-
nario like the one of Fig. 55, showcasing the capability of the system
to react to objects being far away from the robot, or being removed
due to external intervention (sabotage), or disappearing from the scene
entirely. In the present section, we evaluate our system quantitatively,
with a detailed analysis in simulation obtained by studying the response
of our system when we reproduce different types of robot failures and
we activate our proposed heuristics.

We report experiments in different scenarios with two possible initial
conditions, shown in Fig. 57. In both cases a human user asks the
robot to “make a ham sandwich”, and the semantic reasoner translates
such a request in the following sequence of instructions: “hand grasp
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(a) Simple scenario. (b) Complex scenario.

Figure 57: Possible initial conditions of the quantitative POETI-
CON++ evaluation. (a): simple scenario with three objects
available and reachable by the robot. (b): complex scenario
with six objects, some of them not directly reachable by the
robot.

Ham, Ham reach Bun-bottom, hand put Ham, hand grasp Bun-top,
Bun-top reach Ham, hand put Bun-top”. The PRAXICON language
reasoner generates those instructions by taking into consideration the
semantics of the available objects (i.e., the labels recognized from object
recognition, and their semantic relationship with the “ham sandwich”),
excluding all environmental position constraints and the actual capabil-
ities of the robot (e.g., the probability of success of the robot actions);
these additional aspects are accounted for by affordance perception and
probabilistic planning.

Our experiments are evaluated with the success and speed met-
rics. Note that, in a collaborative scenario, when the system reports a
failure (success = ⊥, i.e., impossibility to achieve the final assembly
goal autonomously) it is not necessarily bad, as long as the speed is
kept at an acceptable value. A failure means that the system asks for
external help (e.g., from the human, or with another query to the se-
mantic reasoner given the partially-completed plan). This is shown in
the speed–success trade-off plots described next, and further discussed
in the formalization of the Adaptability heuristic in Sec. 6.4.5.4.2. In
the plots, each colored line corresponds to a system configuration, and
it contains five markers corresponding to different levels of noise.

6.5.2.1 Simple Scenario with Equal Arms Noise Level

We first validate our architecture on a simple scenario which includes
three objects, all within reach of the robot, as shown in Fig. 57a. Our
system has to translate the semantic instructions to symbols, actions
and goals usable by the robot. In this case, the semantic instructions
are fairly similar to the planner ones, the only significant difference
being the choice of the hand (instantiation of hand, which can be Left-

Hand or RightHand). Depending on the simulated robot noise and on
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Figure 58: Response of the system in the simple scenario when varying
the robot noise equally for both arms, and activating the
different planner heuristics.
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Figure 59: Response of the system in the simple scenario when vary-
ing the left arm noise, keeping the right arm noise constant
at 0.25, and activating the different planner heuristics.
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the type of planning strategy (no heuristics; with or without Adapt-
ability and Creativity), the behavior of the system changes as follows.

Without any heuristic (magenta dotted line in Fig. 58), as we in-
troduce more noise, speed decreases (i.e., it requests a high number
of #total actions to reach the goal), and success is constantly 1 (i.e.,
⊤) for noise ≤ 0.75. The absence of Adaptability implies that fail-
ing actions can be executed again, up to t = 50 #total motor actions
within each episode. Despite the fact that the agent almost consis-
tently manages to achieve the goal (success decreases only for very
elevated noise), this result is disappointing from the point of view of
the speed. Intuitively, it is not desirable that the robot try the same
physical action over and over until it eventually succeeds, at the cost
of considerable time wasted. The same considerations hold for the case
with the Creativity heuristic (blue dash-dotted line in Fig. 58), again
due the absence of Adaptability (however, the influence of Creativity
would be higher if the robot noise affected only one arm instead of both
arms, as we will see in the experiment of Sec. 6.5.2.2).

When we enable the Adaptability heuristic (red dashed line in Fig. 58),
or Adaptability in conjunction with Creativity (green solid line), as
we introduce more noise, speed is approximately constant (constant
#total attempted actions), however success decreases. As the noise is
increased, we observe some cases where the system fails to achieve the
goal (lower average success). This is preferable to the no-heuristics
and the Creativity cases, considering that #total is now lower, and the
system can ask for external help to reach the final goal.

To summarize, when the noise is elevated we appreciate the advan-
tage introduced by the heuristics, allowing the system to acknowledge
the infeasibility of the goal when a motor action fails repeatedly, and
react to it by asking for external help. This effect is more pronounced
in the speed metric (see Fig. 58a), which, as defined in Eq. 25, is in-
versely proportional to the #total counter of attempted motor actions.
Fig. 58c shows the trade-off between the two metrics.

6.5.2.2 Simple Scenario with Unequal Arms Noise Level

In this case we start from the simple scenario and we vary the left arm

noise, keeping the right arm noise constant at 0.25. Fig. 59 shows the re-
sponse of the system. The no-heuristics configuration (magenta dotted
line) results in the speed metric decreasing quickly, whereas success

decreases only at the very end (highest left arm noise). When we enable
the Creativity heuristic (blue dash-dotted line) the response is similar,
because Creativity alone is not effective in reacting to elevated noise in
this case.

In the Adaptability case (red dashed line), speed does not decrease,
but success does, and rather abruptly at that. Adaptability alone
is not sufficient, in this case, because the probability of the failing
action is penalized (e.g., graspWith(Ham,LeftHand)), but the planner
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Figure 60: Response of the system in the complex scenario when vary-
ing the robot noise equally for both arms, and activating the
different planner heuristics.
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Figure 61: Response of the system in the complex scenario when vary-
ing the left arm noise, keeping the right arm noise constant
at 0.25, and activating the different planner heuristics.

is not able to jump to the next sub-goal (e.g., choosing the sub-goal
on(Ham,Bread) instead of inHand(Ham,LeftHand)).

Finally, in the Adaptability+Creativity configuration (green solid
line): neither the robot speed nor the success decrease much. In par-
ticular, in Fig. 59c we see that the performance always remains in the
optimal region in the top-right. Even for the most challenging left noise
value, typical episodes are {#good = 4, #total = 9, success = ⊤},
meaning that if some left arm action fails for a few times, the planner
quickly penalizes that action (Adaptability), and it is then able to jump
to the next sub-goal, using the other arm (Creativity).

6.5.2.3 Complex Scenario with Equal Arms Noise Level

We now test the system on a complex scenario which includes six ob-
jects, some of which not within the direct reach of the robot, as shown
in Fig. 57b. This time the planner has to generate the sequence of
motor commands necessary to reach faraway objects. This involves
reasoning about the affordances offered by available tools, grasping a
tool, and using it to draw the target object closer. Note that, without
resorting to our tool affordance model, this scenario would be always
unfeasible due to the geometrical disposition of certain objects.
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We first run our baseline system with no heuristics. The results can
be inspected in the magenta dotted line of Fig. 60. In this challenging
scenario, when there is zero noise, the agent needs 7 motor actions
to accomplish the plan. Usually it manages to achieve it even in the
presence of noise because, as in the simple scenario, these settings allow
the system to retry failed actions, as long as the #total action counter is
at most t = 50 (however, this effect gets penalized in the speed metric,
which decreases faster than in the simple case, as can be seen in Fig. 60a
when noise ≥ 0.75). When we enable the Creativity heuristic (blue
dash-dotted line), the response corresponding to increasing noise is
similar to the no-heuristics case.

Next, we introduce the Adaptability heuristic (dashed red line) and
then the Aptability+Creativity configuration (solid green line). We
should note that, in general, the architecture manages to use the tool
affordances correctly, selecting the Hook tool rather than the Stick
one in order to perform a pulling action successfully (to draw faraway
objects closer to the robot workspace). Besides, we can observe that
when we introduce a considerable degree of noise (0.5), the success

drops (in the Creativity configuration): less than 50% of the episodes
complete the plan, the majority report a failure thus requesting exter-
nal help. When the noise is even worse, success drops to zero: however,
the corresponding #total number of attempted motor actions is kept
low, minimizing the wasted time and yielding the possibility of com-
pleting the plan with further help (e.g., with the help of the human,
or with another query to the semantic reasoner given the partially-
completed plan). Enabling Adaptability and introducing noise, the
system’s speed stays good (a consequence of low #total attempted
actions upon realization of failure), whereas success decreases. The
Adaptability and the Adaptability+Creativity configurations are sim-
ilar, except when noise = 0.5, where Adaptability+Creativity fares
better. Fig. 60c shows the trade-off between the two metrics.

6.5.2.4 Complex Scenario with Unequal Arms Noise Level

In this case we start from the complex scenario and we vary the left arm

noise, keeping the right arm noise constant at 0.25. Fig. 61 shows the
response of the system. The Adaptability+Creativity configuration out-
performs the other settings. This is visible in terms of speed (Fig. 61a)
when the left arm noise is > 0.75, and in terms of success (Fig. 61b)
when the left arm noise is > 0.5. For comparison, Adaptability setting
has a very good speed, to the detriment of success.

Fig. 61c shows that, in this challenging experiment, the performance
of our system with heuristics always remains in the optimal region in the
top-right. With the worst left noise value, on average the experimental
episodes result in {#good = 9, #total = 16, success = 0.83}, meaning
that if some left arm action fails for a few times, the planner quickly
penalizes that action (Adaptability), and it is then able to jump to
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Figure 62: POETICON++ project software architecture. The contri-
butions by IST are marked in red.

the next sub-goal, using the other arm (Creativity) and being able to
achieve the final goal autonomously 83% of the times.

With the above experiments, we have presented a quantitative evalua-
tion which demonstrates that the combination of affordance perception
with probabilistic planning and the use of planning heuristics permits
to deal with high levels of noise.

6.5.3 Contributions to Code Repository

Fig. 62 shows the final software architecture of the POETICON++
project. The contributions by IST are marked in red and can be further
divided conceptually into: (i) geometrical features extractor for tool use
affordances; (ii) world state memory; (iii) planning. Giovanni Saponaro
wrote the first two components, ran the quantitative tests of the third
one (see Sec. 6.5.2), and integrated all the modules together.

Fig. 63 shows the top contributors of the POETICON++ open source
project repository. Giovanni Saponaro is #1 contributor in terms of
number of commits, with 38.92% of them (~316 out of ~882 total). All
users had commit streaks during the periods of February–March 2015
and February–March 2016, coincident with the two last review meetings
and demonstrations of the project. If we account for actual Lines of
Code (LoC) excluding binary files, Giovanni Saponaro had the most
contributions with over 65 000 lines.
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Figure 63: Top contributors of the POETICON++ project repository
(see footnote 2 on p. 110). Giovanni Saponaro is #1 contrib-
utor in terms of number of commits.

6.6 conclusions and future work

This chapter presented a case study about the POETICON++ project
scientific achievements, leveraging robot perception of affordances, world
modeling and probabilistic planning, and supporting human–robot col-
laboration behaviors.

We have described a cognitive architecture that supports action se-
lection and complex robot manipulative task execution under challeng-
ing conditions in unstructured environments. We combine affordance
perception, world modeling and probabilistic planning to ground the
semantic action plans to a robotic representation that is suitable for
problem solving. We introduce some heuristics that make the system
robust to failures during task execution.

In terms of results, (i) we show qualitative tests on a real robot
in a number of situations encountered and modeled during the PO-
ETICON++ project; (ii) we perform a quantitative evaluation of the
system, modulating the level of noise and the use of planning heuris-
tics. We publicly release the code that implements our system on the
iCub robot, however several software modules of our architecture can
be used in other applications and platforms that include manipulative
tasks. Our release includes a simulated symbolic reasoner for validating
the probabilistic planner under challenging conditions, and real robot
sensorimotor data used for affordance perception.

As future work, we foresee two main aspects. First, making the
system more generic by having the robot learn the Action Rules of
the domain autonomously. Second, improving the social robot behav-
ior aspect with further human-in-the-loop sophistication, for example
by monitoring the consequences of helpful human actions in a shared
human–robot goal, and having the robot ask for confirmations (e.g.,
“did you just place this object on the table?”).





7
F I N A L R E M A R K S

The core goal of this thesis was to develop reasoning algorithms for
robots, such that they would be able to operate in unstructured hu-
man environments and deal with elements not seen during training,
under certain assumptions. To this end, the approach that we followed
for this work was to develop and test computational models that ac-
count for perceived object affordances (i.e., action possibilities) and
other environment elements contingent on the scenario being studied
(e.g, manipulative gestures, tool use, planning of complex motor tasks
under noise). The main conclusion is that this type of affordance-based
models is indeed a powerful means for service robotics, providing inter-
esting results without the burden of large robot sensorimotor data ac-
quisition, yet still offering the flexibility of a well-founded probabilistic
framework that can be inspected and engineered.

For pursuing the above-mentioned goal we made several contribu-
tions, summarized in Sec. 7.1. Finally, Sec. 7.2 brings to light some
existing limitations in the proposed work, and potential future direc-
tions for tackling them.

7.1 main contributions

There are four main contributions of this thesis.
First, in Sec. 3.3 of Ch. 3 we illustrated a software framework for

visual robot affordance learning. It is based on an original implementa-
tion by Montesano (see [Mon+08] and Sec. 2.2.1). Our contribution was
to extend this framework for making it modular and versatile. In par-
ticular, we integrated this framework with modern versions of the C++
language and of the Yet Another Robot Platform (YARP) middleware
(see Sec. 3.1) that support research with the iCub humanoid robot. We
added the possibility of extracting additional shape descriptors, which
users can select depending on the experimental context (e.g., convexity
defects for experiments involving hands and tools). This framework
now supports real time operations with robot sensors: e.g., 30 Hz color
cameras with 640× 480 pixel resolution, shape extraction with an i7-
4700MQ processor and 16 GB of memory. We made this framework
publicly available: see footnote 5 on p. 43.

Second, in Ch. 4 we proposed a computational model that combines
object affordances with communication (gestures and language). We
do this by contributing a gesture recognizer for manipulative hand ges-
tures (detailed in Appendix A), and embedding this gesture recognizer
into a computational model of object affordances and word meanings,
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previously proposed by Salvi (see [Sal+12], Sec. 2.2.2 and Sec. 4.2.1).
The resulting model allows a robot to interpret and describe the ac-
tions of human agents by reusing the robot’s previous experience. In
doing so, the robot shifts from reasoning in an ego-centric manner to
reasoning about actions performed by external human users, thus being
social to some extent. Our model can be used flexibly to do inference
on variables that characterize an environment (e.g., to do prediction,
belief revision, early action recognition). In addition, by reasoning on
the probabilities of words, the model shows the emergence of seman-
tic language properties. We made this model publicly available: see
footnote 3 on p. 50.

Third, in Ch. 5 we proposed a computational model of affordances
that involves multiple objects and gives rise to tool use, which is a de-
sirable skill for having robots operate in complex manipulation tasks
that are typical of unstructured environments. In particular, for this
model we contribute a visual feature extraction component that pro-
cesses multiple objects in their entirety and in their sub-parts. In the
learning phase, we evaluate various types of computational affordance
models and parameters for assorted tasks (e.g., generalization to unseen
objects; transfer of learned knowledge from a simulated robot to a real
one). In addition, we contribute a method for learning the affordances
of robot hand postures (i.e., different apertures of the fingers). This
allows to investigate the developmental link from hand affordances (i.e.,
action possibilities by using the hands) to tool affordances (i.e., action
possibilities by using the hands). Our dataset of hand posture affor-
dances is made publicly available: see footnote 4 on p. 99.

Fourth, in Ch. 6 we reported a case study about the application of
the ideas presented in the previous chapters (namely affordances, lan-
guage, and tool use). These are used for supporting robot planning
of manipulation tasks, developed in the context of the POETICON++
research project. We illustrate a robust problem solving system that
combines affordances with symbolic reasoning probabilistically. This
system is capable of dealing with uncertainty, using heuristics that al-
low the robot to adapt to the current situation, and to find creative
solutions for a task given by a human person via verbal instructions.
We made this system publicly available: see footnote 2 on p. 110. We
contribute much of the code, the integration and testing of all compo-
nents under several conditions, and a novel simulated symbolic reasoner
for validating the probabilistic action planner under challenging condi-
tions.

7.2 limitations and future work

We now discuss current limitations, and we provide possible research
directions pertaining to the topics of the thesis.
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7.2.1 Restricted Scenarios

Collecting large amounts of robot sensorimotor data (with real robots)
is challenging and costly. This is one reason for the scenarios considered
in this thesis being restricted (see Sec. 3.2).

These scenarios are simple in the sense that they consider a humanoid
robot in a fixed position (being able to move its torso, arms and head),
next to a table (with a known height) that has a few objects on top, with
some visual perception algorithms available, and a limited repertoire of
three, pre-defined motor actions (which can be exerted on any reachable
part of the table).

Nevertheless, using simple scenarios is adequate to explore the key
concepts touched by this thesis, for instance to make experiments feed-
ing real robot sensory data into the computational models that we
propose, and making inferences on such models.

In addition, the experiments in Ch. 4 include the presence of a hu-
man in front of the robot and the table, however the human is subject
to similar constraints to the robot; in the language part of that chap-
ter, a vocabulary of about 50 words is considered for grounding the
language in the robot sensorimotor experience, and for describing the
experiments verbally. Still, it would be desirable to have a richer sets
of concepts (e.g., actions and words), making our model more scalable.
This can be done either by using large amounts of data [Lev+18], or by
devising machine learning methods that can generalize efficiently from
very few observations. With regard to the number of words in Ch. 4, it
would be useful to make the model extract syntactic information from
the observed data autonomously, relaxing the current bag-of-words as-
sumption.

Furthermore, it would be desirable to have a robot affordance model
that is able to extract features autonomously (end-to-end learning) in-
stead of using pre-specified, engineered features suited to the particular
tasks studied in this thesis. Some works already explore this possibility
[Deh+16b; Deh+17].

7.2.2 Notion of Action

In this thesis, we have considered the motor action to be a discrete
symbol, within our computational models. This is a limitation because,
in the real world, the space of actions is continuous and with complex
dynamics. The issue of action representation in robotics has drawn
ample attention: a recent survey about it is [Zec+19]. For example,
many researchers have resorted to the concept of Dynamic Movement
Primitives (DMPs) [Sch06], used for trajectory control and planning. It
allows to learn from example trajectories, and to generate approximate
full or partial trajectories from starting and final points. It would be
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interesting to incorporate this concept in the transfer or action from
human to robot, a concept that we explored in Ch. 4.

7.2.3 Action Anticipation

The ability to foresee the action performed by other agents onto phys-
ical objects is fundamental for successful action recognition and antic-
ipation, therefore for social interaction too. We started exploring this
aspect in Sec. 4.4.1.4 by merging the information from human body
gestures, recognized with an algorithm based on Hidden Markov Mod-
els (HMMs), with the information from affordances. One way to ex-
tend this is to employ Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs), which can
express more complex dynamics than HMMs (e.g., dependencies be-
tween states that are far in time; continuous instead of discrete states),
thus permitting the prediction of multiple and variable-length action se-
quences in the future [Sch+18]. Another promising avenue for research
on action anticipation is that of include eyes and gaze into the estima-
tion model. Eye cues give additional information (earlier information),
besides body joints, during human–robot collaboration [Dua+18].

7.2.4 3D Perception

The visual perception algorithms adopted in this thesis are based on 2D
data. It would be profitable to augment it with 3D information. On
the iCub robot, this has been done, for example with stereo vision
[Fan+14; MTN18]. However, this technique suffers from issues such as
miscalibration of the robot cameras during head and eye movements.
In addition, acquiring good quality 3D data of thin objects (such as the
sandwich ingredients used in Ch. 6, approximately 1 cm thick) located
on a tabletop at a short distance from the robot (whose stereo eyes have
a short baseline distance between themselves), remains a challenging
problem, manifested with noisy disparity maps.



A
G E S T U R E R E C O G N I T I O N M O D E L

This appendix describes a human gesture recognition model for spot-
ting manipulative hand gestures, inspired by statistical techniques from
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR). This model was used in Ch. 4,
as one of the blocks of the system described therein.

In this appendix, we adopt the following terminology. We use the
word uninterrupted to refer to a sequence without temporal breaks
in between (e.g., an uninterrupted sequence of gestures). We use the
word continuous to refer to mathematical real number objects (e.g., the
continuous probability between 0 and 1 associated to the output of a
gesture recognition algorithm).

This appendix is the subject of the following publication:

• Giovanni Saponaro, Giampiero Salvi, and Alexandre Bernardino.
“Robot Anticipation of Human Intentions through Continuous
Gesture Recognition”. In: International Conference on Collabo-

ration Technologies and Systems. International Workshop on Col-
laborative Robots and Human–Robot Interaction. 2013, pp. 218–
225. doi: 10.1109/CTS.2013.6567232.

The outline of this appendix is as follows. Sec. A.1 gives the motiva-
tion for building a recognizer of hand gestures in cognitive systems, as
well as related work from the literature. Sec. A.2 provides our proposed
approach, including different models that were considered for address-
ing specific issues. Sec. A.3 lists the gesture recognition results, and
finally Sec. A.4 contains our conclusions.

a.1 background and related work

Gesture recognition is an important area of research in pattern anal-
ysis [AR11], with applications in diverse fields, including biometrics,
surveillance, health and assistive technologies, as well as human–computer
interaction [WW11; RA15] and human–robot interaction [WRT00; YPL07;
BWB08].

Several approaches have been proposed for allowing users of artifi-
cial systems to employ body gestures for expressing feelings and com-
municating their thoughts, in the fields of human–computer interac-
tion [WW11; RA15] and human–robot interaction [WRT00; YPL07;
BWB08]. In particular, these fields have seen a surge of interest in inter-
faces whereby users perform sequences of uninterrupted (therefore nat-
ural) physical movements with their hands, body and fingers to interact
with smartphones, game consoles, kiosks, desktop computer screens and
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more. Therefore, it is important to develop pattern analysis techniques
suited for recognizing physical gestures and motion in the context of
human–robot collaboration [Kan+03; DLS13; DS14; Dra+15].

We now overview specific works about gesture recognition.
The nature of human gestures is ambiguous and context-dependent

[McN96; MC99; KAC17]: there exist many-to-one mappings between
gestures and conveyed concepts, making gesture recognition a difficult
problem. In addition, in the action aspect, the same gesture can serve
different purposes depending on the acted object: for example, the
action of pointing and the action of pressing a button are realized by
a similar gesture, but they are distinct because of different affected
objects. As such, the ambiguity in mappings between gestures and
concepts is also one-to-many.

Different approaches have been proposed to design automatic ges-
ture recognition systems, both to decide which features are salient for
recognition [Cam+96] and which model best classifies them. For a
comprehensive reviews of these systems, we refer the reader to [WH99;
MA07; KAA11]. In particular, designing a recognizer for dynamic ges-
tures (see footnote 5 on p. 51) poses two main issues:

1. spatio-temporal variability: the same physical gesture can differ
in shape and duration, even for the same gesturer;

2. segmentation: the start and end points of a gesture are difficult
to define and identify.

Dynamic gestures are essentially a manifestation of body movement,
therefore the high-level features to recognize them are also related to mo-
tion: positions, velocities, accelerations, angles of body joints (includ-
ing fingers). These are the features employed in existing gesture recogni-
tion solutions based on machine learning, such as Microsoft Visual Ges-
ture Builder for Kinect1, or the Gesture Recognition Toolkit (GRT)2.

The high-level features described above arise from pre-processing al-
gorithms applied to the raw data captured by vision sensors. We refer
to this kind of data and to the associated signal processing techniques
as low-level features, which are commonly: skin color segmentation, op-
tical flow (the apparent visual motion caused by the relative motion of
objects and viewer), arm–hand tracking in 2D or 3D, full body tracking.

Many gesture recognition systems are designed to work in a con-
trolled environment, or they make strong assumptions:

• limited and fixed lexicon of permitted gestures;

• availability of the whole test data sequence to classify (system
only works offline);

1https://developer.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/kinect,

https://channel9.msdn.com/Blogs/k4wdev
2http://www.nickgillian.com/grt/
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• constrained physical space (hands must move only within a cer-
tain region of upper body);

• unnatural interaction (isolated gestures, to be preceded and fol-
lowed by a relaxed pose lasting several seconds);

• users must wear hardware tracking devices, which can be imprac-
tical and expensive.

Our gesture recognition model is loosely inspired by neuroscience in
the following sense. Neuroscience experiments have suggested that the
area of the human brain responsible for gesture processing is also em-
ployed for speech processing [Xu+09], functioning in fact as a modality-
independent semiotic system, connecting meaning to various types of
symbols: words, gestures, images, sounds, or objects. The ability to
understand and interpret our peers has also been studied in psychology,
focusing on internal simulations and re-enactments of previous experi-
ences [SLH12; Bil+16].

From Sec. 1.4.2, recall that mirror neurons are visuomotor neurons
that respond to action and object interaction, both when the agent acts
and when it observes the same action performed by others, hence the
name “mirror”.

In applying the mirror neuron theory in robotics, as we and others
do [Gaz+07; Lop+09], an agent can first acquire knowledge by sensing
and self-exploring its surrounding environment (see Sec. 3.2). After-
wards, it can employ that learned knowledge to novel observations of
another agent (e.g., a human person) who performs similar physical
actions to the ones executed during prior training. In particular, when
the two interacting agents are a caregiver and an infant, the mecha-
nism is called parental scaffolding, having been implemented on robots
too [Ugu+15a; Ugu+15b]. These works tackle a problem that is crucial
to (artificial) imitation: how to map action sequences observed in an ex-
ternal agent to action sequences performed by an imitator agent, which
in general may have different affordances and a different body morphol-
ogy (this issue is also known as the correspondence problem [ND02]).
In our case, we consider a simple collaboration scenario and we assume
that the two agents are capable of applying actions to objects leading to
similar effects, enabling the transfer, and that they operate on a shared
space (i.e., a table accessible by both agents’ arms). The morphology
and the motor realization of the actions can be different between the
two agents.

Some authors have studied the ability to interpret other agents un-
der the deep learning paradigm. In [KYL17], a recurrent neural net-
work is proposed to have an artificial simulated agent infer human
intention (as output) from joint input information about objects, their
potential affordances or opportunities, and human actions, employing
different time scales for different actions. However, in that work a vir-
tual simulation able to produce large quantities of data was used. This
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is both unrealistic when trying to explain human cognition, and lim-
ited, because a simulator cannot model all the physical events and the
unpredictability of the real world. In contrast, we use real, noisy data
acquired from robots and sensors to validate our model.

We propose that the link between gesture and speech justifies the
usage of machinery that, as in Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR),
is suited for capturing dynamic time series data (i.e., a series of data
points, listed in time order, that represent the measurement of some
quantity over time). Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), which we ex-
plain in Sec. A.2.1, are one such statistical tool. We adopt an HMM-
based approach to recognize body gestures that follow temporally dy-

namic patterns.

a.2 proposed approach

We now describe the design of our human gesture recognition model.
In this section, we present a human action recognition method for

manipulative hand gestures, its theory (Hidden Markov Models), prop-
erties and training phase, and how to evaluate the tests.

From the beginning of this appendix, recall the online, real-time na-
ture of our approach, which analyzes human gestures uninterruptedly,
classifying them statistically. The set of body gestures which we use
consists of grasp, tap, and touch movements3: these gestures pertain
to manipulation tasks, and they are shown in Fig. 25.

Each of the gestures under consideration is represented by a Hidden
Markov Model (HMM), which we will first define formally in Sec. A.2.1.
Then, we will present two baseline models and our final model in
Sec. A.2.2: these are models of increasing complexity and power, for
combining the gesture HMMs together, permitting loops of gestures,
and to treat noise information (i.e., the transition frames between two
consecutive gestures) appropriately.

a.2.1 Hidden Markov Models

HMMs [Rab89] are a statistical tool for modeling time series data. They
have been applied to the segmentation and recognition of sequential
data with spatial and temporal variability such as speech, machine
translation, genomics, financial data, among others. One of the advan-
tages of HMMs, and a reason behind their popularity, is the fact that
they are computationally tractable thanks to dynamic programming

3In an earlier version of our gesture recognizer [SSB13] we also trained a fourth

gesture (touch, shown in Fig. 69), but we later discarded it in order to combine

three gestures with the three actions of the pre-existing Affordance–Words sys-

tem [Sal+12]. In terms of hand kinematics, the touch gesture is identical to the

grasp gesture (shown in Fig. 66), the only difference being that in the former the

object is not grasped by the person, whereas in the latter it is grasped.
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techniques: marginal probabilities and samples can be obtained from an
HMM with the Forward–Backward algorithm [Rab89, Sec. III.A],
and the most likely sequence of hidden states can be estimated with
the Viterbi algorithm [Rab89, Sec. III.B].

An HMM with continuous outputs is defined by a set of discrete
states S = {s1, . . . , sQ} and by a set of parameters λ = {A, B, Π},
where A = {aij} is the transition probability matrix, aij is the tran-
sition probability from state si at time t to state sj at time t + 1,
B = {fi} is the set of Q observation probability functions (one per
state i) with continuous values (typically mixture-of-Gaussians Proba-
bility Density Functions), and Π is the initial probability distribution
for the states.

In our case, the model for each action is a left-to-right HMM, where
the transition model between the Q discrete states S = {s1, . . . , sQ} is
structured so that states with a lower index represent events that occur
earlier in time.

The continuous variables gi are measured at regular time intervals.
At a certain time step t, the D-dimensional feature vector can be ex-
pressed as g[t] = {g1[t], . . . , gD[t]}. The input to the model is a se-
quence of T such feature vectors g[1], . . . , g[T ] that we call for simplic-
ity GT

1 , where T can vary for every recording.
At recognition (testing) time, we can use the models to estimate the

likelihood of a new sequence of observations GT
1 given each possible

action, by means of the Forward–Backward inference algorithm.
We can express this likelihood as LHMM(GT

1 | A = ak), where ak is
one of the possible actions of Fig. 25. By normalizing the likelihoods,
assuming that the gestures are equally likely a priori, we can obtain the
posterior probability of the action given the sequence of observations
(see Sec. 2.1.1 for an explanation of Bayesian inference) as

pHMM(A = ak | GT
1 ) =

LHMM(GT
1 | A = ak)

∑

h LHMM(GT
1 | A = ah)

. (26)

a.2.2 Baseline Models and Final Model

We propose and compare three different models to recognize dynamic
human gestures, with increasing complexity and expressive power for
combining the gesture HMMs together with noise information. These
are two baseline models (Model 1, Model 2) and our final model (Model 3).
Model 3 is the one that permits uninterrupted gesture recognition,
loops of gestures, and also to treat noise information (i.e., the tran-
sition frames between two consecutive gestures) appropriately.

All of the three models are composed by a set of HMMs (one for each
dynamic human gesture), and an additional HMM for modeling noise.
By noise we refer to nongesture data points, also known as garbage

in the Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) literature. Depending
on the model, these garbage points will be represented either with a
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single-state HMM, or with a multi-state HMM. Each state of all our
HMMs emits a mixture of Gaussians as output, also known as Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM). By GMM we mean a linear superposition
of components with Gaussian densities (a GMM can be thought as a
single-state HMM).

Having established that all of the models are characterized by multi-
state HMMs, one for each gesture, let us explain the main difference
among the three models with respect to the garbage representation.
The three different graphical models, represented in Fig. 64, are:

• Model 1: the garbage is modeled as a single-state HMM (therefore
it coincides with a simple GMM without temporal transitions). In
the experimental part (see Sec. A.3) we will see how this model
is not able to represent transitions during nongesture phases;

• Model 2: the garbage is modeled as a multi-state HMM, thus
providing a richer representation able to capture nongesture tran-
sitions. However, after a gesture is done being recognized, this
model does not permit to recognize another gesture (absence of
transitions between gestures);

• Model 3: like the previous one, in addition transitions between
gestures are allowed. This permits us to finally capture the unin-
terrupted aspect of natural human gesture sequences.

a.2.3 Feature Selection

The features that we use to train our gesture classifier are the spatial
3D coordinates of a human’s hand joint being tracked4, and they can
be calculated online without having to wait for an input sequence to
be finished. For this reason, we perform no normalization or filtering
that requires knowledge of the completed sequence (e.g., global minima
and maxima). The 3D joints coordinates can be obtained with general-
purpose depth cameras like the Microsoft Kinect or the Asus Xtion Pro.
Fig. 65 illustrates the idea of a time series of 3D coordinate features
from a dynamic gesture.

For the simple one-hand actions that we consider as in Fig. 25, track-
ing one hand/arm is sufficient. While we do not apply normalization
steps to the coordinates, we do apply a geometric transformation to
the coordinates obtained with depth cameras and skeleton recognition
algorithms: we set our reference frame to be recentered on the human

torso, instead of the default sensor-centered reference frame5. This
4It is possible to use more joints as features, for example the concatenation of

hands, elbows, shoulders, torso and head coordinates, as mentioned in Sec. A.1. In

our domain, data, and tests, using just the hand joint features yielded the highest

performance.
5The orientation is kept with respect to the camera, because (i) we focus on

frontal person views, not sideways views; (ii) we will not use orientation features

but only positional ones.
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hmm1 1 2 . . . Q

hmm2 1 2 . . . Q

hmm3 1 2 . . . Q

garbage 1

(a) Model 1.

hmm1 1 2 . . . Q

hmm2 1 2 . . . Q

hmm3 1 2 . . . Q

garbage 1 2 . . . Q

(b) Model 2.

gesture1 (tap)

gesture2 (grasp)

gesture3 (push)

garbage

(c) Model 3.

Figure 64: Different Hidden Markov Model structures considered when
developing our gesture recognizer. Every state is associated
to an emission Probability Density Function which is a mix-
ture of Gaussians.
Model 1: one multi-state HMM per human gesture, one
single-state HMM (i.e., a GMM without transitions) for
garbage data. Each model in {hmm1, hmm2, hmm3} is in-
dependent from the other ones and can have an arbitrary
number of states.
Model 2: one multi-state HMM per human gesture,
one multi-state HMM for garbage data. Each model
in {hmm1, hmm2, hmm3, garbage} is independent from the
other ones and can have an arbitrary number of states
Model 3. one multi-state HMM per human gesture, one
multi-state HMM for garbage data. These four configura-
tions are then merged with an outer transition loop. Each
rectangle represents a gestural HMM like the ones shown
in Fig. 64b, however, because of the merging, the original
state indexes of {hmm1, hmm2, hmm3, garbage} must be
now uniquely renumbered.
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(a) RGB view. Hand trajectory

shown in green, elbow trajec-

tory in red.

(b) Depth skeletal view. Hand trajectory

shown in green, elbow trajectory in

light blue.

Figure 65: A tap human gesture, with temporal trajectory of selected
joints being highlighted. The 3D coordinates of the joints
of interest constitute the inputs of our statistical models of
Fig. 64.

transformation has two motivations, a conceptual and a practical one.
Conceptually, it gives more importance to the human user, by placing
a virtual mobile point attached to the human user, instead of relying
on a fixed point attached to a camera. From a practical perspective,
this transformation provides invariance to starting point of a physical
gesture. In other words, the user can perform actions at any distance
or angle from the sensor, and these actions will always be measured
with regards to his torso coordinate.

a.2.4 Training

Following the notation of the HMM MATLAB toolbox by Kevin Mur-
phy [Mur12], we introduce the following quantities relative to mix-
tures of Gaussians, also known as GMMs. A mixture of M Gaus-
sian components is the weighted sum of multivariate Gaussian distri-
butions m = 1, . . . , M , each with mean µm and covariance Σm:

p(x | wm, µm, Σm) =
M∑

m=1

wmN (x | µm, Σm), (27)

where x is a data point (in our case the 3D hand coordinates), and wm

are the mixing weights satisfying 0 ≤ wm ≤ 1,
∑M

m=1 wm = 1.
In addition, for an HMM with Q temporal states we define a weights

matrix containing all the wm as follows: each row represents a state q =

1, . . . , Q, each column represents a mixture component m = 1, . . . , M .
Let O be the size of an observation vector (e.g., the length of a se-

quence that we wish to fit to the model during training, or to classify
during testing: a segment of O hand input data points). Then, we de-
fine the means matrix with size Q×OM to contain the µ

(q)
m associated

to each state q, observed points and mixture components. Finally, we
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Figure 66: Gesture recognition data: example sequence of the grasp

human gesture. Top: image frames, bottom: depth frames.
Amplitude: wide, recording number: 2.

define a covariance matrix with size OQ×OM to contain all the Σ
(q)
m

for each state, observed point and mixture component.

Algorithm 2 Gaussian mixture splitting. Mdes is the final desired
number of Gaussians; pertDepth is a perturbation depth constant (we
set it to 0.2).

1: procedure UpMix(weights matrix, means matrix, covariance ma-
trix, Mdes)

2: while M < Mdes do ⊲ M : current no. of Gaussians
3: weights: split heaviest entry in two parts with equal weight
4: means: duplicate corresponding entry
5: means: perturb new entries to be

means1,2(i)±=
√

cov(i, i) · pertDepth
6: covariances: duplicate corresponding entry
7: M := M + 1
8: end while

9: end procedure

For the models described in the remainder of this section, we collected
training data of one person performing actions without manipulated
objects, in other words we trained the gesture recognizer with gesture
pantomimes. Each action was performed in three different amplitudes:
wide gestures (emphatic arm movements), medium-width gestures and
narrow gestures (subtle movements). Each amplitude class was ac-
quired multiple times (12–14 times), thus providing around 40 training
repetitions for each of the manipulation actions considered. We show
examples of our dataset, with the different amplitudes, in Figs. 66, 67,
68.

This dataset was used to train all the statistical models described
in this section, and we empirically determined suitable initialization
characteristics and meta-parameters for our HMM:

• left-to-right HMM transition probability matrix (initially every
state can either transition to itself or to the next state with equal
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Figure 67: Gesture recognition data: example sequence of the tap hu-
man gesture. Top: image frames, bottom: depth frames.
Amplitude: medium, recording number: 4.

Figure 68: Gesture recognition data: example sequence of the push hu-
man gesture. Top: image frames, bottom: depth frames.
Amplitude: narrow, recording number: 6.

Figure 69: Gesture recognition data: example sequence of the touch

human gesture (see also footnote 3 on p. 146). Top: image
frames, bottom: depth frames. Amplitude: wide, recording
number: 3.
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probability – with the exception of the last state which only tran-
sitions to itself):

A =












0.5 0.5 0 · · · 0

0 0.5 0.5 0
...

... . . .
. . . . . .

...
0 . . . 0 0.5 0.5
0 . . . . . . 0 1












;

• state probability distribution (initially we impose that we start
from the first state, all others having zero probability of starting):

Π =
[

1 0 · · · 0
]⊤

.

In all of the models described below, HMMs were trained with the
incremental mixture splitting technique, commonly used in ASR6, in
order to obtain the desired number of output Gaussians Mdes. With
this approach, initially every mixture has M = 1 Gaussian (with mean
initialized to empirical mean and covariance initialized to empirical
covariance of the input data, respectively); we run the Baum–Welch

algorithm7 to improve HMM parameter estimates; then we enter a
cycle, in which we run UpMix (adapted from [You+06, Sec. 10.6],
sketched in Alg. 2) and Baum–Welch, increasing the counter M ; the
cycle terminates when the weights matrix contains Mdes Gaussians as
desired. This technique allows us to achieve higher likelihoods than
with simple Baum–Welch (EM), as shown in Fig. 70.

The first statistical model that we define as a baseline for our ex-
periments (Model 1, shown in Fig. 64a) consists of several multi-state
HMMs with continuous outputs, one per gesture, and one single-state
HMM with continuous outputs (i.e., a GMM) for garbage. We use the
latter to capture the noise (i.e., nongesture points), and we use the
multi-state HMMs to model the actual human gestures: each HMM is
trained for one gesture (many repetitions of the same gesture with dif-
ferent spatial amplitudes and speed). However, the single-state nature
of the garbage model does not allow to capture the dynamic nature
which is present in the noisy transitions between subsequent gestures
in an uninterrupted, spontaneous human sequence of hand movements.
In other words, this noise model can only capture the noise at the very
beginning and at the very end of a sequence of many gestures, but not
the noise between two consecutive gestures within the sequence.

A second baseline statistical model that we train (Model 2, shown
in Fig. 64b) is similar to the previous one, but it tackles the main

6However, in recent years, several research groups in the ASR community have

adopted approaches based on deep neural networks [Hin+12], rather than on HMMs.
7The Baum–Welch algorithm is an instance of the Expectation–

Maximization (EM) algorithm used to estimate HMM parameters: in our case

the weights matrix, the means matrix and the covariance matrix.
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limitation of Model 1 by assigning a dynamic, multi-state HMM nature
to the garbage model, thus improving the separation criterion between
gestures and nongestures. In Model 2, the garbage model consists of an
HMM with several states trained with garbage data, and the remaining
HMMs capture the gestures as before. For simplicity, we fix the number
of states Q to be equal for all gestures and for the garbage.

So far, Model 1 and Model 2 have considered the individual gesture
models to be independent from each other: each of them has its start,
intermediate and final states, as well as its own prior probabilities, state
transition probabilities and observation probabilities. In Fig. 64c, we
now merge those models into one single HMM with many states and
appropriately combined probability matrices (Model 3). Merging the
previously trained statistical models into one new HMM entails the
following steps:

• weights matrix, means matrix: horizontal concatenation of previ-
ous models’ matrices;

• covariance matrix: block diagonal concatenation of previous mod-
els’ covariance matrices. For example, from covariance matri-
ces Σ1, . . . , Σ#gestures we obtain







Σ1 0 . . . . . . 0

0 . . .
. . . . . . 0

0 . . . . . . 0 Σ#gestures







;

• initial probability vector: stochastic concatenation of previous
models’ priors, i.e., a column vector with (Q · #gestures) en-
tries, all set to zero except for the first state of each gesture,
set to 1/#gestures;

• transition matrix: (Q ·#gestures)× (Q ·#gestures) block diag-
onal matrix built from the previous (Q×Q) matrices, allowing
transitions from each of the previous HMMs’ end states into the
first state of any previous HMM (this allows the uninterrupted
gesture recognition algorithm to enter a sequence j at the end of
any finished sequence i).

a.3 experimental results

In this section, we show recognition results obtained by employing com-
mon Hidden Markov Model (HMM) inference methods [Rab89] on our
models: (i) Forward–Backward algorithm for isolated gesture recog-
nition, which computes the most likely single action recognized from
a test data sequence; the major downside of this technique is that it
requires the segmentation of test data, thus the availability of all test
data offline; (ii) Viterbi algorithm for uninterrupted gesture recogni-
tion: this method does not require prior segmentation of test data, and
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Figure 70: Gesture recognition: evolution of the likelihoods of the ges-
ture models during training, comparing EM algorithm when
initialized with M=3 Gaussian outputs from the headstart
(dashed red line) and when employing the mixture splitting
technique (solid blue line, with points where the number
of mixtures was incremented being highlighted as circles).
With the exception of the “push” gesture class, our method
achieves a higher likelihood than simple EM.

it outputs the estimated sequence of actions (state path) that best ex-
plain the test data sequence. We will apply Forward–Backward on
all of our three models, and Viterbi on Model 3. This permits us to
show early intention recognition performance in the case of Model 3.

For early intention recognition on Model 3, we consider for simplicity
two possible cases: correct succession of gestures (the succession is
defined a priori) or incorrect succession of gestures. We assume that
the sequence Push-Tap-Grasp corresponds to the intention of “drinking”
(i.e., the user is about the grab the drinking cup in the correct way),
whereas any other sequence of gestures does not correspond to that
intention. Model 3 is capable of providing an intention recognition
result as soon as the model transitions into the (first state of the) last
gesture in the sequence, thus before the whole action is over.

Gesture recognition tests for the different models and algorithms are
shown in Figs. 71 for the baseline Models 1 and 2, and in Figs. 73 and 74
for the proposed approach which uses Model 3. Both training and test
sequences were collected by the authors using a depth sensor recording
gestures from one person. In order to make the system robust to differ-
ent people with different heights and sizes, we apply a normalization
step in the measurements, dividing them by the average shoulder width,
which is obtained after a few seconds of skeleton tracking (this can be
done in near-real time). The feature space that we use coincides with
the 3D position coordinates of the hand joint in time; enriching the
space with the coordinates of other joints such as shoulder and elbow
actually decreased the recognition performance in our tests.
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Forward–Backward classification results with Model 1 are shown
in Fig. 71a. The test sequence consists of nine consecutive gestures,
specifically three triplets (tap, grasp, push), the first triplet occurring
at slow speed, the next one at medium speed, and the final one at fast
speed. In this experiment, the test sequence was segmented similarly to
how training data was segmented. In general, this is not safe to assume
in a real time scenario, unless a delay is added. The problem here is that
the gesture threshold is “too strict”, voiding many HMM assignment
classifications, even where they are correct.

In the Model 1 experimental setup described above, gesture recogni-
tion performs poorly, with a recognition rate below 50%, mainly due
to the fact that the garbage GMM cannot learn the temporal nature
of nongesture (between-gesture) transitions.

Taking Model 2 (Fig. 64b) into account, Fig. 71b displays improved
Forward–Backward classification results. Compared to Model 1,
this model is better in correctly separating garbage segments from ges-
ture ones, which we expected because the gesture classifier is richer
here, being able to capture the dynamic nature of between-gesture
transitions with its dedicated HMM. However, classification still suf-
fers during probabilistic gesture class assignment, confusing taps with
grasps for all velocities of the input sequence.

Model 3 (Fig. 64c) allows us to illustrate the performance of our sys-
tem with the Viterbi algorithm results of Figs. 73 and Fig. 74. The
algorithm reconstructs the optimal (most likely) gesture state path re-
sulting from a given test sequence. In these experiments, we assume
that the context is described as the human–robot manipulation scenario
shown in Fig. 72, whereby a user has to correctly move and grasp an
object on a table, without making it collide with other objects: the cor-
rect strategy (intention) corresponds to the Push-Tap-Grasp sequence,
a fact known a priori by the system. In Fig. 73 (left), the recognition
accuracy is high (actions are detected in the correct temporal regions,
and they are classified correctly 3/3 times) and the intention of the user
(see p. 155) is inferred to be coincident to the correct Push-Tap-Grasp
strategy. On the other hand, Fig. 73 (right) shows a case where the
recognition is still correct (the action sequence is correctly identified
as Tap-Push-Grasp), but the wrong intention or strategy on the part
of the user (see p. 155) can be detected – thus allowing the robot to
intervene, as motivated by the scope of this appendix. Finally, Fig. 74
shows a test sequence which the system failed to recognize correctly as
Push-Tap-Grasp (the order of actions actually performed by the user),
even though it still classified correctly most of the actions (2/3). The
failures are due to limitations in training data, in the sensor employed
and in the general statistical robustness of our model.
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(a) Model 1 (Fig. 64a) performance on segmented input sequence.
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(b) Model 2 (Fig. 64b) performance on segmented input sequence.

Figure 71: Gesture recognition likelihood computed with Forward–

Backward algorithm.
√

: correct gesture classification,
×: wrong classification, (

√
): classification is correct but is

voided by GMM nongesture threshold.
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(a) Initial configuration. (b) Intermediate configu-

ration.

(c) Final configuration.

Figure 72: Scenario for testing early intention recognition, by spotting
the correct or incorrect successions of gestures: a human
user sitting on the left has to move the mug next to the bot-
tle, avoiding the red obstacle on the table, so that a robot
bartender can fill the mug. The repertoire of permitted
actions corresponds to the three gestures tap, grasp, push.
The robot system knows that Push-Tap-Grasp is the correct
strategy considering the initial table configuration, while for
instance Tap-Push-Grasp is an incorrect strategy due to geo-
metrical constraints. Fig. 73 (left) and Fig. 73 (right) reflect
these two situations from the pattern recognition perspec-
tive.
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Figure 73: Gesture recognition Viterbi results on the early intention
recognition scenario of Fig. 72 without noise. Red plus signs:
tap states, green stars: grasp states, blue crosses: push
states, rectangles: human-labeled ground truth segmenta-
tion.
Left: a Push-Tap-Grasp action sequence performed by the
user is correctly recognized (3/3 score), the user intention
(see p. 155) is found to be correct too, meaning that it is
feasible given the contextual geometric configuration of ta-
ble and objects. Right: a Tap-Push-Grasp action sequence is
correctly recognized (3/3 score), although the user intention
can be detected by the system as being incorrect considering
the current context – allowing the system to alert the user.
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Figure 74: Gesture recognition Viterbi result of the early intention
recognition scenario of Fig. 72 showing the limitations of
our approach in the presence of noise. The Push-Tap-Grasp
action sequence performed by the user is not correctly classi-
fied by the statistical model, because the test data was noisy
compared to the trained model, both in terms of space (am-
plitude of the gesture) and time (speed). Red plus signs: tap
states, green stars: grasp states, blue crosses: push states,
rectangles: human-labeled ground truth segmentation.

a.4 conclusions and future work

Gestures are a paramount ingredient of communication, tightly linked
with speech production in the brain: the ability to interpret the physical
movements of others improves the understanding of their intentions and
thus the efficiency of interactions. In Sec. A.2 we proposed a method to
recognize gestures in an uninterrupted, real time setting with statistical
methods.

The results of our gesture recognition models are discussed in Sec. A.3
and summarized in Table 17.
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Table 17: Summary of classification methods and results obtained with
the gesture recognition models of Fig. 64.
*: Model 1 yields 33% when considering the garbage/gesture
decision threshold, 55.6% without it.

model classification method performance

Model 1 GMM garbage, 33∗% (Forward–Backward)
HMMs each gesture

Model 2 HMMs garbage and 55.6% (Forward–Backward)
each gesture

Model 3 HMMs garbage and 66.6–100% (Viterbi)
each gesture, loop



B
H U M A N P E RC E P T I O N O F RO B O T G E S T U R E S

In this appendix, we study the social attitude perceived by humans

when a humanoid robot moves its body parts, with no facial expressions

involved1.
We conduct a human experiment in which human subjects are sit-

ting in front of the iCub robot (see Sec. 3.1), they observe it while it
performs pre-programmed head and arm movements, and they respond
to a questionnaire. We select the questions in such a way that they are
not boring or repetitive by using a machine learning algorithm based
on the idea of active learning (i.e., an algorithm that actively chooses
the data from which it learns). We report our motivation in terms of
robot gesture design, our findings regarding the expressiveness of robot
motion according to humans, and we propose an automated system
to conduct this type of studies in a way that keeps the time devoted
to making questions to humans to a minimum, while maximizing the
information acquired for statistical purposes and robot gesture design.

A note on terminology: in this appendix, (i) we call parameters the
numerical terms associated to robot gestures types (i.e., the variables
controlling joint positions, velocities and timings, as listed in Tables 19–
22); (ii) we call parameterized gestures the combinations of gesture
types, parameters and corresponding values (i.e., gesture–parameter–
value tuples, see Sec. B.2.2). However, (iii) we call weights the Bayesian
Network (BN) probabilies which specify the Conditional Probability
Distributions (CPDs) associated to the network. Those weights are
usually called “parameters” in Bayesian learning literature (see Sec. 2.1
and [TK00; Bis07; Pea88]), but in this appendix we avoid using that
term to prevent confusion with our specific meaning of robotic gesture
parameters.

This appendix is the subject of the following publication:

• Giovanni Saponaro and Alexandre Bernardino. “Generation of
Meaningful Robot Expressions with Active Learning”. In: ACM/IEEE

International Conference on Human–Robot Interaction. Late Break-
ing Report. 2011, pp. 243–244. doi: 10.1145/1957656.1957752.

The outline of this appendix is as follows: Sec. B.1 provides motiva-
tional considerations and related works for the study in this appendix.

1In a previous version of this work we referred to “emotions” [SB11], but we now

use a broader expression: “social attitudes”, in the sense of social states of mind.

The reason for this change is that “emotions” typically refer to anger, disgust, fear,

happiness, sadness, and surprise [EFE72]. The social attitudes that we consider are:

agreement, anger, distraction, approval, and disapproval.
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Figure 75: A set of iCub facial expressions using eye LEDs, mouth
LEDs and eyelid motors.

Sec. B.2 illustrates the proposed approach. Sec. B.3 reports the results,
and Sec. B.5 draws the conclusions.

b.1 background and related work

While the iCub robot has been used to display some basic emotional
social states [BWW15; Raf+16; Pac+17], this task has been mainly
concerned with the robot face by controlling its eyebrow LEDs, mouth
LEDs and eyelid servomotors as shown in Fig. 75: all features that
are indeed extremely informative for the transmission of feelings. By
contrast, we intend to explore the social capabilities of joint movements

located in the head, neck, torso and arms of the robot, and how human
users interpret these movements when face expressions are disabled.
We deliberately do not exploit the facial features of the robot, because
face to face interaction, being the chief interaction modality for humans,
would be too informative: using robot facial expressions drives and
biases the perception of the other’s features, such as the movements,
so we choose to turn off the facial expressions, giving the robot face a
neutral look, as in Fig. 76.

Our source of inspiration for transmitting social attitudes with move-
ment while disregarding the face, is puppetry [LC11]. Based on liter-
ature related to communicative robot body movements designed by
puppeteers, we build a library of robot gestures with their expected at-
titude value (ground truth). We then model a mapping between robot
movements and social attitudes perceived by humans, as a multinomial
distribution.

With this setup, we ask people to attribute social attitudes ratings
to robot movements. The answers are used to update the gesture–
attitude matches. In addition, we employ active learning to conduct
the study in a way that minimizes time and maximizes the information
gain. This framework gives the system the ability to inquire about
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Figure 76: The iCub face in a neutral position, without facial expres-
sions, as it was used during the human study of Sec. B.2.

movements that are ambiguous, showing them and getting feedback
more often than easily-perceived ones.

In the context of social robotics, we now review literature concerned
with the perceived value associated to body gestures and movement, in
order to assess the clarity and the effectiveness of the iCub body ges-
tures that we show to laypeople with the method explained in Sec. B.2.

The role of body expressions in affective human–robot interaction,
and more generally in affective computing, has been the subject of sev-
eral studies: for a comprehensive review, we refer the reader to [KB13].
Body movements are powerful means for conveying social attitudes,
and they also facilitate multimodal interaction in which they assume
other functions besides being mere gestures or controllers: for instance,
in whole-body videogames with Microsoft Kinect, PlayStation Move or
Nintendo Wii, movements capture and affect our own performance in
the game [Bia13]. The information contained in body gestures can
be incorporated into many applications, ranging from security and
surveillance, to law enforcement, entertainment, videogames, educa-
tion, and health care: for example, during rehabilitation exercises, cer-
tain specific movements and postural patterns inform clinical practition-
ers about the emotional conflict in the patients, and their (im)possibility
to relax.

As far as the iCub robot is concerned, it has been used in specific
human–robot interaction studies focusing on the role of certain modal-
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Library of Robot Gestures

Human Questionnaire

Active Learning

select most ambiguous entry

social attitude scores

update gesture–attitude matches

Figure 77: Block diagram of the proposed approach to study the
matches between robot gestures and perceived social atti-
tude in humans. The library of gestures is pre-programmed
(see Table 18); the questionnaire is a multiple-scale Likert
one; the scores are numbers corresponding to the Likert an-
swers, and they are used by the Active Learning block to
update an internal matrix of matches and select which robot
gestures should be shown next.

ities like gaze [Bou+12] or touch [ASB10] during interactions. It has
been used to display basic emotions with its face (Ekman’s Six Basic
Emotions [EFE72] as shown in Fig. 75: anger, disgust, fear, happiness,
sadness, surprise). To the best of our knowledge, the iCub has not
been used to study the social attitude value carried by gestures and
movement, which we will do in the remainder of this appendix.

Li and Chignell [LC11] have researched the social attitude under-
standing of robot gestures by human users, in particular by comparing
robot gesture movements designed by common people versus those de-
signed by puppeteers, and asking users whether they perceived one of
many social states of mind. The intuition is that puppetry artists
are able to create engaging and communicative personalities merely by
manipulating the kinematics of puppet figures. We apply the same
methodology with the iCub robot.

b.2 proposed approach

We design a library of robot gestures (without using facial expressions)
and we survey a number of people about what social attitude they
perceive when a humanoid robot performs such gestures. We study the
results and draw conclusions about which robot movements are clear
and which are not, looking at the attitude scores attributed by human
subjects to robot gestures.

Recall that we conduct the human study in such a way that minimizes
the time necessary for the interview sessions (as well as the robot usage,
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Table 18: Library of robot gestures, ordered by a sequential index, each
one corresponding to an expected social attitude (ground
truth according to the robot designer).

Gesture Name: description Expected
type social attitude
index (ground truth)

T = 1 nod: head tilts up and down agreement
T = 2 punch: rapidly extend fist in front of robot anger
T = 3 look out: abruptly deviate robot head and distraction

gaze to a side
T = 4 thumbs up: show fist and move thumb up approval
T = 5 thumbs down: show fist and move thumb down disapproval

preventing breakage of delicate robot parts and consequent downtime)
by employing an active learning technique, which processes the hu-
man scores attributed to the robot gestures, and decides which of the
gestures require more corrections and further human feedback informa-
tion: accordingly, the chosen gestures is shown, in order to maximize
the information of the matches from robot gestures to perceived social
attitudes, modeled as probabilistic mappings with a Bayesian Network.

As we make the robot perform the gestures and we ask human users
to attribute scores about the perceived attitudes, we address two key
issues related with robot gestures: (i) whether simple robot gestures,
in the absence of facial cues, convey the expected attitudes to viewers;
(ii) what contextual and motion characteristics aid gesture understand-
ing the most [LC11].

We now illustrate the details of the proposed approach.

b.2.1 Design of Basic Robot Gestures

Because we are interested in mapping simple robot gestures to social
attitudes that we wish to transmit successfully, the first crucial aspect
of the work consists in designing a library of basic robot motions which
do not rely on facial information, and their expected perceived atti-
tudes. We do this design task manually, i.e., a set of precise robot
gestures and joint trajectories are pre-programmed by hand, modulat-
ing the available joint positions and timings, using the iCub kinematic
structure (http://wiki.icub.org/wiki/ICub_joints) and evaluat-
ing the resulting movements qualitatively (this process being repeated
a number of times). In order to actuate the robot joints, we use
the position-based control, the Cartesian Interface [Pat+10] and the
Gaze Interface [Ron+16], all available in the iCub software repository
(http://www.icub.org). The end result of this process is summarized
in Table 18, which lists the designed gestures with corresponding nu-
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Figure 78: Temporal snapshots of the iCub nod gesture. Video avail-
able at https://youtu.be/w0uvGzmTkQM

Figure 79: Temporal snapshots of the iCub punch gesture. Video avail-
able at https://youtu.be/9pL28w1juaU
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Figure 80: Temporal snapshots of the iCub look out gesture. Video
available at https://youtu.be/RJIx27xHJ34

Figure 81: Temporal snapshots of the iCub thumbs up gesture. Video
available at https://youtu.be/ZHN91AN1t_o
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Figure 82: Temporal snapshots of the iCub thumbs down gesture.
Video available at https://youtu.be/AKvA6lIt25Q

merical identifiers, names, verbal descriptions and, importantly, an ex-
pected attitude ground truth value. Recall that the main objective
of this work is to study the match between robot gestures (A) and
human-perceived social attitudes (E).

Each of the designed gesture types, listed in the first column of Ta-
ble 18, consists of a trajectory computed between two or more points
in space (either joint space or Cartesian space, depending on the ges-
ture being designed) with adjusted velocities and timings between the
points to interpolate. We show the nod robot gesture in Fig. 78, the
punch robot gesture in Fig. 79, the lookout robot gesture in Fig. 80, the
thumbs up robot gesture in Fig. 81, and the thumbs down robot gesture
in Fig. 82. The main issue encountered during the interpretation of
the gestures by interviewees was about the punch gesture: this gesture
looked ambiguous, likely because the fist was not completely closed.

b.2.2 Parameterization of Robot Gestures

The robot gestures that we study are divided into a few basic types T , as
listed in Table 18. However, to have greater flexibility while displaying
robot gestures as well as during the machine learning phases, we enrich
the model with a set of specific parameters P (different for each gesture
type) that modulate the appearance of robot gestures, listed explicitly
in Tables 19–22. Each of the parameters takes a discrete value from a
set V (different for each gesture–parameter pair), which can be seen as
a histogram (e.g., a velocity-like parameter value range can be divided
into a low-velocity bin v1, a medium-velocity bin v2 and a high-velocity
bin v3).
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Table 19: Parameters of the “nod” gesture.

Parameter Parameter Meaning
index symbol

P1 x
(0)
0 initial position of neck pitch joint

P2 x
(1)
0 final position of neck pitch joint

P3 ẋ0 velocity of neck pitch joint
P4 t(0)→(1) time to transition from initial to

final positions
P5 t(1)→(0) time to transition from final to

final positions

Table 20: Parameters of the “punch” gesture.

Parameter Parameter Meaning
index symbol

P1 ẋ7:15 velocity of finger joints when
closing hand

P2 t(0)→(1) time to transition arm joints from initial
to final positions

P3 t(1)→(0) time to transition arm joints from final
to initial positions

As a result, in the general formulation of our framework described
below, the matches (Bayesian Network weights) are between gesture–
parameter–value tuples (rows) and perceived attitudes (columns). This
means that the number of rows can potentially be much larger than
the number of columns: active learning is especially useful in these
scenarios, being able to select a query (row) among many of them,
according to a probabilistic criterion. Even though our formalism is
quite general, in the experimental results (Sec. B.3) we will make some
simplifying assumptions as to the number of parameters and values.

Table 21: Parameters of the “look out” gesture.

Parameter Parameter Meaning
index symbol

P1 x
(0)
0:2 initial position of neck joints

P2 x
(1)
0:2 final position of neck joints

P3 ẋ0:2 velocity of neck joints
P4 t(0)→(1) time to transition head joints from initial

to final positions
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Table 22: Parameters of the “thumbs up” and “thumbs down” gestures.

Parameter Parameter Meaning
index symbol

P1 x
(0)
8 initial position of thumb opposition joint

P2 x
(1)
8 final position of thumb opposition joint

P3 ẋ8 velocity of thumb opposition joint
P4 t(0)→(1) time to transition arm joints from initial

to final positions
P5 t(1)→(0) time to transition arm joints from final

to initial positions

b.2.3 Human Questionnaire

To survey human interpretation of the robot movements, we present
people with a five-level Likert questionnaire (see Fig. 77). The robot
displays gestures selected from the library of Table 18 according to an
order which is computed online (see Sec. B.2.5), and we ask subjects
to rate their level of agreement to a number of statements relative to
social attitudes:

• “This gesture expresses agreement.”

• “This gesture expresses anger.”

• “This gesture expresses distraction.”

• “This gesture expresses approval.”

• “This gesture expresses disapproval.”

For each displayed movement, we ask people to rate each of the
above statements with a score ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree). For each examined gesture–parameter–value we thus
have a vector of scores rl, where l = 1, . . . , L is the attitude index. We
define the normalized Likert score as

cl =
1

∑L
i=1 ri

rl, l = 1, . . . , L, (28)

which is a new score derived from rl, but such that the elements c1, . . . , cL

sum to unity. For example, if a vector of scores is [5 1 2 4 1], then
its normalized version is [5/13 1/13 2/13 4/13 1/13].

b.2.4 Probabilistic Model of Gesture–Attitude Matches

We will now describe how to model the questionnaire scores provided
by human subjects (see Sec. B.2.3) in a Bayesian Network composed of
two nodes: A (parameterized gesture) → E (attitude).
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Node A includes a fixed gesture–parameter–value tuple combining
a gesture type, a gesture-specific parameter and a possible value for
it, as follows: it contains the specific type of gesture T = ti, where
i = 1, . . . , M (M : number of possible gestures), as in Table 18, its
parameters values Vij = {vijk}, j = 1, . . . , Pi (Pi: number of parame-
ters that describe gesture i, as in Tables 19–22), k = 1, . . . , Kij (Kij :
number of possible values of parameter j for gesture i). For notational
convenience, we use a unique discrete index n = 1, . . . , N to count all
the possible gesture–parameter–value 3-tuples, thus incorporating the
indexes i, j, k like this:

n = 1, . . . ,

N
︷ ︸︸ ︷

M∑

i=1

Pi∑

j=1

Kij , ∀i = 1, . . . , M ,

∀j = 1, . . . , Pi,

∀k = 1, . . . , Kij .

(29)

Node E encodes a pre-defined set of possible attitudes el, l = 1, . . . , L,
corresponding to the last column of Table 18.

The probability distribution P (E | A) is modeled as a multinomial
distribution P (E = el | A = an) = θln, where θ are the Bayesian
Network probability weights2, l is the attitude index, n is the gesture–
parameter–value index and

∑

l θln = 1 for each an:

P (E | A) =









θ11 · · · θL1

θ12 · · · θL2
...

. . .
...

θ1N · · · θLN









. (30)

We have modeled a Bayesian Network from N multinomial tables,
one for each gesture–parameter–value an (each row of the matrix in (30)),
expressing the corresponding distribution of attitude perceived by hu-
man users.

Furthermore, we express each weight θln of (30) as a fractional ex-
pression:

θln =
sln

#an
, (31)

where sln is the cumulative normalized score of attitude l to gesture–
parameter–value tuple n (see (28)), and #an is the total number of
cases where gesture–parameter–value tuple n was shown.

We assume that the structure of the Bayesian Network is given, and
we focus on estimating (updating) the weights θ by using data com-
ing from human-provided social attitude scores. We keep a Probability

2Recall from p. 161 that we call weights the Bayesian Network probabilies which

specify the Conditional Probability Distributions (CPDs) associated to the network.

Those weights are usually called “parameters” in machine learning literature, but

we avoid that term because we already employ it for robotic gesture parameters.
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Density Function (PDF) over possible weight values, and we assume in-
dependence between weights [TK00], which allows us to represent the
joint distribution P (θ) as a set of independent multinomial distribu-
tions, one for each gesture–parameter–value case.

b.2.5 Active Learning Algorithm

The scores that result from the human survey described in Sec. B.2.3 are
sent to an active Bayesian Network learning program that learns (up-
dates) the weights of the network, as proposed by [TK00]. In the active
learning framework, the learner has the ability to guide the instances
it gets, by querying for a particular input rather than proceeding ran-
domly or sequentially from a set. In particular, in an unsupervised
learning context, the system can request information in regions where
the probability distribution that models the data is currently uninfor-
mative.

We will now define some quantities necessary for the algorithm, and
we will describe the selection step as well as the actual update step, in
accordance to Fig. 77.

For one gesture–parameter–value tuple an (i.e., one row of (30)), we
denote its entropy as

H(θn) = −
L∑

l=1

θln log(θln), (32)

where log is the natural logarithm (the base of the logarithm does not
affect the results), and θln is one weight of the Bayesian Network (BN)
as in (31) (i.e., one entry of the matrix in (30)).

The expected posterior entropy of one an tuple is computed [TK00,
Eq. 1] by averaging the entropies that would arise from all particular
choices of vectorial Likert scores (r = 1, . . . , RL, where L is the number
of attitudes or elements in the vectorial scores, and R are the possible
Likert levels), weighted by the probability of each choice, P (r):

H ′(θn) =
RL
∑

r=1

P (r)

(

−
L∑

l=1

θ
(r)
ln log

(

θ
(r)
ln

)
)

, (33)

θ
(r)
ln =

sln + clr

#an + 1
. (34)

However, (33) and (34) are computationally costly due to the exponen-
tial number RL of possible c score choices.

During the selection step we thus make a simplifying assumption: we

only consider score vectors where the answer is fully polarized to one

attitude, and all the other ones are zero. This is based on the empir-
ical observation that our interviewed subjects generally lean towards
attributing one clear attitude to a gesture, disregarding all the other
ones. The benefit of this assumption is that it makes the expected
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posterior entropy of (33) tractable. As a consequence, the prior P (r)

can now be taken to be the current weight value θln (i.e., before the
update), and we can write:

H ′′(θn) =
R∑

r=1

θln

(

−
L∑

l=1

θ
(r)
ln log

(

θ
(r)
ln

)
)

, (35)

θ
(r)
ln =

sln + δlr

#an + 1
, (36)

where δlr is the Kronecker delta:

δlr =







0 l 6= r

1 l = r.
(37)

In (35) and (36), θ
(r)
ln is the “imagined” version of a weight (see (31)),

computed according to the following update rule: we multiply the pre-
vious value θln by the counter #an (number of previous experiments
with A = an), we sum the maximum scores obtainable ((37)), and we
divide by the incremented counter #an + 1.

Finally, the entropy gain is the difference between the entropy before
and after learning, or equivalentely, between the current entropy (i.e.,
before applying the learning step) and the expected posterior entropy
after a trial [TK00, Eq. 7]:

Hgain(θn) = H(θn)−H ′′(θn). (38)

Selection step. To select which is the most convenient parameterized
gesture a∗

n to display from the library (i.e., which row of (30)), we
measure the entropy gain of all the rows and we select the row that
maximizes such quantity:

a∗
n = arg max

n
Hgain(θn). (39)

Rather than querying every person for the same entire sequence of
robot gestures in the entire ordered database, the learner selects the
next query (row an) using probability theory in an efficient way: effi-
cient in the sense of reduced number of queries, and reduced overall
time spent doing the experiment for an interview subject. In addition
to the maximization criterion of (39), we also employ these heuristics:

no repetitions: we prevent the system from showing the robot
gesture that it showed one iteration before;

randomization: if there are more than one winning a∗
n with the

same entropy gain (e.g., when starting the experiment with a
uniform prior), select one of them at random.

Update step. After having shown the robot performing the chosen pa-
rameterized gesture an to an interviewed subject, we obtain the vector
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of questionnaire answers, we normalize it (c, see (28)) and we update
the weights of the model as follows:

sln

#an
← sln + cl

#an + 1
, ∀l = 1, . . . , L, (40)

where the left-hand side is the previous score θln (see (31)).

The main advantage of our approach is that the human–robot exper-
iment session is shorter than it would be with an exhaustive search (we
do not survey all people about all the possible A→ E matches), thus
making the survey relatively brief and interesting. Other advantages
are that the system focuses its effort on the most ambiguous gestures
(they are repeated more often, so the main share of queries and infor-
mation gathering is concentrated on them), and that, by not showing
exhaustively all the robot movements to all people, we reduce the wear
and tear which affects fragile robot parts (e.g., steel tendons).

b.3 experimental results

The proposed system maintains a multinomial map from (parameter-
ized) robot gestures to perceived human attitude, as described in Sec. B.2.

In the remainder of this appendix, we assume a simplification with
respect to the general formulation of Sec. B.2.2: we fix the number of
parameters to be 1 for all gesture types, and the number of values (dis-
cretization bins) to be 1 for all parameters. This restriction is imposed
for practical reasons: (i) from the machine learning perspective, to re-
duce the number of trials required to appreciate a learning behavior
by the system, (ii) from the robotics perspective, to reduce the usage
of the robot and the number of movements, especially of the arms and
hands, having observed that some metal cables can break frequently
when used many times with high accelerations, causing downtime and
annoyance, (iii) from the human subjects perspective, to keep the time
spent interviewing each human subject to a minimum, around 10 to 15
minutes per person, after which the possibility of the interviewee be-
coming bored or tired increases.

By forcing the number of gesture parameters to be equal for all ges-
ture types (Pi ≡ P ∀i), and the number of possible value discretiza-
tion bins to be equal for all gesture parameters (Kij ≡ K ∀i ∀j),
the expression in (29) that enumerates the parameterized robot ges-
tures becomes

n = 1, . . . ,

N
︷ ︸︸ ︷

M∑

i=1

P∑

j=1

K,

where P is the set of parameters for all gesture types, and K is the set
of discretized values permitted for all gesture parameters.
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Furthermore, because we also impose that P = K = 1, the expres-
sion further simplifies to

n = 1, . . . , M = N ,

which means that the multinomial map of (30) now consists of a matrix
with M rows and L columns, where M is the number of robot gestures
and L is the number of human attitudes.

Before starting the interview session, we initialize the matrix of the
Bayesian Network weights (see (30) and (31)) to be uniform, consider-
ing the 5 robot gestures and human attitudes listed in Table 18:

P (E|A) = θln

=
sln

#an

=









0.2/1 · · · 0.2/1
0.2/1 · · · 0.2/1

...
. . .

...
0.2/1 · · · 0.2/1









,

where each row represents a robot gesture and each column the match
of that gesture to an attitude. These initial values are visualized in
Fig. 83a.

Then, we ask interviewed subjects to sit in front of the robot, to
observe one robot movement (chosen online by the learner, initially
randomly). We ask users to rank each movement with social attitude
scores and we feed the resulting score vector into the system. The
active learning system will then choose the next movement to display,
and the process is repeated. The matrix starts being updated as the
system gets more and more answers, as shown in Fig. 83.

In total we survey 20 people: to each of them we show 5 (±1) move-
ments and in the end we obtain the mapping displayed in Fig. 83f. It
shows that gesture 1 (“nod”) was the one with the clearest gesture–
attitude correspondence; it soon acquired high “agreement” and “ap-
proval” scores, i.e., the system rapidly received information about it
(the gesture’s expected entropy gain as in (38) got lower) and was not
bothered to query it again: it was displayed less time than the others.
This also tells us that this particular robot gesture design was good.
Gesture 3 (“look out”) also resulted in a decent “distraction” score.
The remaining gestures performed poorly, in fact several subjects were
puzzled about them. Possible reasons are: (i) robot gesture design has
to be improved; (ii) the iCub humanoid does not have mechanical ca-
pabilities (e.g., accelerations are limited) to convey that attitude solely
with movement (excluding facial expressions); (iii) the questionnaire
has to be adjusted, as some of the possible attitudes have an overlap,
and the ground truth is too easy for people to guess.

Fig. 84 shows the evolution of the entropy-related quantities during
the human survey. The most significant aspect is the entropy gain (in
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Figure 83: Temporal evolution of the gesture–attitude matches as the
human survey is carried out and the questionnaire answers
are fed into the active learning system.
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Figure 84: Temporal evolution of the entropy quantities as the human
survey is carried out and the questionnaire answers are fed
into the active learning system.
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red), which underscores how head movements are clear and unanimous,
whereas arm movements are still considered ambiguous by the active
learner at the end of the experiment.

Fig. 85 also displays the temporal evolution of entropy-related quan-
tities during the human survey, this time sorting by robot gesture type.
This figure highlights which robot gestures managed to convey the
ground truth social attitude clearly and quickly (i.e., after about 5 in-
terviews): “nod” (Fig. 85a) and “look out” (Fig. 85c) are such gestures,
because their entropy gain bar quickly decreased to a negligible value.
By contrast, other gestures which involve the use of robot arms and
hands appear confusing, as their expected entropy gain remained high
even after concluding all the interviews: for example, this is the case
for “punch” (Fig. 85b) and “thumbs up” (Fig. 85d).

b.4 human study data

Table 23 shows demographic information about the people surveyed
for the human experiment. The proportion between male and female
subjects is even (10/10), as is the one between technology experts and
non-experts (10/10). None of the people interviewed were roboticists
or had interacted with robots at length before.

b.5 conclusions and future work

We address the problem of communicating social attitudes with a hu-
manoid robot without using the facial features but employing move-
ments of head, arms and torso. The proposed method is described in
Sec. B.2 and can be summarized as follows: (i) design a library of simple
robot movement gestures corresponding to a ground truth of attitudes;
(ii) initialize a matrix of gesture–attitude matching scores; (iii) using
an active learning algorithm and according to the current matches,
make the robot display the most ambiguous gesture to human users
and survey their social attitude perception of that movement based
on a questionnaire; (iv) use the resulting human answer to update the
gesture–attitude probabilistic matrix; (v) repeat the two previous steps
until the learning algorithm has produced meaningful correspondences
in the matching scores, or until there are no more subjects to interview.

By looking at the gesture–attitude correspondences obtained with
human answers and with our model, we can reason about which robot
body gestures are expressive, and also which movements should be
performed by the robot in order to transmit a desired social attitude.

As opposed to a naive approach (e.g., random gesture selection, or
querying all human subjects for a fixed sequence of gestures), our learn-
ing framework allows to perform human experiments in an optimized
way, giving the system the ability to inquire about movements that
are ambiguous, showing them more often than easily-perceived ones.
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Figure 85: Temporal evolution of the entropy quantities sorted by robot
movement, as the human survey is carried out and the ques-
tionnaire answers are fed into the active learning system.
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Table 23: Demographic data of people surveyed.

Subject Sex Age Technology
expert?

1 M 34 Yes
2 F 38 No
3 M 37 Yes
4 F 35 No
5 F 30 No
6 M 23 Yes
7 F 26 No
8 M 30 Yes
9 F 24 No
10 F 25 No
11 M 23 Yes
12 F 34 No
13 M 29 Yes
14 F 28 No
15 M 31 Yes
16 F 28 Yes
17 F 25 No
18 M 32 Yes
19 M 31 No
20 M 31 Yes
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In Sec. B.3, our experiments show that people perceive head move-
ment attitudes as intended (i.e., similarly to the programmer’s ground
truth), but that it is difficult to achieve this kind of effective commu-
nication by using arm motions only (without facial expressions): they
yield different responses and users are generally confused about their
interpretation.

In terms of future work, the following aspects can be investigated:

• robot gesture design: enrich the corpus of possible gestures (in-
cluding other limbs, e.g., legs); instead of manually programming
robot joint trajectories, acquire them with kinesthetic teaching in
compliance mode (i.e., the robot designer manually grabs robot
parts and manipulates them);

• machine learning: different initializations of score matches (e.g.,
uniform versus expert prior knowledge); different optimization
strategies other than the maximum-entropy criterion (e.g., artifi-
cial neural networks, reinforcement learning); exploit the gesture–
parameter–value formulation of robot movements from Sec. B.2.2,
in order to identify optimal parameters and values for robot ges-
tures.
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